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ABSTRACT 

Epigenetics has been the study of cell-type-specific differences in chromatin structure(s) 

(defined herein as epitype) among cells with the same genotype. The “Holy Grail” of current 

epigenetic is the cell-type-specific analyses of epitype within a complex tissue. Yet most of the 

publications on epigenetics examine the epitype of whole organs or parts of organs, which are 

comprised of dozens if not hundreds of cell types. In this dissertation, two technologies are 

developed, the first inspects the nuclei of specific cell types, Fluorescence Nuclear Cytometry 

(FNC), while the second both inspects and enriches the nuclei of specific cell types for further 

analyses, Fluorescence-Activated Nuclear Sorting (FANS). Two different mammalian organs 

were examined. FANS and FNC were employed to study subsets of neuronal nuclei from mouse 

brain and subsets of adipocyte nuclei from pig adipose depots. In all studies of this dissertation, 

cell-type-specific differences were observed in those subpopulations fractionated by FANS. The 

first study (Chapter 3) determined that a significant subpopulation of adult mouse brain nuclei 

(NeuN-High) had highly decondensed chromatin, expressed elevated levels of chromatin 

modifying machinery, and expressed high levels of transcripts encoding markers of 

neurogenesis, learning and memory, multipotency and cell cycle activity. The surprising 



discovery is the co-expression of multipotency and neuronal activity markers in the same 

subpopulation. In chapter 4, 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC), the first product in the 

demethylation of 5-methylcytosine (5mC), levels were evaluated among NeuN-High, NeuN-Low 

and NeuN-Neg mouse brain nuclei. Tet-assisted bisulfite sequencing (TAB-seq) demonstrated 

that 5hmC levels in NeuN-High nuclei were significantly higher compared to NeuN-low and 

NeuN-Neg nuclei. The third study (chapter 5) identified a previously unknown subset of visceral 

adipose tissue (VAT) nuclei (PPARg2-Positive) that expressed significantly higher levels of 

transcripts encoding both mature adipocyte markers and chromatin-remodeling factors, and also 

had higher levels of 5hmC. Collectively, the studies of this dissertation provide further evidence 

that epigenetic reprogramming is a cell-type-specific process and advance nuclear cytometry for 

the analysis of brain and adipose tissues. Future epigenetics analyses will be enhanced by using 

the full potential of FANS and FNC technologies along with the wide variety of new and well-

characterized immunological markers.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION  

 

Epigenetic controls function at the level of specific cell types. The “Holy Grail” of 

epigenetics is the ability to rapidly analyze chromatin structures from single cell types within an 

organ or tissue. Examining mixed populations of cell types compromises epigenetic data and 

may render it “unintelligible” (Deal and others, 2010a; Reinius and others, 2012b). Yet the 

majority of studies have been examining epigenetic profiles from samples derived from whole 

tissue or mixed cell types. These aggregated results from mixtures of cell types do not accurately 

capture the real biology of specific cell types, which is essential to understand for designing 

improved therapies. For example, DNA methylation profiles (methylation epitype) of seven 

purified individual blood leukocyte cell types are found to be significantly different from that of 

whole blood (Reinius and others, 2012b). Pairwise comparisons of the seven leukocyte types 

revealed that they varied at 9.5% to 40% of the 485,000 cytosine methylation sites assayed. 

Because the epitype of whole blood cells is the weighted average of methylation differences 

among all cell types, whole blood data has relatively weak statistical significance. Therefore, 

cell-type-specific epigenetic analysis makes it possible to obtain more biologically relevant data 

on chromatin structures.  

The diversity of cell types in organs complicates attempts of epigenetic analysis at cell-

type-specific level. For brain tissue, due to the interdigitation of neuronal and glial processes 

within and between other cells and tissues, it is nearly impossible to isolate subpopulations of  
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adult neurons from within the brain away from multipotential precursor cells, glia, leukocytes, 

and endothelium. For Adipose tissue, in addition to various classes of preadipocytes as well as 

maturing and mature adipocytes, adipose tissue is rich with blood vessels, endothelial cells and 

numerous lymphoid cell types (e.g. T cells, neutrophils, and natural killer cells) (Deiuliis and 

others, 2011b; Lumeng and others, 2011b; Lumeng and Saltiel, 2011b; Wozniak and others, 

2009a). Mature white adipocytes can be enzymatically dissociated from adipose tissue, but they 

are difficult to be isolated because they are large (50 to 200µm) and easily lysed during 

manipulation (Wei and others, 2013). Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) has been used 

to fractionate dissociated adipocytes, but the large cell sizes require special instrumentation to 

prevent cell breakage, clogging and slow flow rates (Song and others, 2015). As an alternative, 

Fluorescence-Activated Nuclear Sorting (FANS) and Fluorescence Nuclear Cytometry (FNC) 

were used herein to study cellular nuclei as surrogates for isolated cells by fractionating nuclei 

into different subpopulations. These technologies are relatively simple to employ for 

“problematic tissues” and have the potential to reveal a great deal about epigenetically and 

transcriptionally distinct cell populations within tissues.  

It was proposed by Sir Francis Crick 30 years ago that cellular memory was recorded as 

reversible modifications to DNA and proteins (Meagher, 2014). Only in the last decades has it 

become clear that changes to the epigenome, modifications to chromatin (such as methylation of 

DNA cytosine) and the post-translational modifications of nucleosomal histones (for example, 

acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation) play essential roles in memory formation and 

maintenance (Kramer, 2013; Rudenko and Tsai, 2014; Sweatt, 2013; Zovkic and others, 2013). 

We hypothesize that different cell types within a tissue have distinct epigenetic profiles, which 

are differentially potentiated to record cellular memories. Of particular interest is the recently 
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identified DNA cytosine modification 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) which may define 

genes poised to change their expression through localized loss of 5mC (Lister and others, 2013a; 

Pastor and others, 2011). Because 5hmC may be the rate-limiting step in removing 5mC at CG 

dinucleotides, and hence, rate limiting to the turnover of modified cytosine, I examined 5hmC 

levels among distinct subpopulations of brain and adipose tissue nuclei by FANS.  

I began the first study of my dissertation by developing techniques to rapidly isolate mouse 

brain nuclei and pig adipose tissue nuclei from formalin fixed tissues such that both nuclear 

structure and chromatin modification would be preserved. In chapter 3, FANS was applied to 

fractionate mouse brain nuclei into three different subpopulations, NeuN-High, NeuN-Low and 

NeuN-Negative (-Neg) based on the level of NeuN protein. NeuN is a neuronal nuclear localized 

RNA processing protein. I found a surprisingly large NeuN-High population that had 

decondensed chromatin and expressed significantly higher levels of transcripts encoding 

chromatin remodeling machinery and markers of learning and memory (ARC, BDNF, ERG1, 

HOMER1, NFL/NEF1, SYT1), chromatin remodeling (SIRT1, HDAC1, HDAC2, HDAC11, 

KAT2B, KAT3A, KAT3B, KAT5, DNMT1, DNMT3A, Gadd45a, Gadd45b) and multipotency and 

cell cycle activity (BRN2, FOXG1, KLF4, c-MYC, OCT4, PCNA, SHH, SOX2). In chapter 4, I 

explored the 5hmC levels among these three different subpopulations and found that NeuN-High 

nuclei had elevated levels of 5hmC and expressed higher levels of factors promoting modified 

cytosine turnover (TET1, TET2, TDG, MBD2, MBD4) relative to the balance of neuronal (NeuN-

Low) or non-neuronal (NeuN-Neg) nuclei. In chapter 5, I extended FANS and FNC to the 

analysis of adipocyte nuclei within visceral adipose tissue. Nuclear sorting based on the 

expression of the adipocyte-specific nuclear receptor protein PPARg2 (peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor gamma 2) identified subpopulations of adipocyte and non-adipocyte nuclei 
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that differentially expressed a significant fraction of the epigenetic machinery assayed. 

Adipocyte nuclei were identified that had highly elevated levels of factors involved in the 

regulation of histone methylation (KDM4A, KMT2C, SETDB1, ARID1A, JMJD6, PRMT5) and 

DNA cytosine modification (DNMT1, DNMT3A, TET1, TET2, TET3, AICDA), and in particular 

displayed widely divergent levels of 5hmC across the gene body of different groups of genes. 

Collectively, these studies all provide evidence of the importance and necessity of performing 

cell-type-specific epigenetics within a tissue or mixed cell types.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

To provide a basis for this dissertation, my literature review will focus on providing a 

relevant background on epigenetics, DNA methylation, 5-hydroxymethylcytosine, roles of DNA 

demethylation in neural development, cell-type-specific epigenetic analysis using FANS, 

decondensed chromatin and multipotency.   

 

Epigenetics  

The term “epigenetics” was used to refer the events that could not be explained by genetic 

principles and from its various inceptions and reincarnations has generally referred to the 

development of cells, tissues, and organs. Aristotle described epigenesis as the process by which 

organized organs and organisms developed from unorganized structures (Aristotle, 1984). 

Conrad Waddington defined epigenetics as “the branch of biology which studies the causal 

interactions between genes and their products, which bring the phenotype into being” 

(Waddington, 1942). In a subsequent publication when describing epigenetics Waddington 

begins with “at some early stage in development certain major discontinuities between tissues or 

organs become established” (Waddington, 1957). In an apparently independent inception of 

epigenetics, David Nanney states that after cell division the two daughter cells may be 

epigenetically different and states “The term "epigenetic" is chosen to emphasize the reliance of 

these systems on the genetic systems” and goes on to say “epigenetic systems regulate the 

expression of the genetically determined potentialities” (Haig, 2004; Nanney, 1958). Today, 
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Epigenetics is commonly defined as the heritable changes in gene expression or cellular 

phenotype that occur without changing the underlying DNA sequence (Campion and others, 

2009; Dupont and others, 2009; Goldberg and others, 2007; Perez-Cornago and others, 2014). 

Epigenetic changes include DNA modification, histone and other protein modifications and 

microRNAs (Barter and others, 2012). Modifications to DNA and histone tails can alter 

chromatin structure and gene accessibility to transcriptional machinery and thus regulating 

patterns of gene expression (Handy and others, 2011). Here, I will briefly introduce the core 

molecular actors that play important role in epigenetic mechanisms.  

 

DNA methylation  

DNA methylation typically refers to the covalent attachment of a methyl group to the C5 

position of cytosine residues in CpG-dense sequences (termed CpG islands (CGIs)), although 

methylation in non-CG contexts has also been reported in both humans and mice(Ichiyanagi and 

others, 2013; Lister and others, 2009; Ramsahoye and others, 2000). 5-methylcytosine (5mC) 

occurs predominantly in the context of CGIs in the genome (Goll and Bestor, 2005b). 5mC 

accounts for ~1% of the nucleotides in the human genome and is referred to as the fifth DNA 

base (Lister and Ecker, 2009).  

Genomic DNA methylation patterns are donated by de novo or maintenance DNA 

methyltransferases (DNMTs). Currently, there are five known mammalian DNMTs: DNMT1, 

DNMT2, DNMT3A, DNMT3B and DNMT3L (Robertson, 2002). In mammals, new DNA 

methylation patterns are established by de novo DNA methyltransferases, DNMT3A and 

DNMT3B. Their activity can be modulated by a catalytically inactive family member, DNMT3L 

(Goll and Bestor, 2005a). During mitosis, the methylation patterns are maintained by DNMT1, 
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an enzyme that copies DNA methylation patterns from parent to daughter stand during DNA 

replication (Gibney and Nolan, 2010; Jones and Liang, 2009). Such inheritability of DNA 

methylation suggests a role for 5mC in long-term epigenetic regulation required for various 

biological functions, such as stable silencing of gene expression, maintenance of genome 

stability and establishment of genomic imprinting (Bird, 2002).  

Typically DNA methylation is associated with condensed heterochromatin, resulting in the 

repression of gene expression (Siegfried and Simon, 2010). DNA methylation in gene promoter 

regions usually serves as a transcriptional “OFF” switch, which associated with transcriptional 

repression. However, gene body methylation has a less clear relationship with gene expression 

(Suzuki and Bird, 2008). In early embryogenesis, methylation is erased throughout the genome 

and then reestablished in all but CGIs. CGIs become methylated in later development and they 

are associated with transcriptional repression, especially when these methylated sites involve 

promoter or other gene regulatory regions (Bird, 1986; Illingworth and Bird, 2009; Weber and 

others, 2007). CGIs methylation suppress transcription by directly block DNA recognition and 

binding by some transcription factors. For instance, studies have shown that transcription 

activation at GC-boxes is inhibited by methylation which blocks the binding of Sp1 and Sp3 

transcription factors at promoter contexts (Aoyama and others, 2004; Nomura and others, 2007). 

Alternatively, other factors may bind to methylated DNA and block the access of transcription 

factors. For example, Methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2) bind to methylated DNA and lead 

to transcriptional repression by recruiting histone deacetylases (HDACs), and HDACs promote 

chromatin condensation, further repressing transcription (Fuks and others, 2003).  
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5-hydroxymethylcytosine  

Although DNA methylation pattern in somatic cells is stably maintained, genome-wide loss 

of 5mC is observed in developing primordial germ cells (PGCs) and early embryos (Hajkova and 

others, 2010; Mayer and others, 2000). Global DNA demethylation is essential for erasing 

parental-origin imprints in developing PGCs and resetting pluripotent states in early embryos 

(Feng and others, 2010b). There is evidence showing that the rapid erasure of 5mC during these 

two stages of epigenetic reprogramming cannot be fully explained by replication-dependent 

passive loss of 5mC, suggesting the existence of enzymatic process that actively remove methyl 

groups on cytosines (Wu and Zhang, 2010).  

Recently, 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) was identified as another epigenetic mark that 

arose from oxidation of 5mC by ten eleven translocation (TET) (Ito and others, 2010; 

Kriaucionis and Heintz, 2009; Tahiliani and others, 2009; Williams and others, 2011a; Xu and 

others, 2011). Evidence has shown that dynamic regulation of DNA methylation is mainly 

achieved through a cyclic enzymatic cascade. First, DNA methyltransferase (DNMTs) methylate 

DNA cytosine to 5mC, while TETs catalyze its conversion to 5hmC and to other more oxidized 

forms (5fC, 5caC). Although, 98% of TET activity is restricted to modified cytosine residues in 

the CG dinucleotide context. Thymine-DNA glycosylase (TDG) acts on 5fC or 5caC to generate 

an abasic site (-OH). The base excision repair pathway (BER) and factors like the GADD45s 

recognize a G residue in the antiparallel DNA strand and restore cytosine (Wu and Zhang, 2014).  

5hmC has been proposed to be not only an intermediate of the demethylation of 5mC, but 

is associated with gene expression changes. Genome-wide mapping of 5hmC in several mouse 

brain regions showed an enrichment of 5hmC in intragenic regions (gene bodies) as well as in 

proximal upstream and downstream regions relative to the transcription start site (TSS) and was 
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associated with more highly expressed genes, namely developmentally activated genes. 

Approximately 70% of mammalian promoters are associated with short CpG-dense sequences 

(Deaton and Bird, 2011). CpG-rich promoters are generally unmethylated and transcriptionally 

active. The lack of 5mC at CpG-rich promoters predicts that TET-mediated oxidation of 5mC is 

minimal at these promoters, in other word, there is minimal levels of 5hmC on promoters. 

Indeed, studies have shown that regions surrounding the transcriptional start site (TSS) of active 

promoters are generally devoid of 5hmC in mouse ESCs (Shen and others, 2013; Song and 

others, 2013; Yu and others, 2012c). However, enrichment of 5hmC within intragenic regions, 

particularly at 3’ portion of gene bodies, is found to be a hallmark of active transcription in 

virtually all cell types that have been studied, including mouse/human embryonic stem cells 

(Szulwach and others, 2011b; Tahiliani and others, 2009; Williams and others, 2011b; Wu and 

others, 2011; Yu and others, 2012b), neuronal cells (Kriaucionis and Heintz, 2009; Lister and 

others, 2013b; Mellen and others, 2012) and adipocytes (Serandour and others, 2012a). Also 

despite their scarcity in the genome, 5fC and 5caC also seem to accumulate within active 

transcribed gene bodies (Shen and others, 2013; Song and others, 2013). In mouse ESCs, 5hmC 

are found to be enriched at poised tissue-specific enhancers (H3K4me1-positive, H3K27ac-

negative), indicating that these poised enhancers are pre-marked by 5hmC for subsequent 

demethylation during later development (Shen and others, 2013; Song and others, 2013), 

suggesting that hydroxymethylation might be an early event in enhancer activation. The exact 

role of intragenic 5hmC/5fC/5caC in transcriptional regulation has not been fully investigated.  

Besides acting as an intermediates of active DNA demethylation, there is evidence 

suggesting that 5hmC is relatively stable in the genome and may influence transcription by 

recruiting or repelling specific DNA binding proteins. For example, several methyl-CpG-binding 
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domains (MBD) proteins, including MBD3, MeCP2, and MBD4 are reported to bind to fully 

hydroxymethylated CpG sites, and regulate 5hmC marked genes (Mellen and others, 2012; Otani 

and others, 2013; Yildirim and others, 2011). Recently, mass spectrometry has identified a large 

number of candidate proteins that bound selectively to or repelled by 5hmC containing 

sequences from mouse ESC and mouse brain lysate (Spruijt and others, 2013).  

 

Role of DNA demethylation in neural development  

The development of mammalian brain is a finely orchestrated spatiotemporally by 

precisely controlled gene regulation to generate diverse, functionally distinct populations of 

neurons and glia. Brain-specific deletion of DNA methylation results in postnatal 

neurodevelopment abnormalities and neuronal function defects (Chahrour and Zoghbi, 2007; 

Nguyen' and others, 2007; Wu and others, 2010), suggesting that the precise control of DNA 

methylation pattern is required for proper brain development and maturation. Major parts of 

mammalian brains, frontal cortex, hippocampus and cerebellum, all displayed an increase of 

5hmC levels with an increase of age (Lister and others, 2013b; Munzel and others, 2010; Song 

and others, 2011b; Szulwach and others, 2011c). In fact, the adult mammalian brain contains the 

highest levels of 5hmC compared to other tissues such as kidney, lung and liver, accounting for 

about 40% of methylated CG sites in cerebellar Purkinje cells (Globisch and others, 2010a; 

Kriaucionis and Heintz, 2009). Given the evidence that 5hmC is an intermediate in an active 

DNA demethylation pathway, it suggests that DNA demethylation and 5mC turnover may be 

functionally important in neuronal development. It may be worth noting at this point that along 

with my collaborators I discovered surprisingly high levels of 5hmC in adipose tissue (Chapter 
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4), considering that we conceive of this tissue as much less active in functions concerning 

molecular memory. 

TET enzymes are dioxygenases capable of oxidizing 5mC into 5hmC. The Tet protein 

family includes three members: Tet1, Tet2 and Tet3. All three Tet genes are expressed at 

detectable levels in developing mouse brains. Knockdown of Tet1 significantly increased 

apoptosis of cerebellar granule cells in mouse brain (Xin and others, 2015). Mice lacking Tet1 

exhibited impaired hippocampal neurogenesis which affected cognitive brain functions such as 

learning and memory (Zhang and others, 2013). Similarly, knockdown of Tet2 and Tet3 led to 

neuronal differentiation deficits (Hahn and others, 2013). In contrast, overexpression of Tet2 and 

Tet3 seems to promote mouse embryonic neurogenesis (Hahn and others, 2013). In addition, Tet 

3 has been reported to be essential in early eye and neural development in Xenopus (Xu and 

others, 2012). Future studies elucidating the effect of TET depletion should be a key contribution 

to better understand how the absence of these enzymes influence brain development and 

function.  

 

Cell-type-specific epigenetics  

There is a critical need to perform cell-type-specific epigenetic analyses of cells derived 

from organs or tissues if we are to obtain significant data defining their developmental state. For 

example, adipose tissue is not the same as adipocytes and brain is not the same as neurons, even 

if we conceive of the latter as the dominant and critical cell types to organ function.  Although it 

is now accepted that epigenetic controls function at the level of specific cell types, most of the 

epigenetic studies published examine chromatin structures of whole organs or tissues and most 

commonly whole blood (Yu and others, 2016). These averaged results from mixtures of cell 
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types do not accurately capture the real biology or epigenetics of specific cell types, which is 

essential to understand for designing improved cell therapies. It was found in healthy male blood 

donors there is huge variation in the DNA methylation profiles of whole blood, mononuclear 

cells, granulocytes, and cells from seven purified leukocytes (Reinius and others, 2012a). Reinius 

et al. found that the CD4+ T cells and the CD8+ T cells differed in ~45,000 sites of the ~485,000 

sites assayed in methylation levels (Reinius and others, 2012a). Because the epitype of whole 

white blood cells is the weighted- average of the methylation differences among all cell types, 

whole blood data has relatively weak statistical significance.  

The brain is a particularly good example of highly specialized and diverse functions from 

the same genetic program. One of the important epigenetic mechanisms, DNA methylation has 

been shown to contribute to memory formation (Miller and Sweatt, 2007), synaptic plasticity 

(Feng and others, 2010a) and developmental visual cortical plasticity (Maya-Vetencourt and 

Origlia, 2012). Despite its importance, the epigenetic profile of the brain has not yet been 

explored in depth due to brain region and cell-type heterogeneity. Recent studies have indicated 

that DNA methylation significantly varied between different brain regions as well as between 

white and gray matter of the same region (Davies and others, 2012; Gibbs and others, 2010; 

Ladd-Acosta and others, 2007). The brain is composed of a heterogeneity of cell types including 

neurons and glia among different brain regions. A study has shown that neurons and glia from 

human and mouse frontal cortex differed significantly in the composition and patterning of mCG 

and mCH (H=A, T, C). Neurons were globally enriched for mCH compared with glia (Lister and 

others, 2013a).  

White adipose tissue (WAT) contains many different cell types of which adipocytes 

comprise only 20-40% (Benton and others, 2015). Thus, differences in the DNA methylome of 
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non-fat cells within adipose tissue mask differentially DNA methylated sites in fat cells (e.g., 

adipocytes). Changes in the adipose tissue DNA methylome may therefore reflect altered cellular 

composition rather than altered DNA methylated sites in a specific cell type. And in fact, the 

cellular composition of adipose tissue varies dramatically in response to high fat diet, 

inflammation, and hypoxia. A study of the DNA methylome of isolated adipocytes from WAT 

reported bigger absolute difference in methylation at specific CpG sites between obese women 

and non-obese women compared to previous studies using whole WAT pieces (Arner and others, 

2015; Benton and others, 2015; Nilsson and others, 2014).  

In brain tissue, the interdigitation of axons and dendrites extending from adult neurons 

prevents the isolation of large populations of adult neurons from within the brain away from glia, 

leukocytes, and endothelium and from other classes of neurons. In other words cell sorting can’t 

be used to separate intact fully adult neuronal cells because they are so damaged during isolation. 

Although sorting has been used in neuroscience, its use is limited to embryonic brain tissue, stem 

cells cultured cells, or synaptosomes as these cells or organelles lack or have fewer extensive 

processes and connections than adult neurons (Arlotta and others, 2005; Maric and Barker, 2005; 

Wolf and Kapatos, 1989a; Wolf and Kapatos, 1989b; Wolf and Kapatos, 1989c). In visceral 

adipose tissue, mature white adipocytes may be enzymatically dissociated from adipose tissue, 

but they are difficult to be isolated because they are large (50 to 200µm) and easily lysed during 

manipulation (Wei and others, 2013). Among the approaches used to improve cell-type 

specificity, laser capture microdissection recovers only small amounts of brain tissue (Craven 

and Banks, 2002; Merbs and others, 2012b). Isolation of nuclei tagged in specific cell types 

(INTACT) is easily scalable, but requires the expensive genetic engineering of a target cell type 

in a model organism (Deal and others, 2010b; Henry and others, 2012). Fluorescence nuclear 
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cytometry (FNC) and fluorescence activated nuclear sorting (FANS) have been used in just a few 

studies to reduce the complexity of brain cell transcriptomes, epigenomes, and proteomes 

(Bilsland and others, 2006b; Dammer and others, 2013b; Okada and others, 2011a). The 

transcription profile in the nucleus is essential the same as that in the cells. A genome-wide study 

of 22,000 transcripts showed that nuclear RNA levels correlated linearly and strongly with total 

cellular RNA levels [r=0.94; see supplement to (Deal and others, 2010a)]. That is to say, for the 

majority of transcripts, but not all transcripts, nuclear RNA levels reflect total cellular RNA 

levels. A recent analysis of human brain cell nuclei demonstrated that the proteome and 

methylome of NeuN-positive nuclei is quite distinct from that of NeuN-negative nuclei (Dammer 

and others, 2013b; Lister and others, 2013a). However, the manipulation of cellular nuclei 

derived from a tissue as a surrogate for isolated cells is still in its infancy.  

 

Decondensed chromatin and multipotency  

Chromatin is the state in which DNA is packaged within the cells. The nucleosome is the 

fundamental unit of chromatin and it is composed of an octamer of the four core histones (H3, 

H4, H2A, H2B) around which 147 base pairs of DNA are wrapped (Kouzarides, 2007). Emil 

Heitz made the distinction between the two varieties of chromatin, heterochromatin and 

euchromatin in 1928. Heterochromatin represented the more densely stained, compacted areas, 

while euchromatin represented the sparsely stained less compacted chromatin. On the basis of 

predominantly histological evidence, many stem cells and progenitor cells have been classically 

described as having an open chromatin conformation nearly devoid of heterochromatin (Gaspar-

Maia and others, 2011). Neural progenitor cells (NPCs) is a type of stem/progenitor cell which 

are defined as “undifferentiated cells which are capable to self-renew and display neuronal and 
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glial differentiation potential”. NPCs appear early in development and remain active within the 

central nervous system for the whole life duration of the organism (Park and others, 2013b).  

The evidence of the association of open chromatin with pluripotency first came from 

directly visualizing chromatin in embryonic stem (ES) cells under electronic microscopy. What 

was observed is the prevalent heterochromatin in differentiated cells, but much less so in 

undifferentiated ES cells (Park and others, 2004). ChIP-seq analysis showed that the repressive 

histone modification marks H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 increased from 4% genome coverage in 

ES cells to 12%-16% in differentiated cells (Hawkins and others, 2010). On the other hand, 

H3K9 acetylation, an epigenetic mark associated with open chromatin, has been shown to be 

decreased globally along with the endoderm-like differentiation of human ES cells (Krejci and 

others, 2009). Also, there is indirect evidence that supports the open chromatin state in 

pluripotent stem cells. Studies have shown that the chromatin in ES cells contains loosely bound 

architectural chromatin proteins, such as core and linker histone, and heterochromatin protein 1, 

which however, was not observed in differentiated cells (Bhattacharya and others, 2009; 

Meshorer and others, 2006). Moreover, the genome of the ES cells is transcriptionally globally 

hyperactive in which case it transcribes normally silenced repetitive elements as well as coding 

and non-coding regions resulting in increased levels of total RNA, whereas the transcription 

landscape becomes more discrete as differentiation proceeds (Efroni and others, 2008). Taken 

together, these data indicate that chromatin in pluripotent cells is globally decondensed 

compared to differentiated cells.  

Well-characterized multipotent cells have enlarged nuclei. This apparently results from 

decondensed chromatin and large amounts of chromatin remodeling and transcriptional 

machinery that is associated with elevated epigenetic and transcriptional activities readying them 
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to enter the cell cycle and to differentiate (Hezroni and others, 2011b; Ram and Meshorer, 

2009a). This property of having enlarged nuclei has been described as associated with the 

“chromatin plasticity of pluripotent cells” (Melcer and Meshorer, 2010a). Examples of 

multipotent cell types with decondensed chromatin come from various sources including large 

adult retinal pyramidal neurons (Davis and Dyer, 2010a), embryonic or induced PSCs (Hezroni 

and others, 2011a; Morey and others, 2007b; Ram and Meshorer, 2009b), and somatic cells after 

nuclei transplantation just prior to embryo development (Ostrup and others, 2009a). The 

connection between decondensed chromatin and multipotency has not been elucidated in most 

studies of multipotent neural progenitor/precursor cells (NPCs).  

Recent lineage tracing studies demonstrate that some adult highly differentiated postmitotic 

neuronal and glial cells are potentiated to reenter the cell cycle, produce certain classes of 

progenitor cells, and contribute to the genesis of new adult neurons and glia (Bonaguidi and 

others, 2012b; Ladewig and others, 2013a). This stands in complete opposition of the earlier 

view that cells in most adult organs and neurons and glia in the brain in particular were in a state 

of hypertrophy and developmentally incapable of hyperplasia (e.g., cell division) (Goss, 1966). 

There are now examples of post-mitotic neuronal cells reentering the cell cycle include adult 

mouse retinal horizontal neurons producing multipotent retinal progenitor cells (Davis and Dyer, 

2010b), adult mouse hippocampal quiescent glia-like cells generating proliferative precursors 

which give rise to neuroblasts and then immature neurons (Dranovsky and Leonardo, 2012), and 

mouse Sox2 expressing radial glial cells from subgranular zone of the hippocampal dentate gyrus 

apparently developing into NSCs and then into glial and neural cells (Suh and others, 2007). 

Neural progenitor/precursor cells (NPCs), in the broadest sense, the numbers and the types of 
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multipotential NPCs including cells derived from “postmitotic” neurons are far greater than 

previously anticipated.  
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Abstract 

Although multipotent cell types have enlarged nuclei with decondensed chromatin, this 

property has not been exploited to enhance the characterization of neural progenitor cell (NPC) 

populations in the brain. We found that mouse brain cell nuclei that expressed exceptionally high 

levels of the pan neuronal marker NeuN/FOX3 (NeuN-High) had decondensed chromatin 

relative to most NeuN-Low or NeuN-Neg (negative) nuclei. Purified NeuN-High nuclei 

expressed significantly higher levels of transcripts encoding markers of neurogenesis, 

neuroplasticity, and learning and memory (ARC, BDNF, ERG1, HOMER1, NFL/NEF1, SYT1), 

subunits of chromatin modifying machinery (SIRT1, HDAC1, HDAC2, HDAC11, KAT2B, 

KAT3A, KAT3B, KAT5, DMNT1, DNMT3A, Gadd45a, Gadd45b) and markers of NPC and 

cell cycle activity (BRN2, FOXG1, KLF4, c-MYC, OCT4, PCNA, SHH, SOX2) relative to 

neuronal NeuN-Low or to mostly non-neuronal NeuN-Neg nuclei. NeuN-High nuclei expressed 

higher levels of HDAC1, 2, 4, and 5 proteins. The cortex, hippocampus, hypothalamus, 

thalamus, and nucleus accumbens contained high percentages of large decondensed NeuN-High 

nuclei, while the cerebellum, and pons contained very few. NeuN-High nuclei have the 

properties consistent with their being derived from extremely active neurons with elevated rates 

of chromatin modification and/or NPC-like cells with multilineage developmental potential. The 

further analysis of decondensed neural cell nuclei should provide novel insights into 

neurobiology and neurodegenerative disease. 

 

Key words: sorting, nuclei, cytometry, pluripotency, cell-cycle, epigenetics  
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Introduction 

New models have emerged recently to explain the roles and relationships among various 

hyperplastic multipotential neural cells contributing to neurogenesis (Bonaguidi and others, 

2012b; Ladewig and others, 2013a). In the adult brain, neural stem cells (NSCs), pluripotent 

stem cells (PSCs), and neural progenitor/precursor cells (NPCs) all may develop into neurons 

and glia (Ehninger and Kempermann, 2008; Ladewig and others, 2013b; Taupin, 2009). 

Unexpectedly, lineage tracing studies demonstrate that some adult highly branched and 

differentiated postmitotic neuronal and glial cells are also potentiated to reenter the cell cycle, 

produce certain classes of progenitor cells, and contribute to the genesis of new adult neurons 

and glia (Bonaguidi and others, 2012a; Ladewig and others, 2013b). Examples of postmitotic 

neuronal cells reentering the cell cycle include large adult mouse retinal horizontal neurons 

producing multipotent retinal progenitor cells (Davis and Dyer, 2010b), adult mouse radial glial 

cells from the dentate gyrus showing multilineage potential and producing new neurons and glia 

(Bonaguidi and others, 2011; Dranovsky and Leonardo, 2012), “postmitotic” quiescent mouse 

progenitor cells in the hippocampus undergoing asymmetric and symmetric cell divisions to 

produce stem cell-like cells that developed into new “postmitotic” neurons and astrocytes 

(Encinas and others, 2011; Lugert and Taylor, 2011) and mouse Sox2 expressing radial glial 

cells from subgranular zone of the hippocampal dentate gyrus apparently developing into NSCs 

and then into glial and neural cells (Suh and others, 2007). Using the phrase, NPCs, in the 

broadest sense, the numbers and types of multipotential NPCs including cells derived from 

“postmitotic” neurons is far greater than previously anticipated. 

Well-characterized multipotent cells have enlarged nuclei with decondensed chromatin that 

is associated with elevated epigenetic and transcriptional activities readying them to enter the 
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cell cycle and/or to differentiate (Hezroni and others, 2011a; Melcer and others, 2012b; Ram and 

Meshorer, 2009b). This property has been variously described as the “chromatin plasticity of 

pluripotent cells” (Melcer and Meshorer, 2010a). Examples of multipotent cell types with 

decondensed chromatin come from various sources including large adult retinal pyramidal 

neurons (Davis and Dyer, 2010a), embryonic or induced PSCs (Hezroni and others, 2011a; 

Morey and others, 2007b; Ram and Meshorer, 2009b), and somatic cells after nuclei 

transplantation just prior to embryo development (Ostrup and others, 2009a). The connection 

between decondensed chromatin and multipotency has not been addressed in most studies of 

multipotent NPCs. The interdigitation of axons and dendrites extending from adult neurons 

prevents the isolation of large populations of adult cells with decondensed chromatin from brain 

tissue and direct analysis of their pluripotency. However, populations of nuclei are relatively 

easy to isolate directly from brain tissue and may be characterized directly, circumventing the 

difficulties of manipulating adult brain cells (Bilsland and others, 2006a; Dammer and others, 

2013a; Okada and others, 2011b). 

We focused on characterizing neuronal nuclei with decondensed chromatin from young 

mouse brain to make an assessment of multipotent NPC populations independent of the growth 

properties of isolated brain cells. We hypothesized that exceptionally large decondensed neural 

cell nuclei from brain define a broad class of NPCs. Surprisingly, we found that brain cell nuclei 

expressing the highest levels of the pan-neuronal marker NeuN, represented a large fraction of 

the brain cell nuclei with decondensed chromatin. These decondensed NeuN-High nuclei showed 

elevated expression of markers for neuronal cell types and neuronal plasticity and for epigenetic, 

cell cycle, and pluripotent activities. Decondensed neuronal nuclei were found in particularly 

high concentrations in some regions of the brain, but were nearly absent from others. 
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Methods 

Mice  

Mice (BALB cJ) weighed between 25 and 30 g and were handled according to AUP 

approved protocols (project AUP number: A3437-01). Live mice were obtained from UGA’s 

animal facility and flash frozen mice were obtained from Rodent Pro (Evansville, IN). 

 

Protocol for Isolating Brain Cell Nuclei  

The following rapid protocol for isolating brain cell nuclei combined and simplified the 

general methods described previously for higher plant and vertebrate nuclei. The main difference 

in this protocol over those published previously is combining a prefiltration with Miracloth to 

sort out nuclei from debris, a brief centrifugation through a sucrose cushion at low speed instead 

of longer periods using ultracentrifugation, and an additional filtration through a small pore 

Swinnex filter (Kandasamy and others, 2010; Lopez-Sanchez and Frade, 2013; Luthe and 

Quatrano, 1980; Westra and others, 2010a). Freshly dissected and minced mouse brain tissue 

was treated for 1 h to 2 months in 4 volumes (w/v) of 0.3SPBSTA (0.3 M Sucrose, 20 mM 

KH2PO4, 20 mM Na2HPO4, pH 57.2, 137 mM NaCl, 3.0 mM KCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% 

sodium azide), plus 3.7% freshly added formalin. Fresh, fixed, or flash frozen brain tissue was 

homogenized in a Polytron (Fischer Sci) for 2.5 min at a setting of 6.5 in 16 volumes (w/v) of 

0.3SPBSTA (1 g/16 ml). The homogenate was filtered through large pieces (10 in. sq.) of 

Miracloth (Calbiochem, #475855) stretched loosely over a funnel. This prevented nuclei from 

being trapped with large pieces of cytoplasm during the subsequent centrifugation and increased 

the yield of nuclei 8-fold to 10-fold. Nuclei were centrifuged through a sucrose cushion (1.4 M 

sucrose, in 1.4SPBSTA) in a swinging bucket rotor in a refrigerated centrifuge (4 ℃) at 3000g 
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for 20 min instead of 3 h at 82,000g in an ultracentrifuge as described previously (Korfali and 

others, 2009). The nuclear pellet was gently resuspended in 20 volumes of 0.3 M SPBSTA and 

pressed slowly through a 25-mm diameter Swinnex Nylon Net Filter with a 41 µm pore size 

(EMD Millipore). The yield of nuclei from fresh fixed mouse brain tissue was approximately 80 

x 106 nuclei/g of brain tissue and several-fold less from frozen brain tissue fixed subsequent to 

thawing. Nuclei were stored for up to 1 year at 4 ℃ in PBSTBA (PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100 + 

5% BSA + 0.02% Azide) and 4% formaldehyde. All reagents were purchased from Thermo 

Fisher (Waltham, MA), unless stated otherwise. 

 

Isolated Brain Cell Nuclei were Examined by IFM, FNC, and FANS 

The following protocols were conducted at room temperature. Samples of 0.4 x 106 to 20 x 

106 nuclei were pelleted in 1.5-mL microfuge tubes in a horizontal rotor at 800g for 2 min, 

washed once in 0.5 mL 50% methanol in PBS, washed twice in PBSTBA, and blocked for 1 h in 

PBSTBA on a neutator. For FNC 400,000 nuclei were incubated in 100 mL with primary 

antibodies (Supplemental Table 2.S1) at dilutions of 1:100 to 1:500 for 1 h at room 

temperature. For FANS, where as many as 100-times more total nuclei were labeled in small 

volumes, antibody concentrations was estimated based on the number of nuclei being examined 

(>0.75 ug antibody per 106 nuclei) and not the volume of buffer. In a typical FANS experiment, 

15 mg of labeled Alexafluor conjugated anti-NeuN antibody was incubated with 20 x 106 nuclei 

in 500 uL for 1 hour on a neutator at room temperature. Anti-NeuN antibodies were chemically 

conjugated with DyLight488 (Thermo Scientific, #46403) or AlexaFluor488 (Life Technologies, 

A20181). In FNC experiments unconjugated rabbit polyclonal HDAC antibodies bound to nuclei 

were reacted in semidarkness with fluorescent secondary anti-rabbit antibody. After three washes 
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samples were co-stained with DAPI 0.1 mg/mL for 30 min. Photographic images of nuclei and 

tissue sections were made on a confocal microscope (Zeiss SM710) using ZEN 2011 software or 

on a Leica TR600 epifluorescence microscope using Hamamatsu SimplePCI Image Analysis 

software to process images and measure nuclear areas and fluorescence intensities.  

NeuN-High nuclei appear to have a higher nuclei acid content based on DAPI or Hoechst 

staining than the balance of nuclei. However, it should be noted neither DAPI nor Hoechst are 

completely DNA specific. For example, using the common emission filters to detect DAPI 

fluorescence (em440 to em480), the signal from RNA is approximately 20 to 30% as strong as 

that for an equivalent amount of DNA (Tanious et al., 1992). Therefore, in very large nuclei with 

significantly more RNA, a considerable fraction of the fluorescent signal may come from RNA 

and not from an increased DNA content. Propidium iodide (PI) staining appeared to reduce the 

NeuN-antibody staining intensity, and hence, PI was not used in these experiments.  

Nuclei to be examined by FNC or FANS were prefiltered in 0.5 mL aliquots by 

centrifugation at 300g into a polystyrene tube with 35-µm cell-strainer cap (BD Falcon, 

REF352235). FNC and FANS were conducted on a Cyan ADP and a MoFlo XDP, respectively 

(Beckman Coulter Miami, Florida). Nuclei were gated for 2C or greater DNA content and 

forward (FS) and side (SS) light scattering to eliminate the analysis of small particulate 

contamination (Supplemental Figure 2.S1A). Pulsed width gating did not detect a significant 

number of doublets (Supplemental Figure 2.S1C) nor did the application of a pulse-width gate 

significantly alter the relative populations of sorted nuclei. Furthermore, a pulse-width gate was 

not applied, because of the concern that it might eliminate some very large decondensed nuclei 

that were of interest to this research. Figures of FNC and FANS data were prepared using 

FlowJo Software version 9.7.6 (Treestar, Ashland, OR). 
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RNA and qRT-PCR 

RNA from formalin fixed nuclei was prepared using RNeasy FFPE kit (Qiagen). A heat 

treatment of 90℃ for 1 h was included, after the proteinase K digestion, to hydrolyze off the 

formalin (Fraenkel-Conrat and Olcott, 1948). RNA was quantified using a Qubit RNA Assay Kit 

(Life Technologies). The yield of RNA from 500,000 fixed sorted nuclei varied from 0.5 to 3 µg. 

250 ng samples of RNA were reverse transcribed (RT) into cDNA using qScript cDNA 

SuperMix (Quanta BioSciences). After RT, 0.5µl of RNase H at 5 units/µL (New England 

Biolabs) was added to the 20 µL reaction and incubated at 37℃ for 20 min. cDNA yield was 

quantified using the Qubit ssDNA (single strand DNA) Assay Kit. 1.5 ng of cDNA was used per 

reaction in qRT-PCR assays. Primers are described in Supplemental Table 2.S2. Four 

commonly used control transcripts (b-actin, a-tubulin, RPL13, GAPDH) (Vandesompele and 

others, 2002) were not equivalently expressed in the three nuclear fractions, when qRT-PCR 

assays were normalized for equivalent cDNA input, and hence, were not suitable as controls. 

Each assay was run in triplicate and the Relative Quantity of transcript was calculated based on 

the ddCT method including the standard deviation from the mean (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). 

The properties of the marker genes assayed are described in Supplemental Table 2.S3. 

 

Western Blotting  

Protein blotting experiments were performed as described previously with minor 

modifications (Kandasamy and others, 2002). Protein extracts from total brain and purified nuclei 

were prepared by heating homogenates in Laemmli SDS sample buffer at 95℃ for 5 min and 

centrifuging out the insoluble material. Antibodies are described in Supplemental Table 2.S1. 
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Tissue Fixation, Cryosections, Immunohistochemistry 

Mice were anesthetized with inhaled isoflurane (project AUP number: A3437-01) and 

quickly sacrificed via decapitation according to AUP approved protocols. The brains were 

rapidly dissected out, and immediately placed into ice-cold 4% formalin in PBS at 4℃ 

overnight. Alternatively, mice were deeply anesthetized by injection with ketamine (Lloyd, 

NADA 139–236) and aylazine (Vedco, NDC 50989-996-06) and transcardially perfused with 4% 

formaldehyde in PBS before dissection (Ohira and Miyakawa, 2011). The brains were then 

transferred into 30% sucrose-PBS at 4°C and incubated until they were completely submerged. 

Each brain was embedded in OCT (#14–373-65 Fischer Scientific), and frozen in dry ice for 

cryosectioning. Sagittal or coronal sections (10 µm) were taken on a Leica cryostat (CM305) and 

collected on poly-L-lysine coated microscope slides (Polysciences, Inc. #2224). Slides were 

stored at -80 ℃. Slides were thawed, rinsed with PBS, and incubated for 5 min with PBST 

(PBS+ 0.1% Triton X100). Small 1.5 cm areas on slides were encircled with a Dako pen (Dako 

S200230) to contain antibody solutions. Sections on slides were blocked with PBST + 5% BSA+ 

2% goat serum for 1 hour. Two different mouse monoclonal antibodies to NeuN (Millipore A60 

MAB377, Abcam ab104224) (Supplemental Table 2.S1) were used at 1:200 dilutions into PBS 

and treating tissue sections 1 hour to overnight. Slides were washed three times with PBST and 

incubated with Alexafluor488 conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody (Life Technologies A11001) 

at 1:500 dilution in PBS for 1 h. Slides were washed three times with PBST, co-stained with 

DAPI and photographed on a Leica TR600 epifluorescent microscope. 
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Results 

Isolating Brain Cell Nuclei  

We developed a simple rapid method of purifying mouse brain cell nuclei (3-month-old 

mice) in less than 3 h that is summarized in Figure 2.1A. The relative purity and recovery of 

isolated nuclei was routinely examined by combined DIC and IFM imaging on a hemocytometer 

(Figure 2.1B). To further test the enrichment of nuclei, we compared nuclear proteins in the 

crude homogenates to proteins in purified nuclei using Western blotting. The nuclear fraction 

contained very little of the predominantly cytoplasmic proteins NSE and actin and was highly 

enriched for nuclear protein histone H3 (Figure 2.1C). Because of our long-term interest in 

epigenetic alterations to chromatin structure in NPCs, we focused on nuclei isolated from 

formalin fixed fresh tissue, yet this isolation protocol worked similarly, but with lower yield, for 

fresh unfixed or flash frozen tissue that was subsequently fixed (Materials and Methods). 

The widely used pan-neuronal marker NeuN (Neuronal Nuclei) is an RNA splicing factor 

(Dredge and Jensen, 2011b) that is essential to brain development and the differentiation of most 

postmitotic neurons (Gehman and others, 2012; Kim and others, 2013a). We found that a 

significant portion of the nuclear population (15 to 20%) from young mouse brain stained 

exceptionally strongly for NeuN (NeuN-High) using the mouse mAb 1B7. The NeuN-High 

nuclei appeared much larger (see arrows) than nearly all of the nuclei that were weakly immune-

stained or unstained with NeuN antibodies as shown in (Figure 2.1E). A similar population of 

decondensed NeuN-High nuclei were also observed (Supplemental Figure 2.S2) using the 

classical mAb for NeuN, A60 (Mullen and others, 1992a). 
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Sorting Isolated Nuclei  

Nuclei from formalin fixed mouse brain were labeled with Alexafluor488 conjugated NeuN 

antibodies and examined by fluorescent nuclear cytometry (FNC) and fluorescence activated 

nuclear sorting (FANS) (Dammer and others, 2013a). Nuclear populations were gated to include 

2C and 4C nuclei after DAPI staining for DNA (Figure 2.2A). A histogram revealed three 

populations: non-neuronal NeuN-Neg (negative) nuclei, neuronal NeuN-Low nuclei (weakly 

immunostained main peak), and a shoulder of neuronal NeuN-High nuclei, those stained most 

strongly for NeuN (Figure 2.2B). We used FANS to isolate these three populations of nuclei. 

The sorted NeuN-Neg, -Low, and -High nuclei were reanalyzed by cytometry to confirm that 

these fractions indeed represented three distinct nonoverlapping populations based on NeuN 

staining levels (Figure 2.2C–E). IFM after sorting and without restaining (Figure 2.2F–H) 

revealed that the NeuN-Neg and NeuN-Low populations were primarily composed of small 

nuclei with diameters of 6 to 7 µm, typical of mammalian 2C nuclei, although the NeuN-Low 

population did contain some very large nuclei (Arrow, Figure 2.2G). By contrast the NeuN-High 

population was highly enriched for very large nuclei with decondensed chromatin (Arrows, 

Figure 2.2H-I), displaying diverse nuclear morphologies including oval, triangular, trapezoid, 

spindle, and kidney shaped nuclei. Many of the large NeuN-High nuclei had average diameters 

exceeding 14 µm, twice that of typical 2C nuclei. Nuclear area was quantified for the three sorted 

populations (Figure 2.2J). NeuN-High nuclei from different experiments had areas that averaged 

1.85 to 2-times larger than the other two populations, and hence, their volumes were predicted to 

be several times larger than typical interphase nuclei. We presume that most of the NeuN-Neg 

nuclei are from leukocyte, glial and endothelial cells.  
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Analysis of these cytometric data for nuclei with exceptionally strong DAPI staining, 

revealed that essentially all of the NeuN-High nuclei came from what might be presumed to be 

the greater than 2C (“>2C”) class of nuclei, while only a small fraction of NeuN-Neg or NeuN-

Low nuclei belonged to the “>2C” class. This relationship may be seen by comparing the red 

“>2C” population of nuclei in Figure 2.2A to that in Figure 2.2B. Because DAPI and Hoechst 

(not shown) also fluoresce modestly well when bound to RNA (see Materials and Methods) and 

because these large nuclei likely contain a lot more RNA, the actual DNA content or ploidy level 

of most of “>2C” NeuN-High nuclei was not clear from our analysis (see Materials and 

Methods). Within this background of “>2C” nuclei with high nucleic acid content, a small peak 

of tetraploid nuclei representing a few percent of the total population of brain cell nuclei is 

apparent in Figure 2.2A (located at 204 fluorescence units on the DAPI scale) as has been 

reported previously for human, mouse, and chicken brain (Lopez-Sanchez and Frade, 2013; 

Mosch and others, 2007; Westra and others, 2010b). A further examination of Figure 2.2B and a 

comparison of Figure 2.2F-I also revealed a second smaller population of strongly DAPI 

staining decondensed “>2C” nuclei in the NeuN-Neg nonneuronal population, which are 

probably from glial, leukocyte, and/or endothelial cells.  

 

NeuN-High Nuclei had an Exceptional Transcript Expression Profile 

Quantitative real time PCR of RT nuclear transcripts (qRT-PCR) was used to characterize 

the cells from which the NeuN-High, NeuN-Low, and NeuN-Neg nuclei were enriched. A 

genome-wide study of 22,000 transcripts shows that nuclear RNA levels correlated linearly and 

strongly with total cellular RNA levels [r = 0.94; see supplement to (Deal and others, 2010a)]. 

That is to say, for the vast majority of transcripts, but not all transcripts, nuclear RNA levels 
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reflect total cellular RNA levels. RNA was prepared from the formalin fixed and sorted brain cell 

nuclei, reverse transcribed into cDNA, and the amount of cDNA produced was quantified 

(Materials and Methods). We screened for appropriate endogenous RNA controls that could be 

used to normalize the relative quantities (RQ) of transcript levels among the three nuclear 

fractions in qRT-PCR assays (see Materials and Methods). Transcript levels for succinate 

dehydrogenase complex subunit A (SDHA) transcript and ribosomal protein large subunit 13A 

(RPL13A) did not vary significantly among the NeuN-High, -Low, and -Neg nuclear RNA 

samples, when the qRT-PCR assays were controlled to contain equivalent amounts of input 

cDNA (e.g., 1.5 ng per assay). SDHA and RPL13A transcripts were shown previously to be 

reasonable endogenous controls for brain tissue (Vandesompele and others, 2002). 

We screened for appropriate endogenous RNA controls that could be used to normalize the 

relative quantities (RQ) of transcript levels among the three nuclear fractions in qRT-PCR assays 

(see Materials and Methods). Transcript levels for succinate dehydrogenase complex subunit A 

(SDHA) transcript and ribosomal protein large subunit 13A (RPL13A) did not vary significantly 

among the NeuN-High, -Low, and -Neg nuclear RNA samples, when the qRT-PCR assays were 

controlled to contain equivalent amounts of input cDNA (e.g., 1.5 ng per assay). SDHA and 

RPL13A transcripts were shown previously to be reasonable endogenous controls for brain tissue 

(Vandesompele and others, 2002).  

To characterize the properties of the cell types from which the three nuclear fractions were 

enriched we examined the RQ of several transcripts reported to have cell type specificity and/or 

reflect neuronal activity in the brain (Supplemental Table 2.S3) using SDHA as the endogenous 

control. The NeuN-High nuclei expressed 2- to 20-times higher levels of cell type marker 

transcripts for neuron-specific factors involved in learning and memory and neuronal plasticity, 
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including ARC, BDNF, ERG1, HOMER1, NFL/NEF1, and SYT1, than NeuN-Low or NeuN-

Neg nuclei (Figure 2.3A). NeuN-Low nuclei expressed 1.5 to 4.5-fold higher levels of these 

same neuronal markers than the NeuN-Neg nuclei. The leukocyte marker IKAROS was 25-fold 

and endothelial marker ETB was 80-fold more highly expressed in non-neuronal NeuN-Neg 

nuclei, than in the two NeuN positive nuclear fractions. NeuN-Neg nuclei expressed 5- and 14-

fold higher levels of glial-specific markers BLBP and PDGFR, respectively (Figure 2.3A). 

OLIG2 and GLAST were higher in both the NeuN-High nuclei and NeuN-Neg nuclei than in 

NeuN-Low nuclei. Both are widely considered glial-specific developmental markers, but are also 

expressed in NPCs with the potential to develop into both neurons and glia (Bonfanti and 

Peretto, 2011; Dromard and others, 2007; Molyneaux and others, 2007). Hence, the NeuN-High 

and NeuN-Low nuclei were enriched from neural cells, with the NeuN-High nuclei enriched 

from cells with differentiation potential and/or more neural activity. As expected, NeuN-Neg 

nuclei were enriched from non-neuronal cell types, including glia, leukocytes, and endothelial 

cells. 

Because cells with decondensed chromatin commonly associated with a high level of 

epigenetic potentiation (Davis and Dyer, 2010b; Hezroni and others, 2011b; Melcer and 

Meshorer, 2010b; Morey and others, 2007a; Ostrup and others, 2009b; Ram and Meshorer, 

2009a), we examined transcripts for subunits of chromatin modifying machines controlling the 

lysine acetylation of nucleosomal histones and the cytosine methylation of DNA (Supplemental 

Table 2.S3). Histone hyperacetylation and DNA hypomethylation are most commonly 

associated with transcriptionally more active decondensed chromatin. Transcripts for four of the 

seven histone deacetylases assayed (SIRT1, HDAC1, HDAC2, HDAC11) were 3- to 10 times 

more highly expressed in the NeuN-High nuclei than in either of the other nuclear classes 
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(Figure 2.3B). HDAC4 and HDAC5 transcript levels were not distinguishable among the three 

nuclear fractions. We were unable to reproducibly detect HDAC3 transcripts in sorted nuclei (not 

shown). The four histone acetyltransferase transcripts assayed [KAT2B (PCAF), KAT3A (CBP, 

CREBBP), KAT3B (p300), KAT5 (TIP60)] were 2.5 to 7-times more highly expressed in the 

NeuN-High nuclei than the other two classes of nuclei (Figure 2.3B). Transcripts for the DNA 

cytosine methyltransferases DNMT1 and DNMT3A and repair proteins involved in DNA 

demethylation Gadd45a and Gadd45b were 3- to 14-times more highly expressed in the NeuN-

High nuclei, than in the NeuN-Low or NeuN-Neg nuclei (Figure 2.3C). Hence, the population of 

NeuN-High nuclei appeared to be from more epigenetically activated cells. However, in the 

balance, these epigenetic activities did not reflect any general increase in histone lysine 

transacetylation activity or decrease DNA cytosine methylation activities as might have been 

expected for cells that were more transcriptionally activated. 

Fourth, we assayed the level of markers for cell cycle activity and pluripotency reported in 

other studies of neural cells (Supplemental Table 2.S3) (Bardet and others, 2012; Davis and 

Dyer, 2010b; Faiz and Nagy, 2013; Lujan and others, 2012). The NeuN-High nuclei were again 

quite distinct, showing approximately 25-, 20-, 17- 18-, 8-, 12-, 9-, and 30-fold higher transcript 

levels for SHH, Sox2, Oct4, Klf4, PCNA, BRN2, FOXG1, and MYC, respectively, than the 

NeuN-Low neuronal nuclei and were in many cases even more highly expressed than in the 

NeuN-Neg brain cell nuclei (Figure 2.3D). 

Thus, the population of NeuN-High neuronal nuclei expressed elevated levels of transcripts 

for markers of neuronal cell type specificity and of epigenetic, cell cycle, and pluripotent 

activities relative to NeuN-Low or NeuN-Neg nuclei. Three, independent biological replicates 
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gave similar quantitative results for the four classes of transcripts, with the exception of SIRT1 

levels, which were highly variable among RNA samples.  

 

Expression of Histone Deacetylase Proteins in the NeuN-High Decondensed Nuclei 

We wished to determine if the exceptional nuclear RNA profiles for epigenetic factors 

assayed in NeuN-High nuclei were reflected in the levels of nuclear proteins. The expression of 

the non-sirtuin family of HDACs is well-characterized in the rodent brain (Broide and others, 

2007; Darcy and others, 2010; Liu and others, 2008; Yao and others, 2013). Therefore, we 

performed FNC on total mouse brain cell nuclei immunostained for NeuN and co-

immunostained with antibodies to six different histone deacetylases, HDAC1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 11. 

Nuclei examined by FNC (Figure 2.4) were gated for size and shape and DNA content as 

described for FANS. NeuN-High neuronal nuclei were more strongly immunostained for 

HDAC1, 2, 4, and 5 than nuclei staining weakly for NeuN (Figure 2.4A,B,D,E). Taking into 

account the fluorescence background from the secondary antibody used to detect the HDACs 

(dotted line histogram on the horizontal access), significant levels of HDAC3 and 11 were not 

detected in any class of nuclei (Figure 2.4C,F). 

 

NeuN-High Decondensed Nuclei are Concentrated in Particular Regions of the Brain 

     The neurons most active in learning and memory and neuronal plasticity and 

development are more highly concentrated in some regions of the brain than others, and hence 

decondensed NeuN-High nuclei might be associated with these more dynamic cells. We used 

two approaches to examine the distribution of decondensed NeuN-High neuronal nuclei in the 

cortex, hippocampus, cerebellum, and pons. First, to quantify the numbers of NeuN-High nuclei 
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with decondensed chromatin we examined unfractionated tissue homogenates from the dissected 

cortex, hippocampus, cerebellum, and pons. We followed the “Isotropic Fractionator” method 

used previously to quantify the numbers of NeuN-positive neuronal nuclei in crude homogenates 

of mouse, rat, and human brain (Azevedo and others, 2009; Herculano-Houzel and Lent, 2005; 

Herculano-Houzel and others, 2006). Extracts from the cortex and hippocampus contained a 

significant fraction of large decondensed nuclei and these were also the nuclei that stained most 

strongly for NeuN (DAPI red, anti-NeuN green), while the cerebellum and pons did not (Figure 

2.5A–D). Interestingly, the cerebellum contained a very high percentage of nuclei staining 

modestly with NeuN relative to DAPI staining levels (yellow nuclei in Figure 2.5C). To 

quantify these data we defined decondensed nuclei as those having DAPI stained area 1.5X 

greater than the smallest 40% of nuclei in a sample. The latter defined typical 2C nuclei that had 

diameters of 6 to 7 µm. Based on this metric, the cortex, hippocampus, cerebellum, and pons 

contained approximately 44, 43, 2.9, and 5.9% NeuN-High decondensed nuclei, respectively 

(Figure 2.5E).  

To extrapolate our results to another mammalian species we isolated nuclei from young pig 

(Sus scrofa) brain and also found significant numbers of large decondensed NeuN-High nuclei 

(Supplemental Figure 2.S3). Some the NeuN-High pig brain cell nuclei were even larger in 

diameter than those from mice. A future analysis of NeuN-High nuclei from human brain tissue 

should prove interesting.  

Second, fixed whole young mouse brain was sagittally cryosectioned, stained with DAPI 

and fluorescent NeuN mAb (Mullen and others, 1992b), and examined by IFM. Again, the cortex 

and hippocampus were rich in strongly stained NeuN-High nuclei. NeuN-High nuclei were 

interspersed among NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg nuclei throughout the cortex as shown for the 
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somatosensory region (Figure 2.6A). In the hippocampus contained the majority of NeuN-High 

nuclei were in the pyramidal and granular cell layer (Figure 2.6B). An expanded view from the 

CA1 region from the hippocampus (Figure 2.6C) further confirmed the exceptionally large size 

and decondensed status of the DNA in NeuN-High nuclei (white arrows indicate examples), 

relative to the NeuN-Neg nuclei that were generally of normal small size and showed dense 

DAPI staining (red arrows). The cerebellum and pons contained few NeuN-High nuclei (Figure 

2.6D,E). As in the tissue homogenates from the cerebellum (Figure 2.5E), the neuronal nuclei in 

sections of the cerebellum stained only moderately with antibodies to NeuN (yellow nuclei 

Figure 2.6D right panel) and were relatively small in size.  

We expanded our analysis of brain cell nuclei to coronal cryosections of the thalamus, 

hypothalamus, and nucleus accumbens (Supplemental Figure 2.S4). While the concentration of 

decondensed NeuN-High nuclei was modestly high in the thalamus (Supplemental Figure 

2.S4A), the hypothalamus displayed a gradient of decondensed NeuN-High nuclei with a very 

high concentration in the ventral region to almost none in the dorsal region (Supplemental 

Figure 2.S4B). The nucleus accumbens revealed very high concentrations of NeuN-High nuclei 

dispersed throughout (Supplemental Figure 2.S4C). 

 

Discussion  

We began testing a hypothesis stating that exceptionally large decondensed neural cell 

nuclei from brain define a broad class of neural progenitor-like cells. While our data provide 

support for this theory, some results from our investigation are unexpected and complex, or do 

not fully support this working hypothesis, and warrant discussion. These include the ability of 

NeuN staining intensity to detect decondensed chromatin for a large population of nuclei, the 
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epigenetic and multipotential nature of decondensed brain cell nuclei, the relationship between 

the turnover of chromatin modifications, neuroplasticity and memory in neurons, and the future 

application of FNC and FANS to the study of neurobiology and neurodegenerative disease. 

 

Strong NeuN Staining Identified Brain Cell Nuclei with Decondensed Chromatin 

NeuN (a.k.a., Fox3, RbFox3, Hexaribonucleotide Binding Protein-3) was originally 

identified as panneuronal nuclear marker antigen, based on the reaction of the mAb A60 with 

neuronal nuclei (Foudah and others, 2013; Lind and others, 2005b; Mullen and others, 1992b; 

Sarnat and others, 1998; Weyer and Schilling, 2003; Wolf and others, 1996). Although, there are 

a few specialized classes of neurons that do not react with NeuN-antibodies such as Purkinje 

cells (Mullen and others, 1992b), the exceptions are rare. Therefore, counting NeuN immune-

positive neuronal nuclei in crude tissue homogenates gives the best estimates of the number of 

neurons in the brains of rodents and primates (Herculano-Houzel, 2009; Herculano-Houzel, 

2012; Herculano-Houzel and others, 2006). It was only recently discovered that antibodies to 

NeuN recognized the protein product of Fox3, a gene whose function had been well 

characterized (Kim and others, 2009). NeuN/Fox3 is required to promote neuronal differentiation 

of cultured neuronal precursors including the production of phosphorylated neurofilaments and 

axon-like structures and the development of postmitotic neurons from cultured chicken neural 

tubes (Gehman and others, 2012; Kim and others, 2013a). NeuN binds RNA and is a regulator of 

alternative splicing and nonsense mediated decay in neuronal cells (Dredge and Jensen, 2011b; 

Kim and others, 2009). In RNA silencing experiments, NeuN-dependent alternative splicing of 

Numb transcripts is shown to limit neuronal cell differentiation (Kim and others, 2013b). Due to 

its RNA splicing and binding activity NeuN is more concentrated in regions of the nucleoplasm 
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with high mRNA concentrations then in regions with less mRNA (Lind and others, 2005a). 

Hence, our data showing that NeuN staining levels are proportional to the expression of 

transcript and protein markers of neuronal activity are consistent with previous information about 

NeuN.  

However, it was perhaps not obvious that these activities would be associated with 

decondensed nuclei and that there would be such a large fraction of decondensed nuclei in the 

brain. Previous studies have identified that within the nucleus, NeuN was preferentially localized 

in areas of low chromatin density and virtually excluded from areas containing densely packed 

DNA by co-immunofluorescence staining of NeuN and propidium iodide (PI, DNA stain) (Lind 

and others, 2005a). They found within cultured cortical neuron nuclei, intensely PI-stained areas/ 

speckles showed much weaker NeuN staining then does the rest of the nucleus, and highly 

condensed nucleus had no co-staining with NeuN (Lind and others, 2005a). This is consistent 

with what we have found in our study which mouse brain cell nuclei expressing the highest 

levels of NeuN (NeuN-High) had largest nuclei size and decondensed chromatin. 

NeuN is preferentially localized to the nucleoplasm, but some protein is distributed to the 

cytoplasm proximal to the nucleus (Lind and others, 2005a; Mullen and others, 1992a). This 

distribution results in part from the differential localization of NeuN-splice variant isoforms 

(Dredge and Jensen, 2011a). Isoforms corresponding to variant #1 NP_001034256 and #2 

NP_001034257 are concentrated in the nucleus, while variant #3 NP_001020102 is more 

cytoplasmic. The two distinct mouse anti-NeuN mAbs we used in this study (A60 Millipore, 1B7 

Abcam, Supplemental Table 2.S1) reacted with protein isoforms in isolated brain cell nuclei 

and migrating at approximately 45 and 50 kDa (Figure 2.1D), the sizes recognized as the major 

splice variants of NeuN (Dredge and Jensen, 2011b; Maxeiner and others, 2014). Both mAbs are 
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specific to epitopes within the first 100 residues of the N terminus (Supplemental Table 2.S1), 

and hence, we expected them to react with the same protein isoforms in the same cellular 

locations. In fact, in tissue sections, while A60 and 1B7 both stained cellular nuclei (Figure 2.5), 

in tissue sections 1B7 stained perinuclear regions more strongly relative to A60 (not shown). 

 

NeuN Intensity Identified Neuronal Cell Nuclei with Elevated Histone Deacetylase Activity 

Decondensed chromatin is positively correlated with the epigenetically potentiated state of 

multipotent cells (Mattout and others, 2011; Melcer and others, 2012a; Melcer and Meshorer, 

2010a; Yang and others, 2012). Therefore, as an initial test of our hypothesis, we assayed the 

three nuclear fractions for transcripts encoding chromatin-modifying enzymes controlling 

histone acetylation and DNA cytosine methylation. 12 out of 14 of these markers of epigenetic 

activity were the most highly expressed in NeuN-High nuclei (Figure 2.3B,C). As an example, 

transcripts for non-sirtuin histone lysine deacetylases HDAC1, HDAC2, and HDAC11 were 

significantly more highly expressed in the NeuN-High nuclei than NeuN-Low or -Neg nuclei. 

FNC demonstrated that a HDAC1, HDAC2, HDAC4, and HDAC5 proteins were more highly 

expressed in NeuN-High nuclei. 

These results are supported by previous studies showing that although NeuN expression 

varies widely among neurons in different regions of the brain, histone deacetylases are in general 

most strongly expressed in regions rich in neuronal nuclei. For example, NeuN nuclear protein 

staining levels are reported to be at the highest in layers of neurons within the cortex and the 

layer of pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus (regions CA1–4 and dentate gyrus) and distinct, 

but weaker, throughout the granule cell layer of the cerebellum and in the pontine nucleus of the 

brain stem (Gong and others, 2011; Mullen and others, 1992b; Weyer and Schilling, 2003). 
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Based on in situ RNA hybridization experiments, the non-sirtuin histone lysine deacetylases 

HDAC2, HDAC3, HDAC4, HDAC5, and HDAC11 and the sirtuin deacetylase SIRT1 are highly 

expressed in neurons in the cortex and hippocampal regions and with few exceptions more 

weakly expressed in other cell types in the brain (Broide and others, 2007; Huang and others, 

2011). A comprehensive semi-quantitative analysis of the relative levels of HDAC2 protein by 

immunofluorescence revealed some of the highest levels in the piriform region within the cortex, 

in the pyramidal cell layers CA1 to CA4 and the granular cell layer of the dentate gyrus within 

the hippocampus, the granular and purkinje cell layers of the cerebellum (Yao and others, 2013). 

This study only reported weak to moderate staining for HDAC2 in the brain stem. So far as these 

comparisons may be made across the literature, most previous data are consistent with our results 

suggesting that the NeuN-High nuclei are concentrated in bands of neurons in the hippocampus 

and cortex, where histone deacetylases are also highly expressed, with a few notable exceptions. 

There is then a potential discrepancy with our data on HDAC4 and HDAC5 RNA levels 

not reflecting previous in situ mRNA data showing staining neuronal nuclei in the hippocampus 

(Broide and others, 2007; Huang and others, 2011). It is certainly possible nuclear RNA levels of 

these two deacetylases do not reflect total cellular mRNA levels as was observed for a small 

percentage of transcripts in a comparison of nuclear and total RNA levels [see supplement to 

(Deal and others, 2010a)]. In addition, previous evidence suggests there is strong expression of 

HDAC2 levels in the large Purkinje neurons of cerebellum, neurons that do not stain with NeuN 

(Mullen and others, 1992b). However, we did not observe large decondensed nuclei in the 

cerebellum and saw only modest intensity NeuN staining. However, FNC did reveal a population 

of NeuN-Neg nuclei staining for HDAC2 and this fraction might contain, among other things, 

nuclei from Purkinje cells (Figure 2.4B). Taking these exceptions into account most previous 
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evidence supports a positive correlation between strong NeuN staining and elevated histone 

deacetylase activity. 

 

NeuN Intensity Correlates with Expression Levels of Markers for Multipotent Progenitor Cells 

The NeuN-High nuclei contained much higher levels of transcripts for common markers of 

cell cycle activity and of developmental potential than the NeuN-Low or NeuN-Neg nuclei 

(Figures 2.3 and 2.4, Supplemental Table 2.S3). None of the marker genes assayed act alone to 

maintain pluripotency and many have activities besides those involved in pluripotency. 

Nevertheless, the molecular activities of the individual genes, which are upregulated in NeuN-

High nuclei, lend support for the working hypothesis that these nuclei are enriched from 

pluripotent neural progenitor-like cells. For example, expression of SHH shortens the G1 and G2 

phases of the cell cycle and helps to control the development of new NPCs (Alvarez-Medina and 

others, 2009; Lai and others, 2003; Oh and others, 2009). Sox2 is expressed in most embryonic 

and adult NSC and its levels of expression are likely responsible for maintaining essential stem 

cell activities including stem cell identity, self-renewal, proliferation and neurogenesis 

(Agathocleous and others, 2009; Ellis and others, 2004; Surzenko and others, 2013; Taranova 

and others, 2006). Although less specific for any cell type, PCNA expression parallels BrdU 

incorporation and is a frequently used indicator of active cell proliferation, entry into the cell 

cycle, and of multipotent NPCs in the brain (D'Amico and others, 2013; Marschallinger and 

others, 2014; Marz and others, 2010; Nguyen and others, 2014). OCT4 expression is essential to 

cell fate determination, neurogenesis, and pluripotency and widely accepted as prognostic of 

NPCs and stem cells (Archer and others, 2011; Luo and others, 2013; Shi and others, 2008; 

Yamada and others, 2013). MYC is a regulator of epigenetic activities essential to self-renewal 
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and neurogenesis of NPCs (Smith and Dalton, 2010; Varlakhanova and others, 2010). KLF4 

expression in conjunction with OCT4, cMYC, and SOX2 can induce somatic cells to become 

PSCs (Shi and others, 2008). BRN2 (Pou3f2) expression influences multiple stages of 

neurogenesis and its overexpression in the neonatal mouse brain cortex is sufficient to trigger the 

development of new neurons (Dominguez and others, 2013). Finally, treating mouse embryonic 

fibroblasts with FoxG1 generates NPCs that give rise to astrocytes and neurons (Lujan and 

others, 2012). In summary, based on the major activities of few moderately well-characterized 

markers that showed elevated expression levels, the NeuN-High nuclear population may be 

enriched from NPC-like pluripotent cells with the potential to reenter the cell cycle. Our results 

are also consistent with the existence of numerous different NPC types in the adult brain (Lugert 

and others, 2010). However, some aspects of our results do not fully support our working 

hypothesis or confound simple interpretation. For example, we found it seems too large a 

fraction of brain cell nuclei in the decondensed NeuN-High population (15 to 20%) for them all 

to be from NPC-like cells poised for cell cycle reentry. 

 

An Alternate Hypothesis Concerning the Activity of NeuN-High Nuclei in Neuronal Development 

and The Turnover of Chromatin Modifications 

Second and perhaps equally surprising is our evidence that transcripts for two 

complementary pairs of factors controlling chromatin modification are highest in NeuN-High 

nuclei relative to either the NeuN-Low or NeuN-Neg populations (Supplemental Table 2.S3). 

These data are not intuitively consistent with an epigenetically determined general increase in 

transcriptional activity in decondensed multipotent nuclei. NeuN-High nuclei showed increased 

transcript levels for four histone lysine acetyltransferases [KAT2B (PCAF), KAT3A (CBP), 
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KAT3B (p300), and KAT5 (TIP60)] expected to increase overall levels of transcription, but this 

was balanced by increased transcript levels for several histone deacetylases expected to dampen 

transcription (Figure 2.3B). Similarly, in NeuN-High nuclei there was an increase in the levels 

of two DNA repair proteins involved in demethylation Gadd45a and Gadd45b (Figure 2.3C) 

expected to increase overall transcriptional activity, but this was countered by an increase in 

transcripts for two DNA methyltransferases DNMT1 and DNMT3A with the potential to silence 

transcription. In short, there are higher expression levels of complementary histone 

acetyltransferases with histone deacetylases and of complementary DNA cytosine 

methyltransferases with DNA cytosine demethylating activities in NeuN-High nuclei. These data 

suggest an increase in the turnover rates of these two chromatin modifications, 5MeC on DNA and 

acetylated histones on nucleosomes. 

Thirty years ago Sir Francis Crick put forward the idea that short- and long-term memory 

and associated synaptic strength would be controlled by variations in molecular turnover rates of 

DNA and protein modifications in the brain (Crick, 1984). We now accept that epigenetic 

modifications to chromatin are critical to memory formation and many neurogenic functions. 

Concerned that the rapid turnover rates of most biomolecules and their modifications was 

incompatibility with the maintenance of memories that might last “tens of years,” Crick proposed 

a model for the long-term upkeep of modifications on hemimodified symmetrical molecules like 

the anti-parallel strands of DNA or multi-subunit protein complexes (i.e., today we might think 

of nucleosomes). The cyclic activity of complementary enzymes adding, removing, and readding 

chromatin modifications fits well into Crick’s turnover model. Therefore, based on our results 

and extending on Crick’s model it seems reasonable to propose an alternative hypothesis for the 

further examination of different classes of neuronal nuclei, stating that: decondensed NeuN-High 
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nuclei are derived from the most active neurons involved in more rapid turnover of chromatin 

modifications required for neuroplasticity and memory formation. The outcome of balanced 

changes to complementary chromatin modifying machinery and increased turnover rates are hard 

to predict. However, in NeuN-High nuclei these activities may result in the observed increases in 

the levels of transcripts important to neurogenesis and to learning and memory (ARC, BDNF, 

ERG1, HOMER1), to synaptic plasticity (ARC, BDNF, ERG1, NFL, SYT1) and to long-term 

potentiation (ARC, BDNF, HOMER1; Figure 2.3A, Supplemental Table 2.S3). These data 

suggest NeuN-High nuclei may be from the most active neurons. 

Further support for this alternative hypothesis comes from other less-well recognized roles 

played by several of the marker genes initially assayed for evidence of cell cycle activity and 

multipotency (PCNA, KLF4, SHH, BRN2, FOXG1, MYC; Figure 2.3D). Of direct relevance to 

this second model, PCNA binds DNA just beyond the replication fork and associates with 

histone chaperons in assembling new nucleosomes, thus participating directly in and essential to 

nucleosomal histone turnover (Margueron and Reinberg, 2010). Our PCNA data are not trivial, 

because recent evidence suggests that nucleosomal histones in gene regions have half-lives 

measured in minutes (Deal and Henikoff, 2010a). Among several “alternate” functions, KLF, 

SHH, BRN2, and FOXG1 are involved in axonal outgrowth, guidance and/or axon regeneration 

(Dominguez and others, 2013; Moore and others, 2009; Pratt and others, 2004; Qin and others, 

2013; Tian and others, 2008; Yam and Charron, 2013). MYC was recently shown to participate 

not only in the differentiation of NPCs, but also in neurogenesis (Wittmann and others, 2014; 

Zinin and others, 2014). MYC activates gene expression associated with cell growth and 

development through its interaction with the acetyltransferases KAT5 (TIP60) machinery or 

through its binding to DNA methyltransferase DNMT3a and its association with DNA 
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methylation activity (Brenner and others, 2005). Finally, SSH and FOXG1 have reported roles in 

learning and memory (Shen and others, 2006; Sylvester and others, 2013). Hence, the alternate 

activities of these markers suggest that NeuN-High nuclei may be derived from highly active 

neurons. 

Whether or not there is actually more rapid turnover of histone lysine acetylation and DNA 

cytosine methylation in NeuN-High nuclei or that increased turnover rates significantly affect 

memory or neuronal development remains to be determined experimentally, but these ideas have 

additional support. In the hippocampus, memory formation is associated with rapid 

reprogramming of histone acetylation (Bousiges and others, 2013; Dyrvig and others, 2012; 

Lopez-Sanchez and Frade, 2013; Park and others, 2013a) and long-term potentiation and 

memory consolidation are associated with DNA methylation (Lubin and others, 2008; Sultan and 

others, 2012). As particular examples of the important role for the turnover and the removal of 

chromatin modifications, deletion of Gadd45b increases gene-specific DNA methylation, and 

enhances synaptic plasticity and long-term memory formation (Sultan and others, 2012). 

Similarly, HDAC2 knockout mice have increased H4K5, H4K12 and H2B acetylation and 

increased short term and spatial memory (Guan and others, 2009). The idea that NeuN-High 

nuclei are epigenetically potentiated for or involved in more active memory formation than 

NeuN-Low nuclei seems worthy of further study. Additionally, and as discussed in the 

Introduction, recent evidence suggests that large postmitotic neurons are in fact potentiated to 

reenter the cell cycle, and under certain circumstances proliferate (Bonaguidi and others, 2012a; 

Davis and Dyer, 2010b; Ladewig and others, 2013b). In other words, the two hypotheses 

presented are not mutually exclusive and may apply to some of the same NeuN-High neuronal 

cells. 
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Cell-Type-Specific Analyses of Disease Models Using FNC and FANS 

Epigenetic reprogramming is a cell-, cell-type-, and tissue-specific process. Therefore 

examining mixed populations of cell types compromise epigenetic data and may render it 

“unintelligible” (Deal and others, 2010a; Reinius and others, 2012a). Due to the interdigitation of 

neuronal and glial processes within and between other cells and tissues it is nearly impossible to 

isolate subpopulations of adult neurons from within the brain away from glia, leukocytes, and 

endothelium and from other classes of neurons. Laser capture microdissection recovers only 

small amounts of brain tissue (Merbs and others, 2012a). Isolation of nuclei tagged in specific 

cell types (INTACT) is easily scalable, but requires the expensive genetic engineering of a target 

cell type in a model organism (Deal and Henikoff, 2010a; Henry and others, 2012). FNC and 

FANS have been used in just a few studies to reduce the complexity of brain cell transcriptomes, 

epigenomes, and proteomes (Bilsland and others, 2006b; Dammer and others, 2013b; Okada and 

others, 2011a). A recent analysis of human brain cell nuclei demonstrates that the proteome and 

methylome of NeuN-Positive nuclei is quite distinct from that of NeuN-Neg nuclei (Dammer and 

others, 2013b; Lister and others, 2013a). However, the manipulation of brain cell nuclei as a 

surrogate for isolated cells is in its infancy. We have extended FNC and FANS technologies a bit 

further and characterized the NeuN-High subpopulation of neuronal nuclei and show that it is 

enriched from highly potentiated cells with exceptional properties.  

Some human neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s and mouse models of 

neurodegenerative diseases show increased frequencies of postmitotic neurons in the brain 

reentering the cell cycle and increased expression of cell cycle and epigenetic factors (Arendt, 

2012; Busser and others, 1998; Folch and others, 2012; Graff and others, 2012; Harrison and 

Dexter, 2013; Hernandez-Ortega and others, 2011; Kim and others, 2008; Li and others, 2011; 
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Pirooznia and others, 2012; Seo and others, 2013; Wang and others, 2009). Clearly, large 

numbers of neurons have the potential to reenter the cell cycle, supporting our working 

hypothesis. However, in the degenerative brain these cells generally arrest in the G2 stage of the 

cell cycle before completing DNA replication, and undergo apoptotic cell death. The end result is 

the loss of neurons. Developing therapeutic treatments to block the cell cycle-apoptosis pathway, 

to appropriately stimulate existing progenitor cells, or to transplant progenitor cells to replace 

dead neurons all depend upon our having a deeper understanding the existence and behavior of 

the various multipotent cell populations with replicative and neurogenic capacity. Almost a 

decade ago, FNC of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labeled mouse hippocampal nuclei was used to 

demonstrate the ability of therapeutics (e.g., imipramine) to double cell proliferation rates 

(Bilsland and others, 2006b). However, BrdU labeling has its limitations and may be a better 

predictor of DNA repair, underestimating both the number of cells undergoing normal DNA 

replication based cell proliferation and cells with neurogenic potential (Morte and others, 2013; 

Zheng and others, 2011). Our work suggests that cell proliferation assays based on the analysis 

of populations of brain cell nuclei should be revisited as a powerful approach to examine 

neurodegenerative diseases and therapeutics. However, future analyses will be enhanced by 

using the full potential of FNC and FANS technologies along with the wide variety of well-

characterized markers now available. 
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Figure 2.1. Purifying brain cell nuclei. A. Protocol for the rapid purification of brain cell 

nuclei. B. Combined DIC & fluorescent DAPI DNA (blue) stained images in a hemocytometer 

show purity at the end of the purification protocol (A) and quantify the recovery. C. Western blot 

comparing the levels of NSE, actin, and histone H3 in total mouse brain homogenate (H) and 

purified nuclear protein extracts (N). Approximately 15 ug of total protein was loaded in each 

lane (see Materials and Methods). Equal loading was further estimated by the electrophoresis of 

equivalent samples for only a brief period followed by Coomassie blue staining. D. Western 

showing the reactivity of 1B7 and A60 NeuN-specific mAbs with protein in total mouse brain 

homogenate (H) and purified nuclei (N). E. Confocal microscopic images of purified nuclei 

DAPI stained for DNA (blue) and immunostained for NeuN (red, AlexaFluor488 conjugated 

mAb 1B7). The strongest staining for NeuN is in large decondensed nuclei indicated by white 

arrows. Antibodies are described in Supplemental Table 2.S1. 
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Figure 2.2. FANS of three classes of mouse brain cell nuclei. A. Cytometric histogram (linear 

scale) of mouse brain cell nuclei stained with DAPI for nucleic acids. R2 defines the gate used to 

include 2C + 4C peaks of nuclei. The red area defines nuclei staining more strongly than 2C (R6, 

“>2C”) re-examined in Figure 2B. B. Histogram of NeuN-Neg, -Low and -High stained nuclei 

from sorting experiment (log scale) gated for DNA content (R2 in A) and forward and side light 

scattering (not shown). NeuN antibody mAb 1B7 was conjugated with AlexaFluor488. The 

distribution of nuclei with exceptionally strong DAPI staining (red, “>2C” from 2A) relative to 

the profile of anti-NeuN immunostaining intensity are indicated. C–E. Histograms of three sorted 

nuclear fractions reexamined by cytometry to confirm their relative NeuN staining levels. F–H. 

Merged immunofluorescence microscope images of three isolated fractions of nuclei stained with 

DAPI (red) and anti-NeuN (green). I. NeuN-High nuclei from image H showing the DAPI 

staining alone to reveal decondensed nuclei. J. Comparison of the average nuclear area for the 

three fractions from one experiment (N5100). The NeuN-High nuclei averaged 1.85-times larger 

in their cross sectional area than NeuN-Low or NeuN-Neg nuclei. The histogram in 2A was not 

gated for light scattering to show the level of small particulate contamination in nuclear 

preparations, most of which was not visible by light microscopy (Figure 2.1B). 
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Figure 2.3. Transcript expression in three classes of brain cell nuclei isolated by FANS. The 

Relative Quantity of marker transcripts were determined by qRT-PCR. A. Transcripts for 

markers of cell type specificity, learning and memory and neuronal plasticity. The values for 

IKAROS were increased 10-fold so that they might be viewed on the same scale with the other 

markers in this figure. B Transcripts for factors controlling acetylation levels on nucleosomal 

histones (Histone deacetylases Sirt1, HDAC1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11 and histone lysine transacetylases 

KAT2B, 3A, 3B, 5). C. Transcripts for factors controlling the levels of 5-methylcytosine 

modification of DNA (DNMT1, DNMT3A and Gadd45a and Gadd45b). D. Transcripts for 

factors involved in pluripotency and cell cycle activity. SHDA was used as the endogenous 

control in A-D. Assays were run in triplicate and standard errors are shown. Oligonucleotide 

primers for marker gene transcripts and the properties of maker genes are described in 

Supplemental Tables 2.S2 and 2.S3, respectively. 
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Figure 2.4. Fluorescence nuclear cytometric (FNC) examination of histone lysine 

deacetylase protein expression in anti-NeuN immunostained brain cell nuclei. A. HDAC1, 

B. HDAC2, C. HDAC3, D. HDAC4, E. HDAC5, and F. HDAC11. Vertical axis examines NeuN 

nuclear fluorescence levels in nuclei using the NeuN mAb described in 1E. Approximate 

locations of NeuN-High, -Low, and Neg nuclei are indicated. Horizontal axis examines the levels 

of six histone deacetylases using distinct HDAC rabbit polyclonal antibodies, which are detected 

with goat anti-rabbit Cy5 secondary antibody (Supplemental Tables 2.S1 and 2.S3). The dotted 

line shows a histogram of the background staining of nuclei with peak height measured in 

numbers of nuclei plotted against Cy5 fluorescence intensity produced by secondary antibody 

alone. 50,000 nuclei were sorted in each experiment. 
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Figure 2.5. Anti-NeuN immunostaining and morphology of nuclei in tissue homogenates of 

cortex, hippocampus, cerebellum and pons. A–F. Brain tissue homogenates unfractionated, 

costained with DAPI (red) and anti-NeuN conjugated to AlexaFluor488 (green), and examined 

by IFM. A. Cortex. B. Hippocampus. C & D. Expanded view of a small number of hippocampal 

nuclei from 5B stained with DAPI alone and with DAPI and anti-NeuN, respectively, reveals the 

smaller size of the NeuN-Neg nuclei. E. Cerebellum. F. Pons. The anti-NeuN mAb (A-F) is mAb 

1B7. G. Quantification. The fraction of the nuclei that both had highly decondensed chromatin 

and strong NeuN immunostaining as defined in the text was quantified for each brain region. 

Three bins of nuclei for each region of the brain (N=40 to 100 per bin) were assayed separately 

and used to calculate the standard deviation from the mean. 
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Figure 2.6. Morphology of NeuN-High nuclei in cryosections of the cortex, hippocampus, 

cerebellum, and pons. Frozen sagittal sections of young mouse brain were stained with DAPI 

and anti-NeuN (mAb A60, Supplemental Table 2.S1) and secondary goat anti-mouse antibody 

conjugated with Alexafluor488. A. Cortex, B. Hippocampus CA1 region. C. Expanded region 

from the hippocampus outlined in dotted line from merged image B. White arrows indicate 

decondensed NeuN-High nuclei, while red arrows indicate smaller densely DAPI stained NeuN-

Negative nuclei. D. Cerebellum. E. Pons. Left panels show DAPI stained nuclei (red). Right 

panels show merged images of DAPI (red) + anti-NeuN fluorescence (green). 
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Supplemental Figure 2.S1. FNC and FANS were conducted on a Cyan ADP and a MoFlo 

XDP, respectively. Nuclei were gated for 2C or greater DNA content and forward (FS) and side 

(SS) light scattering to eliminate the analysis of small particulate contamination (Supplemental 

Figure 2.S1A). Pulsed width gating did not detect a significant number of doublets 

(Supplemental Figure 2.S1C) nor did the application of a pulse-width gate significantly alter the 

relative populations of sorted nuclei (Compare % of NeuN-High nuclei in Figure 2.S1B,D). 
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Supplemental Figure 2.S2. Fluorescent microscopic images of purified mouse brain cell 

nuclei stained for DNA with DAPI (red) and immunostained for NeuN (mAb A60) with 

goat anti-mouse conjugated with AlexaFluor488 (green). This image is a companion to Figure 

2.1E in which mAb 1B7 was used. A60 antibody is described in Supplemental Table 2.S1. This 

figure shows that decondensed NeuN-High nuclei are easily identified with two different NeuN 

monoclonal antibodies.  
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Supplemental Figure 2.S3. Microscopic images of purified young pig brain cell nuclei stained 

with DAPI for DNA (red) and immunostained for NeuN (green) with mouse mAb A60 and goat 

anti-mouse antibody conjugated to AlexaFluor488).  The strongest staining for NeuN is observed 

in the large decondensed nuclei indicated by white arrows in the DAPI image. The antibody is 

described in Supplemental Table 2.S1. The brain (95 g) from 6-mo-old pig was minced, fixed in 

PBSTBA plus 4% paraformaldehyde (Materials and Methods), and nuclei were prepared as 

described in the text for mouse brain cell nuclei. This figure shows that large decondensed 

NeuN-High nuclei may be identified in a second vertebrate species. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.S4. Morphology of NeuN-High nuclei in cryosections of the 

hypothalamus, thalamus, and nucleus accumbens. Frozen coronal sections of young mouse brain 

were prepared as described for sagittal sections in Figure 2.6. A. Hypothalamus. B. Thalamus. C. 

Nucleus accumbens. Left panels show DAPI stained nuclei (red). Middle panels show merged 

images of DAPI (red) + anti-NeuN fluorescence (green). Right panels show an expanded view. 
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Supplemental Table 2.S1. Antibody reagents used in this study. 

Antibody  Known Species 

Reactivity 

Source Cat# 

Primary Antibodies 

Anti-Actin mouse monoclonal 

GEAmAb 

All plant and animal 

actins, some protist 

actins 

Thermo 

Scientific 

MA1-744 

Anti-HDAC1 Mouse Monoclonal 

10E2 mouse, rat human 

mouse, rat, human  Abcam ab46985 

Anti-HDAC1 rabbit polyclonal mouse, rat, human Abcam ab19845 

Anti-HDAC2 mouse monoclonal 

HDAC2-62 

Mouse, Rat, Chicken, 

Cow, Dog, Human 

Abcam ab12169 

Anti-HDAC2 rabbit polyclonal Mouse, Rat, Human Abcam ab16032 

Anti-HDAC3 mouse monoclonal 

Y415 

Mouse, Rat, Human Abcam ab32369 

Anti-HDAC3 rab polyclonal Mouse, Rat, Human, 

Indian Muntjac, 

Zebrafish 

Abcam ab16047 

Anti-HDAC4 mouse monoclonal 

HDAC-144 

Mouse, Rat, Human Abcam ab12171 

Anti-HDAC4 rab polyclonal Mouse, Rat, Human Abcam ab1437 

Anti-HDAC5 mouse monoclonal 

HDAC5-35 

Mouse, Rat, Human Abcam ab50001 

Anti-HDAC5 rab polyclonal Mouse, Human Abcam ab55403 

Anti-HDAC11 rab polyclonal Mouse, Human Abcam ab135492 

Anti-Histone H3 mouse 

monoclonal  

Mouse, Rat, Human, 

Fruit fly, Monkey 

Abcam ab10799 

Anti-NeuN mouse mAb – the 

original A60 clone made to nuclei. 

IgG1. Specific for residues 6-15 

PPAQYPPPPQ 

Avian, chicken, ferret, 

mouse, human 

EMD Millipore MAB377 

Anti-NeuN mouse mAb 1B7 clone 

(Fox-3) IgG2a. Prepared against a 

synthetic peptide antigen -residues 

1-100.  

Mouse, Rat,Cow, 

Human, Pig 

Abcam ab104224 

Anti-NSE Neuron specific enolase 

(NSE) 5G10 IgG2b Abcam 

Mouse, Rat, Sheep, 

Goat, Cat, Dog, 

Human, Zebrafish  

Abcam ab8324 

Secondary Fluorescent Antibodies  

Anti-mouse (H+L) from goat 

AlexaFluor488 conjugated 

Mouse  Life 

Technologies 

A11059 

A11001 
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Anti-mouse from goat R-PE 

phycoerythrin IgG 

Mouse  Life 

Technologies 

P852 

Anti-mouse from goat Cy5 

488/679 far red 

Mouse  Abcam  Ab6563 

Anti-rabbit from goat AlexaFluor 

488/530 green 

Mouse  Abcam  Ab150077 

Anti-rabbit from goat PE 

(phycoerythrin) 488/575 red 

Rabbit Abcam  Ab97070 

anti-Rabbit IgG H&L from goat 

(Cy5) secondary antibody 

Rabbit 

 

Abcam Ab97077 

anti-rabbit from goat conjugated 

with AlexaFluor633 

Rabbit  Life 

Technologies 

A21070 
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Supplemental Table 2.S2. qRT-PCR Primers for RNA from Mouse Brain Nuclei. 

Endogenous 

Controls 

Forward Sense Primers  Reverse Sense Primers 

Name Sequence  Name  Sequence  

ACTB-S2 5 ÁCCTTCCAGCAGATGT

GGAT 3  ́ 

ACTB-A2 5 T́AGAAGCACTTGCGGTGC

ACGA 3  ́

B2M-S2 5 ǴAGAATGGGAAGCCGA

ACATA 3  ́ 

B2M-A2 5 ĆCGTTCTTCAGCATTTGGA

TTT 3  ́ 

GAPDH-S2 5 ÁACAGCAACTCCCACT

CTTC 3  ́ 

GAPDH-A2 5 ĆCTGTTGCTGTAGCCGTAT

T 3  ́ 

RPL13-S3 5 ǴAAACAAGTCCACGGA

GTCA 3  ́ 

RPL13-A3 5 ǴCAGAACTGTCTCCCTTCT

TC 3  ́

RPL13A-S1 5 ĆCAAGATGCACTATCG

GAAGAA 3  ́ 

RPL13A-A1 5 ĆTTGAGGACCTCTGTGAAC

TTG 3  ́ 

SDHA-S3 5 ĆTCTTTCCTACCCGATC

ACATAC 3  ́

SDHA-A3 5 ĆCATCTCCAGTTGTCCTCT

TC 3  ́

TBP-S2 5 ĆTACCGTGAATCTTGG

CTGTAA 3  ́ 

TBP-A2 5 ǴTTGTCCGTGGCTCTCTTA

TT 3  ́ 

TUBA-S2 5  ́ATGGAGGAGGGTGAG

TTCT 3  ́ 

TUBA-A2 5 ÁATCCACACCAACCTCCTC

A 3  ́

UBC-S5 5  ́CCCAGTGTTACCACCA

AGAAG 3  ́ 

UBC-A5 5 ĆCCATCACACCCAAGAAC

AA 3  ́ 

YWHAZ-S2 5 T́GAAGCAGAAGCAGGA

GAAG 3  ́ 

YWHAZ-A2 5 ǴGACAGCATGGATGACAA

ATG 3  ́ 

Figure 2.3A    

Arc-S1 5 ǴAAGTGGTGGGAGTTC

AAGC 3  ́ 

Arc-A1 5 ĆTCCTCAGCGTCCACATAC

A 3  ́ 

BDNF-S2 5 ĆTGAGCGTGTGTGACA

GTATTA 3  ́ 

BDNF-A2 5  ́CTTTGGATACCGGGACTT

TCTC 3  ́ 

Egr1-S2 5  ́AACAACCCTATGAGCA

CCTG 3  ́ 

Egr1-A2 5  ́GAGTCGTTTGGCTGGGAT

AA 3  ́ 

Homer1-S1 5  ́CATAGCCAAAAGCCG

GTCTA 3  ́

Homer1-A1 5  ́ATCATTGCCAACCTTGTTC

C 3  ́ 

Nfl-S1 5  ́GACAGCCTGATGGAC

GAGAT 3  ́

Nfl-A1 5  ́GGCTCTTGAACCACTCTT

CG 3  ́ 

Syt1-S2 5  ́GAGGGAAGAACGCCA

TTAACA 3  ́

Syt1-A2 5  ́CTCCATCAGTCAGTCCAG

TTTC 3  ́

BLBP-S2 5  ́CAGAAGTGGGATGGC

AAAGA 3  ́

BLBP-A2 5  ́TAACAGCGAACAGCAACG

ATA 3  ́

ETB-S2 5  ́GGTGGCTGTTCAGTTT

CTACT 3  ́

ETB-A2 5  ́ATCTGCATACCGCTCTTCT

TC 3  ́

Glast-S2 5  ́CAAGATGTAGACGGA

CAGAGAAG 3  ́ 

Glast-A2 5  ́CCTATCAGAGTAGGGAGG

AAAGA 3  ́

IKAROS-S2 5  ́AAGAGCGATGCCACA IKAROS-A2 5  ́
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ACTAC 3  ́ GGACCTCTCTGCTCCTATCT

T 3  ́

Olig2-S3 5  ́CGAAGCAATGGGAGC

ATTTG 3  ́ 

Olig2-A3 5  ́TGGAGTGTTCAGCCAAAG

AG 3  ́ 

PDGFRa-S2 5  ́CTCGTGCTTGGTCGGA

TTT 3  ́ 

PDGFRa-A2 5  ́TCTTCACAGCCACCTTCAT

TAC 3  ́ 

Figure 2.3B    

SIRT1-S2 5  ́CTCAGCACCGTGGAAT

ATGTAA 3  ́ 

SIRT1-A2 5  ́GGCCTAATAGACTTGCAA

AGGA 3  ́ 

HDAC1-S1 5  ́GCTGCTCAACTATGGT

CTCTAC 3  ́

HDAC1-A1 5  ́CACTGTGGTACTTGGTCA

TCTC 3  ́

HDAC2-S2 5 ĆGAGCATCAGACAAAC

GGATAG 3  ́

HDAC2-A2 5 ĆCTAGCCTTCTTTGCTCCT

TTC 3  ́

HDAC4-S1 5 ĆTCTACGGCACAAATC

CTCTC 3  ́

HDAC4-A1 5 ÁTTCCATATGGTGTCGCTA

TCC 3  ́

HDAC5-S1 5 T́GCAGGAGAGCTCAAG

AATG 3  ́

HDAC5-A1 5 ǴATGGCTACGGAGTTGAA

GAA 3  ́

HDAC11-S1 5 ǴGCATTGTGAAGAGGG

ATGAA 3  ́

HDAC11-A1 5 ÁGGATGGAGTCGGCGATA

ATA 3  ́

KAT2B-S1 5 ĆCGTGTCATTGGTGGT

ATCT 3  ́

KAT2B-A1 5 ǴGTTCCATAGCCCTTGACT

T 3  ́

KAT3A-S1 5 T́CAAGCCATCTTCCCA

ACTC 3  ́

KAT3A-A1 5 ĆCCTCCACTTTCTTAGCAT

AGG 3  ́

KAT3B-S1 5 ÁCAGAACAGCCCTGGA

TTAAG 3  ́

KAT3B-A1 5 ǴACTGAGTAGGACCCTGA

TTTG 3  ́

KAT5-S2 5 T́GACGGAGTATGACTG

CAAAG 3  ́

KAT5-A2 5 T́AGGGAGGCAGAGTCAAG

AT 3  ́

Figure 3C    

DNMT1-S1 5 ĆCATCTTCTTGTCTCCC

TGTATG 3  ́

DNMT1-A1 5 ǴGTGCTTTGTCCTTCTCCT

T 3  ́

DNMT3a-

S2 

5 ǴTCTCAACAGCACCAT

TCCT 3  ́

DNMT3a-A2 5 T́GTGGTAGGCACCTGAAA

TAC 3  ́

Gadd45a-S2 5 ǴATGACTTTGCAGAGG

GAGAG 3  ́

Gadd45a-A2 5 ĆTTTCTTGCAGTGCTTTGT

AGTT 3  ́

Gadd45b-S1 5 ǴTGAAGAGAGCAGAG

GCAATAA 3  ́

Gadd45bA1 5 ĆGACAGTTGCTTTAGATGT

TTGG 3  ́

Figure 3D    

BRN2-S2 5  ́AGTGAAGCAATCCAG

AGAAGG 3  ́

BRN2-A2 5  ́GCCTAAGAGAGCAAGAG

AGAAC 3  ́

FOXG1-S2 5 ÁATAGTGACTGCTTTG

CCATTTC 3  ́

FOXG1-A2 5 ĆCACCAGATAGCTCCATG

ATAAC 3  ́

Klf4-S1 5 ǴACCTCCTGGACCTAG

ACTTTA 3  ́

Klf4-A1 5 ǴAAGACGAGGATGAAGCT

GAC 3  ́

Myc-S2 5 ĆTGGAGATGATGACCG

AGTTAC 3  ́

Myc-A2 5 ǴAGAAACCGCTCCACATA

CA 3  ́

Oct4-S1 5 ǴAAGGATGTGGTTCGA Oct4-A1 5 ĆCCTGTAGCCTCATACTCT
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GTATGG 3  ́ TCT 3  ́

Pax6-S3 5 ÁGTGAATGGGCGGAGT

TATG 3  ́

Pax6-A3 5 ǴAACTGACACTCCAGGTG

AAA 3  ́

PCNA-S1 5 ǴGCTCTCAAAGACCTC

ATCAA 3  ́

PCNA-A1 5 ǴAGTAAGCTGTACCAAGG

AGAC 3  ́

SHH-S1 5 ĆCTTTAGCCTACAAGC

AGTTTATTC 3  ́

SHH-A1 5 ǴTTCCTTAAATCGTTCGGA

GTTTC 3  ́

Sox2-S2 5 ĆGCTCTGCACATGAAG

GA 3  ́

Sox2-A2 5 ĆCGGGAAGCGTGTACTTA

TC 3  ́
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Supplemental Table 2.S3. Cell Type Specificity and Particular Functional Associations of 

Marker Genes and Proteins.   

Gene Full Name  Cell Type Specificity in 

Brain 
Function 

Cell type 

markers 

 Acticvity 

NeuN-

High 

nuclei 

N
eu
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n
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P
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o
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n
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ARC Activity-regulated 

cytoskeletonassociated 

protein 

H ✓    ✓  ✓   

BDNF brain-derived 

neurotrophic factor 
H ✓    ✓  ✓ ✓  

BLBP Brain lipid binding 

protein 
L  ✓        

BRN2/P

OU3F2 

Brain-specific 2/N gene, 

POU domain class 3 

homeobox 2 

H ✓        ✓ 

CDK5  cyclin-dependent kinase 

5 
H ✓    ✓  ✓ ✓  

cMYC Myc family of 

transcription factors 
H       ✓ ✓ ✓ 

DNMT1, 

3A, 3B   

DNA methyltransferase 

1, 3A, 3B 
H      ✓  ✓  

EGR1 early growth response 

protein 1 
H ✓    ✓     

ETB, 

EDNRB 

Endothelin-B receptor L   ✓       

FOXG1 Forkhead box G1 H ✓        ✓ 
GADD45

α 

Growth Arrest DNA 

Damage Inducible 

Protein 45a, DNA 

cytosine demethylases 

H      ✓  ✓  

GADD45

β 
Growth Arrest DNA 

Damage Inducible 

Protein 45b, DNA 

cytosine demethylases 

H      ✓  ✓  

GLAST Glutamate Aspartate 

Transporter 
C ✓ ✓        

HDAC1, 

2, 4, 5, 

11 

Histone Lysine 

Deacetylases 
H     ✓ ✓    

HOMER

1 
homer protein homolog 

1 
H ✓    ✓  ✓   

IKAROS

, IKZF1 
Ikaros family zinc finger 

protein 1 
L    ✓      

KAT2B, 

3A, 3B, 5 
Lysine (K) 

acetyltransferases 

(PCAF, CBP/CREBBP, 

H     ✓ ✓    
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P300, Tip60, 

respectively) 
KLF4 Kruppel-like factor 4 H       ✓  ✓ 
NFL/NE

F1 
Neurofilament 1 H ✓    ✓     

OCT4, 

POU5F1 
Octamer-binding 

transcription factor 4, 

POU domain, class 5, 

transcription factor 1 

H        ✓ ✓ 

OLIG2 Oligodendrocyte 

transcription factor 2 
C ✓ ✓        

PAX6 Paired Box 6 C ✓      ✓  ✓ 
PCNA Proliferating cell nuclear 

antigen 
H      ✓ ✓ ✓  

PDGFR-

α 
Platelet-derived growth 

factor receptor alpha 
L  ✓        

SHH Sonic hedgehog H       ✓ ✓ ✓ 
SIRT1 Sirtuin 1, deacetylase      ✓ ✓    

SOX2, 

SRY 
Sex determining region 

Y-box 2 
H       ✓ ✓ ✓ 

SYT1 Synaptotagmin 1 H ✓    ✓  ✓   
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CHAPTER 4 

A SUBSET OF MOUSE NEURONAL CELL NUCLEI WITH EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH 

LEVELS OF HYDROXYMETHYLCYTOSINE2

                                                 
2 Ping Yu, Lexiang Ji, Kevin J. Lee, Miao Yu, Chuan He, Emily R. Trunnell, Natalie M Hohos, Richard B. 

Meagher, and Robert J. Schmitz. To be submitted.   
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Abstract 

5-methylcytosine (5mC) in many transcriptionally active gene regions turns over rapidly. 

The rate-limiting step in turnover of 5mCs in the CG dinucleotide context appears to be the Ten-

eleven translocation enzyme (TET)-catalyzed oxidation of 5mC to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine 

(5hmC). Recent studies on the distribution of 5hmC in mouse brains suggest a model in which 

the high levels of 5hmC in neurons reflect a highly poised or activated transcriptional state for 

“on demand gene regulation”. We recently reported that a significant subpopulation of adult 

mouse brain cellular nuclei (NeuN-High) had highly decondensed chromatin and expressed 

elevated levels of factors promoting neurogenesis, learning and memory, cell cycle, pluripotency 

and of complementary factors promoting more rapid turnover of DNA cytosine modification. 

Herein, we explore the idea that the NeuN-High subset of neurons from mouse brain might also 

have exceptionally high levels of 5hmC reflecting elevated rates of modified cytosine turnover 

and a greater potential for rapid changes in neurogenesis and learning and memory. NeuN-High 

nuclei have elevated levels of 5hmC and express higher levels of factors promoting modified 

cytosine turnover relative to the balance of neuronal or non-neuronal nuclei. Tet-assisted 

bisulfite sequencing (TAB-seq) demonstrated that 5hmC levels in NeuN-High nuclei reached 

nearly 40% of total CG dinucleotides at the start of gene regions for the most highly transcribed 

neuron-specific genes, and were variably distributed in well-defined gene regions among 

different functional gene categories. The extremely high level of 5hmC found in mouse brain and 

in NeuN-High nuclei in particular suggest a model in which more rapid turnover of cytosine 

modification potentiates more rapid learning and memory. 
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Introduction 

Sir Francis Crick proposed 30 years ago that active learning and memory are controlled by 

secondary modifications to DNA and proteins (Crick, 1984; Meagher, 2014). However there is a 

dominant and generally overlooked theme of his proposal. All known secondary modifications to 

these biomolecules turn over rapidly, which accommodates synaptic plasticity, but does not 

allow for long-term memory storage. He proposed that biomolecules recording memories must 

have symmetrical structures such as 5  ́methylation of DNA cytosine within the 5 -́5mCG/3 -́

G5mC paired double-stranded dinucleotide context. Symmetry provides a mechanism by which 

these modifications might maintain long-term memories in the face of rapid molecular turnover. 

Symmetrical structures enable recognition of the stored information in hemi-modified sites (e.g., 

5 -́5mCG/3 -́GC) and restoration of chemical modification to a symmetrically modified site (5 -́

5mCG/3 -́G5mC). 5-methylcytosine (5mC) in many transcriptionally active gene regions in certain 

cell types turnover rapidly with half-lives generally measured in tens of minutes (Meagher, 

2014). The cyclic turnover of 5mC residues is summarized in Figure 1. A rate-limiting step in 

this cycle appears to be the Ten-eleven translocation (TET) enzymes-catalyzed oxidation of 5mC 

to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) (Wu and Zhang, 2014; Xu and Walsh, 2014). 5hmCG 

levels are reported to be the highest in the adult brain of any organ, but vary widely in other 

organs and may be as much as 40-fold lower (Globisch and others, 2010b; Guz and others, 2014; 

Li and Liu, 2011; Lister and others, 2013a; Nestor and others, 2012; Szulwach and others, 

2011a; Terragni and others, 2012). The TET enzymes with their associated machinery have 

strong specificity for 5mCG dinucleotides, and hence, 98% of 5hmC residues are found in the 

5hmCG dinucleotide context (Lister and others, 2013a; Yu and others, 2012a). The three TET 

enzymes (TET1, TET2 and TET3) have the potential to further oxidize 5hmC to 5-
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formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC). At this point the base-excision-repair 

(BER) pathway takes over. The latter two oxidized bases may be removed by thymine DNA 

glycosylase (TDG) making an abasic site with a hydroxyl group (-OH) substituted for the 

missing base. The 5 -́abasic ribose residue is aligned with a 3 -́G residue in the complementary 

strand of DNA and may be restored to a cytosine (C) by other activities in BER, which includes 

the activities of GADD45A, B, and G (Barreto and others, 2007; Ma and others, 2009; Rai and 

others, 2008; Schmitz and others, 2009). BER is active even in post-mitotic neurons (Gavin and 

others, 2013). DNA methyltransferases (DNMT1, DNMT3A, DNMT3B) may re-methylate these 

cytosines to maintain a moderately constant steady-state level of 5mC at most sites as the 

cytosine modification cycle begins again. Although, DNMT3A and 3B are responsible for most 

gene body de novo methylation (Baubec and others, 2015), and the maintenance 

methyltransferase DNMT1 carries out symmetrical methylation of hemi-methylated sites, all 

three methyltransferase may participate at some level in gene body maintenance methylation 

(Baubec and others, 2015; Gonzalez-Bosquet and others, 2014; Hahn and others, 2011). One 

emerging view is that dynamic transient changes in 5hmC levels regulate the transient removal 

of 5mC to potentiate and/or maintain gene induction (Hahn and others, 2014; Neri and others, 

2015; Wen and Tang, 2014).  

Most studies on chromatin remodeling in the brain have utilized dissected tissues that 

contain mixtures of cell types each with their own epitype, such that the resulting data represent 

a weighted average of those cell type (Yu and others, 2015). Among the approaches used to 

improve cell-type specificity, three recent studies have used fluorescence activated nuclear 

sorting (FANS) to examine the epigenetics of distinct classes of mouse brain neuronal cell nuclei 

and show the following. NeuN-positive neuronal nuclei have higher levels and a different 
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distribution of 5mC and 5hmC than NeuN-Neg non-neuronal brain nuclei (Li and others, 2014; 

Lister and others, 2013a). The NeuN-Positive population is comprised of extremely different 

NeuN-High and NeuN-Low sub-populations, which represent ~20 and ~50%, respectively, of 

adult brain nuclei (Yu and others, 2015). In this manuscript we take the analysis of chromatin in 

these two classes of neuronal cell nuclei further and revealed that NeuN-High neuronal nuclei 

had exceptionally high levels of gene body 5hmC compared to NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg sub-

populations of nuclei. 

Multipotent cell types commonly have enlarged nuclei with decondensed chromatin (Davis 

and Dyer, 2010b; Hezroni and others, 2011b; Melcer and others, 2012a; Morey and others, 

2007a; Ram and Meshorer, 2009a). As compared to compacted heterochromatic DNA, 

decondensed euchromatic DNA is marked with higher levels of 5hmC and lower levels of 5mC 

(Kubiura and others, 2012). As mouse brain development progresses from embryonic to the adult 

stages, 5hmC levels increase several fold and these increases are most concentrated in 

euchromatic regions and are directly proportional to transcript expression levels (Lister and 

others, 2013a). By contrast there is not a strong correlation between gene body 5mC levels and 

gene expression levels. Based on a limited number of studies, 5hmC levels are highest in regions 

of the brain most active in learning and memory such as the hippocampus (Chen and others, 

2014; Hahn and others, 2013; Lister and others, 2013a; Szulwach and others, 2011a). More 

significantly 5hmCG dinucleotides in mouse fetal brain cortex mark 5mCG sites that are poised 

to lose all modification later in the adult brain, concurrent with gene activation (Lister and 

others, 2013a). 

We recently reported that a large fraction of adult mouse brain neuronal cell nuclei, those 

expressing the highest levels of the pan-neuronal marker, NeuN (e.g., NeuN-High nuclei) have 
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significantly decondensed chromatin, with nuclear volumes averaging several times those of 

most NeuN-Low neuronal cell nuclei or NeuN-Neg mostly non-neuronal brain cell nuclei (e.g., 

those from glia, astrocytes, endothelial cells, leukocytes) as well as Purkinje neurons(Yu and 

others, 2015). Herein, we explore possible relationships between decondensed NeuN-High 

neuronal nuclei and gene potentiation or activation by hydroxymethylation. NeuN-High nuclei 

represent approximately 20% of total adult mouse brain cell nuclei. However, the percentage of 

NeuN-High nuclei ranges from as high as 50% in the hippocampus, nucleus accumbens, and 

cortex, to as little as a few percent in the pons and cerebellum. Relative to other isolated brain 

cell nuclei NeuN-High nuclei express 3- to 100-fold higher levels of transcripts for a remarkable 

variety of functions, including multipotency, cell cycle activity, histone acetylation and 

deacetylation, DNA cytosine methylation, base-excision-repair, neurogenesis, and learning and 

memory (Supplemental Table 3.S1) (Yu and others, 2015). 

We wished to begin to explore the hypothesis that the cytosine modification cycle (Figure 

3.1) runs more rapidly in the brain than in other organs to accommodate rapid learning and 

memory (Crick, 1984; Meagher, 2014; Yu and others, 2015). The exceptionally high levels of 

neuronal 5hmC, one possible limiting intermediate in the cycle, might lend support for this idea. 

Using independent assays we showed that several sub-populations of brain neuronal cellular 

nuclei have distinctly different 5hmC content and distribution. A de novo genome sequence 

analysis (Sims and others, 2014) of 5hmC levels demonstrated that 5hmC levels were 

significantly higher across gene regions of the most highly expressed genes. The levels and gene-

region distribution of 5hmC varied among functionally different gene categories. For NeuN-High 

nuclei, in general, the 5hmC level drops to the lowest directly following the transcriptional start 

site, but immediately increased to nearly 40% of the CG dinucleotides at the start of the gene 
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body in the most actively transcribed gene regions, as compared NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg 

nuclei, which exhibited significantly lower and with less dynamic variation in the levels of 

5hmC.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Mice  

Approximately 3-month-old adult mice (BALB cJ) weighing between 25 and 30 g and 

post-natal day 1 (PND1) mice were used. Live mice were obtained from UGA’s animal facility 

and flash frozen mice were obtained from Rodent Pro (Evansville, IN). Entire mouse brain tissue 

was used to isolate mouse brain nuclei. All institutional and national guidelines for the care and 

use of laboratory animals were followed. All protocols for this experiment were approved by the 

University of Georgia Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (AUP # A3437-01) prior to 

the start of this experiment.  

 

RNA and qRT-PCR  

Mouse brain nuclei were isolated from entire mouse brain tissue and sorted according to 

previously published FANS protocol (Yu and others, 2015) summarized briefly here. 20 X 106 

isolated nuclei were labeled with 15 µg of Alexafluor 488 conjugated anti-NeuN antibody and 

sorted using fluorescent activated nuclear sorting (FANS) into NeuN-High, NeuN-Low and 

NeuN-Negative populations (Figure 3.2A) (Yu and others, 2015). RNA was isolated from sorted 

formalin fixed nuclei using RNeasy FFPE kit (Qiagen #73504). A heat treatment of 90℃ for 1 h 

was included, after the proteinase K digestion, to hydrolyze off the remaining formalin. RNA 

was quantified using Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen) with the Qubit RNA Assay Kit (Life 
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Technologies # Q32855). 500ng RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA using qScriptc DNA 

SuperMix (Quanta BioSciences). cDNA yield was quantified using the Qubit ssDNA Assay Kit 

(Life Technologies # Q10212). 5 ng of cDNA was used per reaction in qRT-PCR assays. SDHA 

(Succinate dehydrogenase complex subunit A) was used as the endogenous control. Each assay 

was run in triplicate and the Relative Quantity (RQ) of transcript level was calculated based on 

the dCT method including the standard deviation from the mean. TET and TDG transcript 

expression levels in three classes of nuclei determined herein were compared to other previously 

published marker transcript levels in Supplemental Table 3.S1. Primer sequences used in this 

study can be found in Supplemental Table 3.S2. 

 

Immunohistochemistry 

Mice were anesthetized with inhaled isoflurane (project AUP number: A3437-01) and 

quickly sacrificed via decapitation according to AUP approved protocols. The brains were 

rapidly dissected out, and immediately placed into ice-cold 4% formalin in PBS at 4℃ 

overnight. Alternatively, mice were deeply anesthetized by injection with ketamine (Lloyd, 

NADA 139–236) and xylazine (Vedco, NDC 50989-996-06) and transcardially perfused with 

4% formaldehyde in PBS before dissection (Ohira and Miyakawa, 2011). The brains were then 

transferred into 30% sucrose-PBS at 4℃ and incubated until they were completely submerged. 

Each brain was embedded in OCT (Fischer Scientific #14-373-65), and frozen on dry ice for 

cryosectioning. Coronal sections (30 µm) were taken on a Leica cryostat (CM305) and collected 

on poly-lysine-coated microscope slides (Polysciences, Inc #2224). Slides were stored at -80℃. 

Slides were thawed, rinsed with PBS, and incubated in PBST (PBS + 0.4% Triton X100) for 1h. 

Antigen retrieval was performed by treating tissue sections with 10mM sodium citrate at 100℃ 
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for 15 min. Small 1.5 cm areas on slides were encircled with a Dako pen (Dako S200230) to 

contain antibody solutions. Sections on slides were blocked with PBST + 5% BSA + 2% goat 

serum for 1 h. Anti-NeuN (Millipore A60 MAB377) and anti-5hmC (Active Motif  # 39769) 

antibodies were used at 1:200 dilutions into PBST and incubated with tissue sections at 4℃ 

overnight. Slides were washed three times with PBST and incubated with Alexa Fluor633 goat 

anti-rabbit IgG and Alexa Fluor488 goat anti-mouse IgG (Life technologies) for 1 hour at 

dilution factor 1:500. Slides were washed three times with PBST, co-stained with DAPI and 

photographed on a Leica TR600 epifluorescent microscope. 

For immunostaining of isolated brain cellular nuclei, 1-10 X 105 mouse brain nuclei were 

labeled with antibodies to NeuN, 5hmC, TET1, TET2 and/or TET3. Mouse brain nuclei were 

washed with 50% methanol in PBS to remove the residual formalin. Nuclei were then blocked 

with PBSTBA (PBS+ 0.1% tween + 5% BSA + 0.02% Azide) for 1 h. Double-labeling was 

performed by adding mouse monoclonal NeuN (Millipore A60 MAB377) and rabbit polyclonal 

5hmC (Active Motif # 39769) primary antibodies to blocked nuclei and incubated for 1 hour at 

dilution factor 1:200. Nuclei were washed three times with PBSTBA and incubated with 

secondary antibodies Alexa Fluor633 goat anti-rabbit IgG and Alexa Fluor488 goat anti-mouse 

IgG (Life technologies) for 1 hour at dilution factor 1:500. Nuclei were washed three times with 

PBST, co-stained with DAPI and photographed on a Leica TR600 epifluorescent microscope. 

The following TET antibodies were used: anti-TET1 (Origene TA309902), anti-TET2 (Abcam 

ab94580), and anti-TET3 (Abcam ab139805). For anti-TET2 and anti-TET3 antibodies, 

overnight incubation was needed for efficient immunostaining. 
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Quantification of DNA hydroxymethylation by ELISA 

Quantification of total 5hmC in NeuN-High, Low and Neg mouse brain nuclei was 

performed using Quest 5-hmC DNA ELISA Kit (Zymo Research Quest Kit #D5425), following 

the manufacturer’s instructions with the following modifications. DNA was isolated from sorted 

NeuN-High, NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg mouse brain nuclei (2 to 5 x 106 nuclei) using DNeasy 

kit (Qiagen, Frederick, MD, USA #69504) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. A 

heat treatment of 90℃ for 1 h was included, after the proteinase K digestion, to hydrolyze off the 

formalin. DNA was quantified using Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen) with the Qubit dsDNA 

Assay Kit (Life Technologies # Q32853). 200ng of genomic DNA isolated from sorted NeuN-

High, Low and Neg mouse brain nuclei were used in each assay. As controls we examined total 

brain DNA from post-natal day 1 (PND1) and 3-month-old (3-mon) adult mice (Supplemental 

Figure 3.S1). 5hmC levels are reported to increase 3 to 5-fold from fetal and early post-natal 

brain to adult brain (Szulwach and others, 2011a). We also attempted to measured 5hmC levels 

in isolated CD4+ and CD16+ human leukocytes, whose DNA was reported to have 0.03% 5hmC 

per nucleotide (Guz and others, 2014).  Although the relative levels of 5hmC among brain DNA 

samples were reasonably reproducible, we observed significant day-to-day variation in 

quantification of absolute 5hmC levels, relative to standards provided with this kit. 

 

Analysis of DNA hydroxymethylation levels by fluorescence nuclear cytometry (FNC) 

1-10 X 105 mouse brain nuclei were washed with 50% methanol in PBS to remove the 

residual formalin. Nuclei were then blocked with PBSTBA for 1 h. Double-labeling was 

performed by adding mouse monoclonal NeuN (Millipore A60 MAB377) and rabbit polyclonal 

5hmC (Active Motif # 39769) primary antibodies to blocked nuclei and incubated for 1 hour at 

http://www.zymoresearch.com/components/5-mc-dna-elisa-kit-components-2
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dilution factor 1:200. Nuclei were washed three times with PBSTBA and incubated with 

secondary antibodies Alexa Fluor633 goat anti-rabbit IgG and Alexa Fluor488 goat anti-mouse 

IgG (Life technologies) for 1 hour at dilution factor 1:500. Nuclei were washed three times with 

PBST, co-stained with DAPI and pre-filtered in 0.5ml aliquots by centrifugation at 300g into a 

polystyrene tube affixed with a 35-µm cell-strainer cap (BD Falcon, REF352235). FNC was 

conducted on a Cyan ADP (Beckman Coulter Miami, Florida). Nuclei were gated for 2C or 

greater DNA content and forward (FS) and side (SS) light scattering to eliminate the analysis of 

small particulate contamination (Supplemental Figure 3.S2).  

 

TAB-seq  

DNA from NeuN-High, NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg nuclei (1 ug each) was prepared as for 

ELISAs. A heat treatment of 90℃ for 1 h was included, after the proteinase K digestion, to 

hydrolyze off the formalin. DNA was quantified using a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen) with 

the Qubit dsDNA Assay Kit (Life Technologies # Q32853). TET-enzyme assisted bisulfite 

sequencing (TAB-seq) was performed as described previously (Yu and others, 2012b). 

Methyltransferase M. SssI methylated lambda DNA (0.5 ng) and 0.25 ng of hydroxymethylated 

pUC19 DNA were added per 1ug of mouse DNA prior to treatment as C/5mC and 5hmC 

controls, respectively. Sequencing libraries were prepared following the MethylC-Seq protocol 

(Urich and others, 2015). De novo genome sequencing was performed using an Illumina 

NextSeq500 Instrument at the University of Georgia’s Genomics Facility, with coverage 

estimated to range from 0.37 to 0.4 genome equivalents among the various samples 

(Supplemental Table 3.S3) (Popp and others, 2010). This level of coverage is deep enough 
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(Sims and others, 2014) to obtain information about gene region distribution of 5hmC among 

genes in diverse of gene expression categories. 

 

TAB-seq data analysis  

The raw sequence data were trimmed for adapters, preprocessed to remove low quality 

reads, and aligned to the Mus musculus GRCm38 reference genome as previously described in 

(Yu and others, 2012b). The 5mCG sites on the methylated lambda DNA sequence were used to 

calculate the 5mC non-conversion rate upon TET and bisulfite treatment. Non-CG sites were 

used to compute the non-conversion rate of unmodified cytosines upon bisulfite treatment 

(Supplemental Table 3.S3). The 5hmC sites in pUC19 were used to evaluate the protection rate 

of 5hmCs. For this analysis, only cytosines in the CG context were considered.  

For quintile expression data, we grouped approximately 12,500 genes into five gene 

expression categories based on the rank of their transcript levels assayed on arrays of whole 

mouse brain transcripts, averaging the expression data from two different mouse lines presented 

in a previous study (Bhave and others, 2006). For each quintile of transcripts (2497 or 2498 

genes represented in each), the level of 5hmC was determined using weighted methylation level 

calculation (Schultz and others, 2012) for each of 20 bins upstream, 20 bins within genes 

(between annotated TSS and TTS), and 20 bins downstream of genes. Each of the upstream and 

downstream bins spanned 5kb for a total of 100kb spanned in each direction. The within-gene 

regions, no matter what their length, were evenly divided among the 20 bins.  We then examined 

the levels of 5hmC for neuronal and non-neuronal Gene Ontology (GO) term categories (Figure 

3.6 and Supplemental Figure 3.S3). The genes in each GO term category were extracted and all 

CG sites within a 100bp window of the relevant locations were used to determine the fraction of 
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5hmC. A table describing the GO terms used and the number of genes in teach term is provided 

(Supplemental Figure 3.S4). Figures were prepared using ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009). 

 

Data Availability 

The authors state that all data necessary for confirming the conclusions presented in the 

article are represented fully within the article. TAB-seq data set supporting the results of this 

article is available in NCBI GEO repository with accession number (GSE72432). A unique 

persistent identifier and hyperlink to our dataset is 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?token=svelsssolfgnfql&acc=GSE72432.  

 

Results  

NeuN-High nuclei had higher levels of TETs, TDG and 5hmC 

Nuclei isolated from 3-month-old mouse brain were labeled with Alexafluor488 conjugated 

NeuN antibodies and sorted by FANS as previously reported (Yu and others, 2015). A histogram 

of the cytometry revealed three populations of nuclei: non-neuronal NeuN-Neg (negative), 

neuronal NeuN-Low (weakly immunostained main peak), and neuronal NeuN-High (those 

stained most strongly for NeuN) (Figure 3.2A, Supplemental Figure 3.S2). The nuclear 

transcript levels of TET1, TET2, TET3, TDG, MBD2, MBD3 and MBD4 were determined using 

quantitative real time PCR of reverse transcribed transcripts (qRT-PCR) (Deal and Henikoff, 

2011). TETs and TDG are central to the active demethylation of 5mCG dinucleotides (Figure 1) 

(Song and others, 2012). The validity of assaying nuclear transcripts is supported by previous 

work showing that the vast majority of transcripts are proportionally expressed in the 

cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments (see supplemental data in Deal and Henikoff (2010b)). 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?token=svelsssolfgnfql&acc=GSE72432
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NeuN-High nuclei expressed modestly higher levels of TET1, TET2 and TDG transcripts relative 

to levels in NeuN-Low or NeuN-Neg nuclei (Figure 3.2B). Some methyl CG binding domain 

proteins,  MBD4 in particular, contains a glycosylase domain and is capable of repairing 

mismatches in symmetrically methylated CGs, and hence, also might impact the turnover cycle 

(Du and others, 2015). We found transcripts for MBD2, MBD3 and MBD4 all slightly more 

highly expressed in NeuN-Positive neuronal nuclei. Although the ~2-fold higher levels of these 

transcripts in NeuN-High nuclei relative to NeuN-Neg nuclei are consistent with more rapid 

turnover, the results seemed unremarkable, when compared to the order or magnitude higher 

expression of other factors involved in regulating various chromatin structures (Supplemental 

Table 3.S1). 

Considering their central importance to the cycle, we went on to assay TET1, TET2, and 

TET3 proteins by IFM. Substantially higher levels of all three TETs were found concentrated in 

the larger NeuN-High nuclei, compared to the nuclei that immunostained weakly or remained 

unstained with antibodies to NeuN (Figure 3.2C, D, E). The levels of TET proteins in NeuN-

High nuclei assayed by IFM appeared greatly enhanced relative to the only slightly higher levels 

of TET RNAs assayed by qRT-PCR. 

 

Assays of 5hmC levels in isolated nuclei 

These data supported the view that decondensed NeuN-High nuclei might be more active 

in the TET catalyzed oxidation of 5mC to 5hmC and perhaps the turnover of 5mC (Figure 3.1). 

Four independent approaches were used to assay 5hmC levels among the NeuN-High, NeuN-

Low, and NeuN-Neg subpopulations of mouse brain nuclei. First, immunostaining of mouse 

brain nuclei with antibodies to 5hmC showed that the large, decondensed NeuN-High nuclei had 

much higher levels of 5hmC compared to NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg nuclei (Figure 3.3A). 
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Second, fluorescent nuclear cytometry (FNC) of NeuN/5hmC co-immunostained nuclei was 

performed to better quantify the relative levels of NeuN and 5hmC. FNC showed that there was a 

general coordinate expression between NeuN and 5hmC. Further, FNC resolved several 

subpopulations of brain cell nuclei (i.e., A, B, C, D) differing in their relative levels of NeuN and 

5hmC (Figure 3.3B). Notice that the immunofluorescent signal for the strongest staining 5hmC 

nuclear population is several-fold higher than that of 5hmC-Low population, in agreement with 

the wide dynamic range of 5hmC immunostaining observed by IFM. Third, the levels of 5hmC 

in DNA of NeuN-High, Low, and Neg mouse brain nuclei were measured using a commercial 

ELISA assay. The percent 5hmC relative to total nucleotide (nt) content of NeuN-High, Low and 

Neg nuclei were ~ 0.81%, 0.54%, and 0.34%, respectively (Figure 3.3C).  

Fourth, we performed a Tet-Assisted Bisulfite sequencing (TAB-seq) on DNA isolated 

from each class of sorted nuclei. We calculated the percent 5hmCG (% 5hmCG) in three classes 

of nuclei determined by TAB-seq by dividing total 5hmCG by total CG (Table 3.1). Also, the 

scaled percent 5hmCG was determined by correcting for non-conversion and protection-rates 

(see Methods). NeuN-High nuclei had the highest level of scaled % 5hmCG, wherein an average 

of 25% of the CG dinucleotide sites assayed were 5hmCG. NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg had lower 

and similar levels of 5hmCG, 16.30% and 16.61%, respectively. These levels are much higher 

than observed for other tissues such as leukocytes (Hohos and others, Submitted for publication). 

These values were based on the analysis of approximately 10x106 different CG dinucleotides 

from each class of cellular nuclei.  

There are a few simple explanations for the differences among measurements made by 

qRT-PCR for TET RNAs, immuno-detection of 5hmC, and TAB-seq analysis of 5hmC. First, 

differential stability of TET proteins might favor the accumulation of TETs in the NeuN-High 
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subset of cells, while RNA levels might not reflect this relationship. Second, 5hmC is most 

concentrated in euchromatin in regions with decondensed structure (Chen and others, 2014; 

Kubiura and others, 2012). We had observed previously that NeuN-High nuclei were extremely 

large and decondensed (Yu and others, 2015) and a decondensed chromatin structure should 

greatly favor accessibility of antibody reagents in fixed tissues. While this potential artifact 

might prevent absolute quantitative interpretation of our immunochemical data, it may have 

contributed to the wide dynamic ranges of NeuN and 5hmC staining observed and aided in 

separating classes of NeuN stained nuclei by FANS.   

 

NeuN-High, 5hmC-High decondensed nuclei are enriched in hippocampus 

We have previously shown that decondensed NeuN-High nuclei are enriched in mouse 

regions most active in learning and memory such as cortex, hippocampus, and nucleus 

accumbens, whereas the cerebellum and pons contain few NeuN-High nuclei (Chen and others, 

2012; Yu and others, 2015). We therefore assessed the abundance of 5hmC in NeuN-High nuclei 

in the mouse hippocampus. Fixed whole young mouse brain was coronally cryosectioned, 

stained with antibodies to NeuN and 5hmC, co-stained with DAPI for DNA and secondary 

fluorescent antibodies, and examined by IFM. We found enrichment of 5hmC positive cellular 

nuclei (Figure 3.4) in the neuron-rich regions of the hippocampus in agreement with the 

previously published data (Chen and others, 2012). Consistent with the results observed by 

nuclei immunostaining, a substantial colocalization of 5hmC with decondensed NeuN-High 

nuclei in hippocampus was observed. The majority of large, decondensed NeuN-High nuclei in 

the hippocampus were highly enriched for 5hmC, whereas, small, condensed NeuN-Neg nuclei 

were essentially negative for 5hmC (white arrows, Figure 3.4C-G). 
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Gene-region-specific 5hmCG distribution relative to transcriptional activity 

We have presented our TAB-seq data as a percent of the total CG dinucleotides, because 

essentially all 5hmC residues are in the 5hmCG context (Lister and others, 2013a; Yu and others, 

2012a). To assess the gene-region-specific 5hmCG profile of three classes of nuclei, we plotted 

the percent 5hmCGs relative to total CG dinucleotide composition by gene region (100 kilobases 

(kb) upstream of the transcriptional start site (TSS),  gene body (GB),  and 100kb downstream of 

the TTS (transcriptional termination site)) as mapped in Figure 3.5A. The data were further 

analyzed by quintiles of transcript expression level among 12,488 gene-specific transcripts 

detected in mouse whole brain samples, where 5 of 5 represents the gene set with highest quintile 

of expressed transcripts and 1 of 5 represents the gene set with lowest quintile expression (Bhave 

and others, 2006) (Figure 3.5). Normalized expression data used to assign genes to quintiles 

were obtained from a previously performed microarray study (Accession Number GSE2502) of 

whole brain tissue from male C57BL/6 and DBA/2 mice, in which 12,488 genes passed quality 

control thresholds for expression (Bhave and others, 2006). NeuN-High, NeuN-Low and NeuN-

Neg nuclei had roughly the same relative pattern of 5hmCG across and flanking the gene region 

(Figure 3.5B). There is a valley of low 5hmCG just after the transcriptional start site (TSS), 

immediately followed by the highest 5hmCG peak for each class of nuclei and transcript quintile 

at the beginning of the gene body, then a plateau of 5hmCG that gradually decreases (Figure 

3.5B). This pattern is quite distinct from the pattern reported for CD4+ T cells, where the 5  ́peak 

is not followed by a plateau, but rather a rapid decline in 5hmC ending at the TTS and 

immediately and rapidly increasing downstream of the TTS (Ichiyama and others, 2015). 

Although the highest expressed transcript quintile had the highest level of 5hmCG for all classes 

of nuclei, the peak level of 5hmCG was different for each class of nuclei, with the NeuN-High 
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nuclei having the highest peak of 5hmCG at 38.5% (5th quintile), NeuN-Low nuclei having an 

intermediate peak 5hmCG at 31.5%, and NeuN-Neg nuclei having the lowest 5hmCG peak at 

28.7% (Figure 3.5B). NeuN-High nuclei have substantially higher 5hmCG levels than the other 

two classes of nuclei for all quintiles of transcripts. The lowest level of gene region 5hmCG was 

14% for NeuN-Low nuclei in the 1st quintile gene set. Notice also that the relative levels of 

5hmCG in the gene body are higher in NeuN-Low than NeuN-Neg nuclei in the 5th quintile of 

expressed genes, although this order is switched for the most weakly expressed 2nd and 1st 

quintile data, where the 5hmCG levels are higher in the NeuN-Neg population. 5hmCG levels 

were the highest for the 5th quintile of highly expressed genes and progressively lower down to 

the 1st quintile of lowest expressed genes for all three classes of nuclei. This relationship of 

descending 5hmCG level among the five descending quintile groups of expressed genes is 

quantitatively summarized for the NeuN-High class of nuclei (Figure 3.5C). 

 

Gene-region-specific distribution of 5hmCG among different classes of genes 

The level of gene-region-specific 5hmCG for each class of nuclei was plotted for genes 

collated based on gene ontology (GO) terms both specific and not specific to brain or neuronal 

functions (Figure 3.6 and Supplemental Figure 3.S3). A detailed description of each GO gene 

list and the number of genes in each are presented (Supplemental Table 3.S4). Again, each gene 

region was divided into 100kb upstream of TSS, the gene body, and 100kb downstream of TTS 

(see map in Figure 3.5). Generally, there is a valley of low 5hmCG just after the transcriptional 

start site (TSS), immediately followed by the highest 5hmCG peak for each class of nuclei in the 

region of gene body, and another valley of low 5hmCG at the TTS site. For brain-specific gene 

clusters related to neuronal function (neuronal, synaptic transmission, synaptic plasticity, leaning 
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& memory), the three types of nuclei showed same pattern with NeuN-High nuclei having the 

highest level of 5hmCG in the gene body, NeuN-Low nuclei having significantly lower levels of 

5hmCG, and NeuN-Neg having a significantly lower level still. Comparatively, for most gene 

lists specific to non-neuronal cell types (stem cell maintenance, astrocyte, angiogenesis, glial cell 

differentiation), NeuN-Neg nuclei had slightly higher levels of 5hmCG than NeuN-Low nuclei 

(Figure 3.6). These results are easily explained by the fact that enrichment of nuclei from these 

non-neuronal cell types in the NeuN-Neg fraction gives greater resolution to the higher levels of 

5hmC in non-neuronal cell-type-specific genes. When GO-term-based gene lists not specific to 

brain function were examined (Supplemental Figure 3.S3), there was no difference in 5hmCG 

levels among NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg nuclei, yet NeuN-High nuclei continued to show~30% 

higher 5hmCG levels. 

 

Discussion 

Cell-type-specific enrichment of 5hmCG in actively transcribed genes  

We isolated three sub-populations of mouse brain nuclei by FANS (Yu and others, 2015) 

and used TAB-seq data to profile 5hmCG levels and distribution across gene regions for 12,488 

genes expressed in the brain as a function of expression level. 5hmCG dropped to a very low 

level right after the TSS, but immediately increased to the highest level at the beginning of gene 

body, which is reasonably consistent with the evidence that gene region 5hmCG is inversely 

correlated with PolII binding at the TSS (Choi and others, 2014; Mellen and others, 2012; 

Szulwach and others, 2011a). Genes in the highest expression quintile (5 of 5) had the highest 

5hmCG levels across the whole gene region among all three classes of nuclei. Yet, the peak level 

of 5hmCG was different for each class of nuclei. NeuN-High nuclei had the highest peak of 

5hmCG, generally 25% higher than the 5hmCG levels in NeuN-Low or NeuN-Neg for all 
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quintiles of transcript. Our data demonstrated that the relationship between genomic distribution 

of 5hmCG and gene expression is neuronal cell-type-specific and that the majority of neuronal 

nuclei, the relatively inactive NeuN-Low nuclei (Yu and others, 2015), have comparatively low 

5hmCG levels, generally indistinguishable from NeuN-Neg non-neuronal nuclei.  

Three recent papers examined gene-region 5hmC levels in neurons isolated from brain. 

Mellen et al (2012) performed a quantitative, genome-wide analysis of 5hmCG and gene 

expression in granule cells and Bergmann glial (BG) cells based on their each being 

fluorescently tagged in the brain of distinct transgenic mouse lines. Their data for granule cells 

on the relative levels of 5hmCG among genes grouped by quintiles of transcript expression level 

resembled ours: with a narrow valley at the TSS and increasing rapidly in the gene body for the 

most highly expressed transcripts. However, their data showed progressively a less dramatic 

change for more weakly expressed transcripts (Mellen and others, 2012). Granule cells are 

NeuN-positive neurons that have relatively small cell bodies, but their nuclei are large and 

decondensed, and may be represented within the NeuN-High fraction. As compared to granule 

cells, BGs are a terminally differentiated NeuN-Neg non-neuronal cell type with smaller nuclei.  

BGs had lower 5hmCG levels that were less dynamic as a function of gene region and gene 

expression levels resembling best our NeuN-Neg fraction data (Mullen and others, 1992b). Two 

of the papers enriched for NeuN-Positive brain cell neuronal nuclei by FANS, although neither 

examined subsets of neuronal nuclei. When Lister et al. (2013a) compared NeuN-Positive and 

NeuN-Neg nuclei in fetal and adult mouse frontal cortex, they found 5hmCG was enriched 

throughout the gene bodies of the more highly transcribed genes. Their data on these two cell 

categories in the adult brain resembled ours for NeuN-High and NeuN-Neg nuclei, respectively. 

However, the differences in 5hmCG levels appear much less dramatic. This is as would be 
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expected from mixing the NeuN-High and NeuN-Low nuclei into a NeuN-Positive category, 

weight averaging 5hmCG data toward the predominant less active NeuN-Low class of nuclei 

(Yu and others, 2015). When Wen et al (2014) compared NeuN-Positive and NeuN-Neg nuclei 

they actually observed a drop in 5hmC in NeuN-positive nuclei for the highest quintile of 

expressed neuronal genes. This most likely results from the low level of 5hmC levels in what we 

defined as NeuN-Low nuclei representing the predominant population of NeuN-positive nuclei. 

 

Cell-type-specific 5hmC distribution in functionally relevant gene clusters  

It has been suggested that precisely conserved, cell-type-specific DNA methylation 

patterns may be related to specific neuronal and glial cellular processes (Lister and others, 2009; 

Maunakea and others, 2010). Given that 5hmCG is an intermediate in the dynamic cycle of DNA 

cytosine methylation and demethylation (Figure 3.1), it is reasonable to hypothesize that 

conserved, cell-type-specific 5hmCG patterns may be related to specific neuronal or non-

neuronal cellular functions. We therefore plotted the pattern of 5hmCG for genes collated based 

on GO terms both specific and not specific to brain and neuronal cell functions. For some subsets 

of GO-term gene lists each type of nuclei had a relatively distinct 5hmCG profile. 

For most of the brain specific gene clusters, the three classes of brain nuclei showed the 

same general pattern across the gene body, except that NeuN-High nuclei had by far the highest 

level of 5hmCG, and in general NeuN-Low nuclei had a much lower but intermediate level of 

5hmCG, whereas NeuN-Neg had the lowest level of 5hmCG. The exceptions to this pattern were 

observed for the two lowest quintiles of transcripts, where the NeuN-Neg class of nuclei had 

higher 5hmCG levels than the NeuN-Low class. Similarly, for GO-term based gene lists for stem 

cells, angiogenesis, astrocytes, and glial cells NeuN-Neg nuclei had higher 5hmCG levels than 
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NeuN-Low. This appears to be the logical outcome, considering that the NeuN-Neg population 

contains nuclei from glial and endothelial cells, astrocytes, and some classes of progenitor cells 

(Yu and others, 2015), each with their own expression programs. These cell types are 

dramatically under-represented in total brain RNA samples. NeuN-Neg nuclei comprise only 

25% of nuclei in a healthy 3-mo-old mouse brain, and nuclei from each of the mentioned cell 

types is highly enriched in the NeuN-Neg population (Yu and others, 2015). However, for most 

gene lists, even those not related to brain specific function, NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg nuclei 

had similar lower levels of 5hmCG, whereas NeuN-High always had the highest levels of 

5hmCG. Our data support the view that cell type has the biggest impact on 5hmCG patterns and 

levels, but that 5hmC also demarcates functionally relevant gene clusters based most 

significantly on expression level. 

 

Relevance of 5hmC level in the brain to gene expression programs and health 

Early in the exploration of the importance of 5hmCG to a healthy brain, higher 5hmCG 

levels in gene bodies were statistically correlated with higher levels of gene transcription (Jin and 

others, 2011b; Song and others, 2011a; Szulwach and others, 2011a). There are other examples 

connecting 5hmC levels and the turnover of modified cytosine to normal or aberrant brain 

activity. First, 5hmCG levels in the brain correlate with rates of neurogenesis and 

synaptogenesis, increasing 4- and 6-fold as the brain develops from fetal to prenatal and then to 

adult stages, respectively (Chouliaras and others, 2012; Lister and others, 2013a; Szulwach and 

others, 2011a). 5hmC levels may increase further with advancing age (Chen and others, 2012; 

Dzitoyeva and others, 2012). By contrast to normal function, lower than normal 5hmC or TET1 

protein levels are associated with brain tumors and gliomas (Jin and others, 2011a; Muller and 
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others, 2012). Second, 5caC is considered an unstable intermediate in the turnover cycle, slowly 

formed from 5hmC by TET activity and at order-of-magnitude lower levels than 5hmC in most 

cells. Yet, during differentiation of neural stem cells, 5caC accumulation peaks to more 

significant levels 12 to 13 days post-conception and co-localizes with 5hmC in euchromatin 

(Wheldon and others, 2014). TDG is capable of removing 5caC and 5fC (Figure 3.1). Knocking 

down TDG leads to increased 5caC levels in the brain, confirming TDG’s relative position in this 

cycle and its likely importance in maintaining normal levels of intermediates in this cycle 

(Hashimoto and others, 2012; Wheldon and others, 2014). Third, the notch receptor gene, 

NOTCH1 and its ligand encoding genes, JAG2 and DLL1, have roles in the maintenance and 

development of various types of progenitor cells including those in the brain. All three genes 

contain exceptionally high levels of 5hmC (30 to 45% of CGs) at gene-specific CG sites in the 

brain as compared to barely detectable 5hmC levels at these sites in leukocytes (Terragni and 

others, 2014). Fourth, mice subjected to prenatal stress linked to a schizophrenia-like phenotype 

show elevated levels of BDNF and increases in 5mCG and 5hmCGs in BDNF gene regulatory 

regions (Dong and others, 2015). Fifth, increases in 5hmCG in euchromatic gene regions are 

associated with increases in nucleosomes containing the histone modification H3K4me2 and loss 

of H3K27Me3 in neural tissue, both of which are associated with gene activation (Chen and 

others, 2014; Hahn and others, 2013). 

Evidence more strongly supporting a cause-and-effect relationship, where TET-catalyzed 

oxidation of 5mCG to 5hmCG or beyond (Figure 3.1) may direct changes in gene expression 

and brain function, is now emerging, but remains very limited. The outstanding issue is whether 

or not TET-catalyzed formation of 5hmCG directs essential changes in gene expression, or if 

changes in 5hmC result, for example, from increased transcription caused by independent forces. 
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Here are examples of the relevant genetic studies, all of which support a high-level causal-role 

for 5hmCG in gene activation and brain function. First, TET1 overexpression in the 

hippocampus causes increases in 5hmCG, decreases in 5mC, and reduces long-term memory 

formation (Kaas and others, 2013). Second, TET1 knockout mice show reduced expression of 

genes essential to neuronal activation (Npas4, c-Fos, Arc) and are impaired in hippocampal 

functions including a significant loss of both normal fear and spatial memory extinction 

(Rudenko and others, 2013). Loss of memory extinction would be expected if TET1-catalyzed 

turnover of modified cytosine in highly active neurons is required for normal rate of loss of 

recorded memories. In other words, when the rate of molecular turnover is reduced, normally 

extinguished memories are retained. This implies molecular turnover would is required for 

memory extinction, a natural extension of Crick’s model. Our data showing the highest levels of 

TETs and 5hmC in NeuN-High nuclei are consistent with this view, if indeed NeuN-High nuclei 

are the most active in learning and memory as gene expression data imply. Third, at the time of 

eye opening in mice (2 to 3-weeks) in the retinal neuronal ganglion cell layer (GCL) there is a 

dramatic increase in TET3 expression and 5hmC in thousands of predominantly neuronal gene 

regions (Perera and others, 2015). TET3 is highly expressed in the brain, but the TET2 mRNA 

splice variant that is expressed most strongly in brain, lacks the domain encoding its own CXXC 

DNA binding domain recognizing CGs. TET3 appears to be recruited to corresponding CG-rich 

gene regions by direct binding to transcription factors such as REST. Most significant to this 

discussion of potential causation, TET3 overexpression increases the expression of transcripts 

from a significant fraction of REST bound gene targets. Fourth, TET3 expression is minimal in 

embryonic stem cells (ESCs), but rapidly increases by an order of magnitude during neuronal 

differentiation (Li and others, 2015). ESC cell lines derived from TET3-knockout mice are 
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capable of self-renewal and maintenance and differentiate into neural progenitor cells (NPC). 

However, derived NPCs have lower levels of 5hmC, are less efficient at neuronal differentiation, 

and have higher rates of apoptosis (Li and others, 2015). In other words, it appears TET3 activity 

is essential for the normal differentiation of ESCs into NPCs. Fifth, Lister et al. (2013a) show 

that of the differentially methylated regions (DMRs) that normally become 5mC hypomethylated 

in the frontal cortex during the fetal to adult transition, 20% remain hypermethylated in adult 

TET2 knockout mice. Hence, TET2 activity plays an essential role in the loss of 5mCG at a 

significant fraction of the differentially methylated CGs. Although total levels of 5hmCG are 

lower in the fetal brain, many of these fetal DMRs were also disproportionally enriched for 

5hmC. Therefore, the authors go on to suggest that 5hmCG “creates pre-modified sites that are 

poised for subsequent demethylation and activation at a later developmental stage.” The finding 

that 5hmC is preferentially enriched within gene bodies of neuronal function-related gene 

clusters in NeuN-High neuronal nuclei suggests that a higher rate of 5hmCG-dependent turnover 

of 5mCG occurs in this subset representing the most active neuronal cells.  

 

A model 

If the TET enzyme catalyzed oxidation of modified cytosine residues is rate limiting to the 

cytosine modification cycle (Figure 3.1), our data showing extremely elevated levels of 5hmC 

and factors involved in NeuN-High nuclei might be interpreted as supporting our working 

hypothesis that the cytosine modification cycle runs more rapidly in the brain than in other 

organs to accommodate rapid learning and memory. It has been proposed previously, that more 

rapid turnover of 5mCG via oxidation to 5hmCG creates the poised, activated state for “on 

demand gene regulation” (Irier and others, 2014). We propose a model in which, maintaining a 
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high idling speed for the cycle in all brain cells enables better performance, such as greater 

neuronal plasticity. A high idling speed would ensure a more rapid response of cellular and 

molecular memory systems. As an analogy to illuminates the model, formula one F1 racecar 

engines maintaining extremely high idling speeds for maximum performance, while tractor 

trailer truck engines maintain low idling speeds for maximum efficiency. In this model 

concerning the brain, we are likening the brain to a F1 racecar designed for performance to 

maintain this poised responsive state. As evidence for a more direct parallel to a high 

performance racecar engine, the adult brain accounts for only 2% of human body weight, but 

consumes 20% of resting oxygen levels (Raichle and Gusnard, 2002). Other organs and tissues 

that have lower levels of TET oxidized products like 5hmC might run the cytosine modification 

cycle at a lower idling speed. Continuing the analogy, resting muscle, might maintain low idling 

speed for efficiency like the truck engine, and have slower less-responsive system of cellular and 

molecular memory. Muscle represents about 40% of body mass, but only consumes 18% of 

resting oxygen levels (Durnin, 1981), further supporting this analogy. TET catalyzed increases in 

both 5hmCG and the turnover of modified cytosine may enable accelerated activity of molecular 

memory systems via their combined impact on overall chromatin structure and transcriptional 

machinery. According to this model, the decondensed chromatin state in NeuN-High neuronal 

nuclei, created by an elevated cytosine modification cycle and elevated levels of 5hmC within 

large gene sets, maintains an exceptional subsets of neuronal cells in an even higher potentiated 

state than other NeuN-Low neuronal cells (Yu and others, 2015). Further evidence for this high 

idling speed is the exceptionally high relative levels of relevant transcripts in NeuN-High nuclei 

(Supplemental Table 3.S1). The subset of poised genes that are initially induced or repressed 

“on demand” would be dependent upon the spectrum of transcription factors and signaling 
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molecules expressed in that cell type (Dogan and others, 2015; Ptashne, 2007) and the influence 

of the external environment. This model may be tested initially, by inhibiting TET enzyme 

catalyzed oxidation of modified cytosine in different organs and tissues and then measuring the 

decay rate of 5hmC levels. 

 

Conclusions 

A high-resolution map of 5hmCG differences across gene regions for different brain cell 

types was achieved by separating NeuN-High neuronal cell nuclei from NeuN-Low neuronal 

nuclei and all classes of NeuN-Neg non-neuronal nuclei. We showed that the decondensed 

NeuN-High subset of neuronal cell nuclei have a valley of very low levels of 5hmCG right after 

the TSS followed by exceptionally high levels of 5hmCG in the rest of the gene body and in 

flanking regions relative to other brain cell nuclei. The valley and peak in 5hmCG levels at the 

start of the gene region are 22% and 39% of all GCs, respectively, for the most highly expressed 

quintile of ~2,500 genes. Perhaps surprisingly, although the total level of 5hmCG dropped 

dramatically from the strongest to weakest quintile of expressed genes, the higher level of 

5hmCGs for NeuN-High nuclei from the others classes of nuclei persisted in all quintiles even 

for the most weakly-expressed quintile. Differences were strongest among brain-related gene 

categories (Figures 6 & 7). The difference between NeuN-Low neuronal and NeuN-Neg non-

neuronal nuclei were generally small and unremarkable. In summary, there are significant 

advantages in examining chromatin structures in sub-fractions of neuronal cell nuclei. Perhaps 

the higher level of 5hmCG in the NeuN-High most active subset of nuclei reflects higher rates of 

turnover of cytosine modification. More rapid turnover may create a poised activated state 

enabling this subset of neuronal cells to respond more rapidly to learning and memory and/or 
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initiate neurogenesis (Yu and others, 2015). Combining molecular turnover models for various 

chromatin modifications (Meagher, 2014) with the cell type resolution afforded by sorting nuclei 

or isolating affinity tagged nuclei (Deal and Henikoff, 2011) should enhance our understanding 

of cellular memory (Deal and Henikoff, 2011; Lister and Mukamel, 2015; Meagher, 2014; Mo 

and others, 2015) .  
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Table 3.1. Percent 5hmCG in three classes of nuclei determined by TAB-seq and averaged 

across all sequences. 

Nuclei             Total 5hmCG          Total CG              % 5hmCG          Scaled % 5hmCG   

NeuN-High        1,083,110               8,104,772                13.36%                    25.10%   

NeuN-Low          789,538                 9,246,699                8.54%                     16.30% 

NeuN-Neg           696,096                 9,867,503                7.05%                     16.61%    

 

Based on these TAB-seq data, we calculated the percent 5hmCG (% 5hmCG) in three classes of 

nuclei by dividing total 5hmCG assayed by total CG. Also, scaled percent 5hmCG (scaled % 

5hmCG) was presented after correction for non-conversion and protection-rates (see Methods). 
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Figure 3.1. A model for dynamic turnover of DNA cytosine modification. This diagram for the 

cyclic turnover of modified cytosine (C) residues emphasizes that TETs catalyze the rate-limiting 

step of removing 5mC by oxidation to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC). TET activity further 

oxidizes 5hmC to 5-formalcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxycytosine (5caC). The essential roles of 

other factors include DNMTs in the methylation of C to 5-methylcytosine (5mC), thymine DNA 

glycosidase (TDG) in the excision of 5fC or 5caC creating a single nucleotide gap, and gap 

repair back to a C residue by base excision repair (BER) machinery such as the GADD45s. The 

gene-region-specific balance of these activities determines the levels of C, 5mC and 5hmC. 

Enzymes are in square boxes and nucleotide bases in ovals. The diagram was redesigned from 

those published previously (Kohli and Zhang, 2013; Meagher, 2014; Wu and Zhang, 2014). 
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Figure 3.2. FANS of three classes of nuclei and expression of factors involved in DNA cytosine 

turnover. A. Cytometric histogram of NeuN-Neg, -Low and –High stained brain cell nuclei from 

one sorting experiment (log scale), pre-gated for DNA content and forward and side light 

scattering (See Supplemental Figure 3.S2). NeuN antibody mAb 1B7 was conjugated with 

AlexaFluor488. B. qRT-PCR analysis of the relative transcript expression was performed on 

cDNA prepared from three classes of brain cell nuclei. The Relative Quantity (RQ) of transcript 

level was calculated based on the dCT method including the standard deviation from the mean. 

SHDA was used as the endogenous control. C, D, E. Immuno-fluorescent analysis of mouse 

brain nuclei revealed decondensed NeuN-High mouse brain nuclei contained exceptionally high 

levels of TET1 (C), TET2 (D), and TET3 (E), relative to NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg non-

neuronal cell nuclei.   
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Figure 3.3. 5hmC is concentrated in the NeuN-High subset of mouse brain nuclei. A. 

Immunostaining of total mouse brain nuclei for 5hmC revealed that decondensed NeuN-High 

nuclei contained exceptionally high levels of 5hmC relative to NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg non-

neuronal cell nuclei.  B. Fluorescent nuclear cytometry (FNC) identified four subpopulations of 

brain cellular nuclei (A, B, C, D) differing in their relative levels of NeuN and 5hmC 

immunostaining. We were unable to detect the levels of 5hmC in most NeuN-Neg nuclei (lower 

left hand quadrant). C. The percent 5hmC as a fraction of total nucleotides assayed in NeuN-

Neg, NeuN-Low and NeuN-High mouse brain nuclei was measured using a commercial ELISA 

Kit (Zymo, Sci.).  
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Figure 3.4. Analysis of 5hmC and NeuN in the hippocampal region of the brain. Frozen coronal 

sections of mouse brain were co-immunostained with fluorescent antibodies to NeuN and 5hmC 

and examined by IFM.  A & B. Overview of mouse hippocampus observed under low 

magnification. A. Stained with DAPI for DNA. B. Immunostained for 5hmC (see Methods). C-

G. Expanded region from the hippocampus CA3 region revealed decondensed, NeuN-High 

mouse brain nuclei contained exceptionally high levels of 5hmC, whereas no 5hmC signal was 

detected in the condensed, NeuN-Neg nuclei (white arrows).  
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Figure 3.5. NeuN-High nuclei expressed the highest levels of 5hmC in the most highly 

expressed genes. A. Map of the DNA sequences examined. Each gene was divided into three 

parts: 100 kb upstream of the TSS (UTSS), gene body (GB), and 100 kb downstream of the TTS 

(DTTS) as defined previously (Lister and others, 2013a). Each of the three regions was divided 

into 20 equal-sized bins. B. Approximately 12,500 brain transcripts were subdivided into equal 

quintiles of expression level (5 of 5 the highest expression, 1 of 5 the lowest). Five plots of 

5hmC levels across the 3 regions (A) were presented, one for each quintile of transcripts, for the 

three classes of mouse brain nuclei NeuN-High, -Low, and -Neg. C. 5hmC levels were presented 

for the five quintiles of transcript expression across the three gene regions (A) for just the NeuN-

High class of nuclei. 
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Figure 3.6. Gene-region-specific distribution of 5hmCG levels for relevant GO term gene 

lists. The fraction of 5hmCG relative to all CG dinucleotides for three gene sequence locations 

(see map in Figure 3.5A) were plotted for eight GO term-based brain-specific gene lists related 

to neuronal and non-neuronal cell functions. Similarly plotted data for two other brain-specific 

gene lists and six gene lists not specific for brain function were presented in Supplemental Figure 

3.S3.   
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Supplemental Figure 3.S1. Validation of the commercial ELISA kit for measuring 5hmC. 

The fraction of 5hmC out of total nucleotides was measured using a commercial ELISA Kit 

(Z5411, Zymo, Sci.) in PND1 (post-natal day 1), 3-mon (3-month-old) mouse cortex, CD4+, and 

CD16+ human leukocytes. The kit was sensitive enough to reproducibly detected the expected 

difference between PND1 and 3-mon brain, but did not detect the several-fold lower levels 

expected in leukocytes. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.S2. FANS of brain nuclei was gated for size, shape, and DNA 

content. During the sorting of NeuN-High, -Low and -Neg fractions of mouse brain cell nuclei. 

Samples were stained with DAPI for DNA content (B, gate R2) and gated for size and shape (A, 

forward FSC and side SSC scatter light) to eliminate small debris contaminating the nuclear 

preparation.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.S3. Gene-region-specific distribution of 5hmCG levels for 

additional GO term gene lists. Plotted data for two brain-specific gene lists and six gene lists 

not specific for brain function were presented. See legends to Figures 3.5 and 3.6. 
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Supplemental Table 3.S1. Relative transcript expression levels among NeuN-High, -Low, 

and -Neg nuclei for factors involved in chromatin modification and brain activity.  

GENE FUNCTION       RATIO of TRANSCIPT LEVELS (NeuN-High: -Low: -Neg) 

Central metabolism- 

Endogenous control 

SDHA (1:1:1) used to normalize qRT-PCR data 

Chromatin-

modification of 

DNA cytosine (this 

study) 

TET1 (1:0.78:0.39), TET2 (1:0.76:0.51), TET3 (1:1.04:0.54) 

DNA cytosine 

methylation 

DNMT1 (1:0.33:0.22), DNMT3A (1:0.17:0.20) 

Base excision repair TDG (1:0.38:0.076), Gadd45a (1:0.08:0.07), Gadd45b (1:0.08:0.02) 

Chromatin- 

modification of 

histones 

SIRT1 (1:0.18:0.18), HDAC1 (1:0.05:0.02), HDAC2 (1:0.28:0.25), 

HDAC11 (1:0.15:0.25), KAT2B (1:0.21:0.36), KAT3A (1:0.38:0.35), 

KAT3B (1:0.12:0.14), KAT5 (1:0.20:0.28) 

Neurogenesis & 

synaptogenesis 

SOX2 (1:0.08:0.20), OCT4 (1:0.07:0.03), MYC (1:0.05:0.04), KLF4 

(1:0.06:0.07), ARC (1:0.12:0.06), BDNF (1:0.09:0.04), EGR1 

(1:0.30:0.09), HOMER1 (1:0.06:0.02) 

Learning & Memory ARC (1:0.12:0.06), BDNF (1:0.09:0.04), EGR1 (1:0.30:0.09), HOMER1 

(1:0.06:0.02), NEFL (1:0.10:0.03), SYT1 (1:0.70:0.07) 

Pluripotency SOX2 (1:0.08:0.20), OCT4 (1:0.07:0.03), KLF4 (1:0.06:0.07), SHH 

(1:0.05:0.01), BRN2 (1:0.06:0.04), FOXG1 (1:0.11:0.12) 

Cell cycle SHH (1:0.05:0.01), PCNA (1:0.07:0.12), MYC (1:0.05:0.04) 

Non-neuronal glial, 

lymphoid, & 

endothelial cell types 

BLBP (1:3.10:10.25), EDNRB (1:1.35:94.02), IKZF1 (1:1.13:28.31), 

PDGFR (1:1.65:23.67) 

TET and TDG transcripts levels compared to other marker transcripts involved in modifying 

DNA cytosine in three classes of brain nuclei. SDHA was the normalization control for 

determining relative quantities (RQ). Then the data were renormalized to the levels of transcript 

in NeuN-High nuclei. The ratio of transcript levels is expressed in the right hand column. The 

bulk of these data come from Yu et al., 2015 (Yu and others, 2015). 
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Supplemental Table 3.S2. qRT-PCR primers used in this study.  

sense  antisense  

SDHA CTCTTTCCTACCCGATCACA

TAC 

SDHA CCATCTCCAGTTGTCCTCTTC 

TET1 CTGAAGATGACAAGCAGCA

AAC 

TET1 GGTGTGTGTCAGTGGGTAAA 

TET2 CTCATGCCTCGGGTTCATAT

T 

TET2 CTGGCACACTCCCATTGTAT 

TET3 CTTCCCTCCTTTGGCTACTAT

G 

TET3 GAGGTCTGGCTTCTTCTCAA

A 

TDG CCACGAATAGCGGTGTTTAA

TG 

TDG GAGTTTCTGTGTCTGGGATC

TT 
MBD2 TGGCAAGATACCTGGGAAATG MBD2 GGAGTCTCTGCTTGTTCTTCTG 
MBD3 CACAACTGGCACGTTACCT MBD3 CACGCTGGCGACTCTTATT 
MBD2 AGACACGAAGCAAGTGGAAA MBD2 AAGCAAGCCGAGTTAGAGTTA

G 

Sense and antisense primer sequences used in qRT-PCR were presented. 
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Supplemental Table 3.S3. Additional data on TAB-seq analysis and an estimate of genome 

coverage.  

 
The genome coverage achieved by our TAB-seq analysis was listed in the last column as a 

fraction of coverage of the mouse genome (GRCm38). 
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Supplemental Table 3.S4. GO terms used and the number of genes in each term.  

GO Term  GO Number  Number of 

Genes  

Definition  

Aging  GO:0007568 138 genes  Age-dependent behavioral decline, age-
dependent general metabolic decline, cell aging, 
multicellular organismal aging, organ 
senescence 

angiogenesis GO:0001525 400 genes  Angiogenesis involved in coronary vascular 
morphogenesis or wound healing, glomerular 
capillary function, negative and positive 
regulation of, patterning of blood vessels, 
sprouting angiogenesis, etc. 

associative 

learning 

GO:0008306 82 genes  Conditioned place preference, conditioned taste 
aversion, olfactory learning, visual learning 

cell cycle GO:0007049 1374 genes  Cell cycle process, meiotic cell cycle, mitotic cell 
cycle 

DNA 

replication 

GO:0006260 254 genes  Cell cycle DNA replication, DNA synthesis 
involved in, DNA-dependent, negative and 
positive regulation of, RNA-dependent, etc. 

feeding 

behavior 

GO:0007631 115 genes  Adult feeding behavior, conditioned taste 
aversion, drinking and eating behavior, larval 
feeding behavior, negative and positive 
regulation of, etc. 

glial cell 

differentiation 

GO:0010001 175 genes  Astrocyte differentiation, glial cell development 
and fate commitment, microglia differentiation, 
oligodendrocyte differentiation, positive and 
negative regulation of, Schwann cell 
differentiation, etc. 

histone 

modification 

GO:0016570 374 genes  Histone acetylation, biotinylation, citrullination, 
deacetylation, demethylation, 
dephosphorylation, deubiquitination, H3-K9 
modification, methylation, peptidyl-prolyl 
isomerization, phosphorylation, ubiquitination; 
negative and positive regulation of, etc. 

learning or 

memory 

GO:0007611 219 genes  The acquisition and processing of information 
and/or the storage and retrieval of this 
information over time. 

neurogenesis GO:0022008 1377 genes  Generation of neurons, gliogenesis, negative 
and positive regulation 

neuron 

differentiation 

GO:0030182 1166 genes  Differentiation of many cell types, negative and 
positive regulation of, neuron development, 
neuron fate commitment, etc. 

regulation of 

gene 

expression, 

epigenetic 

GO:0040029 222 genes  DNA methylation and demethylation, negative 
and positive regulation of, posttranscriptional 
gene silencing, etc. 

regulation of 

signal 

GO:0009966 2313 genes  Many signaling pathways, adaptation of 
signaling pathways, negative and positive 
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transduction regulation of, etc. 

regulation of 

synaptic 

plasticity 

GO:0048167 141 genes  Long term synaptic depression and potentiation, 
positive and negative regulation of, regulation 
by chemical substance, etc. 

response to 

hypoxia 

GO:0001666 169 genes  Any process that results in a change in state or 
activity of a cell or an organism (in terms of 
movement, secretion, enzyme production, gene 
expression, etc.) as a result of a stimulus 
indicating lowered oxygen tension. 

response to 

oxidative 

stress 

GO:0006979 311 genes  Age-dependent and cellular responses to 
oxidative stress, detection of, positive and 
negative regulation of, response to 
hydroperoxide, response to photooxidative 
stress, response to ROS. 

stem cell 

maintenance 

GO:0019827 146 genes  Germ-line stem cell maintenance, negative and 
positive regulation of, neuronal stem cell 
maintenance, somatic stem cell maintenance, 
etc. 

synaptic 

transmission 

GO:0007268 528 genes  Negative and positive regulation of; neuron-
neuron, neuromuscular, and cholinergic 
synaptic transmission; neurotransmitter receptor 
metabolic process; regulation of postsynaptic 
membrane potential; regulation of synapse 
maturation; synaptic vesicle transport; etc. 

Neuronal*  

 

 461 genes   

Astrocyte*    2249 genes   

GO terms used in this study and detailed information can be found at Mouse Genome 

Informatics database at (http://www.informatics.jax.org).  
* Neuronal and Astrocyte GO Terms contains 461 genes and 2249 genes, and the gene list can be 

found in (Lister and others, 2013a).  
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CHAPTER 5 

SUBSETS OF VISCERAL ADIPOSE TISSUE NUCLEI WITH DISTINCT LEVELS OF 5-

HYDROXYMETHYLCYTOSINE3 
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Abstract 

The reprogramming of cellular memory in specific cell types, and in visceral adipocytes in 

particular, appears to be a fundamental aspect of obesity and its related negative health 

outcomes. We explored the hypothesis that adipose tissue contains epigenetically distinct 

subpopulations of adipocytes that are differentially potentiated to record cellular memories of 

their environment. Adipocytes are large, fragile, and technically difficult to efficiently isolate 

and fractionate. We developed fluorescence nuclear cytometry (FNC) and fluorescence activated 

nuclear sorting (FANS) of cellular nuclei from visceral adipose tissue (VAT) using the levels of 

pan-adipocyte protein, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma-2 (PPARg2), to 

distinguish classes of PPARg2-Positive (PPARg2-Pos) adipocyte nuclei from PPARg2-Negative 

(PPARg2-Neg) leukocyte and endothelial cell nuclei. PPARg2-Pos VAT nuclei showed 2- to 50-

fold higher levels of transcripts encoding most of the chromatin-remodeling factors assayed, 

which regulate the methylation of histones and DNA cytosine (e.g., DNMT1, TET1, TET2, 

KDM4A, KMT2C, SETDB1, PAXIP1, ARID1A, JMJD6, CARM1, and PRMT5). PPARg2-Pos 

nuclei have a large decondensed chromatin structure. TAB-seq demonstrated 5-

hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) levels were remarkably dynamic in gene bodies of PPARg2-Pos 

nuclei, dropping 3.8-fold from the highest quintile of expressed genes to the lowest. In short, 

VAT-derived adipocytes appear to be more actively remodeling their chromatin than non-

adipocytes.  

 

Key words: cytometry, 5hmC, TAB-seq, epitype, chromatin, cell-type-specific 
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Introduction  

 

There is a critical need to perform cell-type-specific epigenetic analyses of adipocytes 

within adipose tissues, because of their likely direct role in obesity and its comorbidities, 

including tissue inflammation, many cancers, cardiovascular disease, Type II Diabetes, and 

Alzheimer’s. Epigenetic controls function at the level of specific cell types, and yet, the vast 

majority of published epigenetic studies examine chromatin structures (i.e., epitypes) of whole 

organs or tissues (e.g., adipose tissue) and most commonly whole blood. These aggregated 

results from mixtures of cell types, however, do not accurately capture the real biology of 

specific cell types, which is essential to understand for designing improved therapies. For 

example, Reinius et al., 2012 (Reinius and others, 2012a) examined the DNA cytosine 

methylation profiles for seven purified blood leukocyte cell types in healthy individuals. They 

found that the DNA methylation profile (epitype) of each cell type varied significantly from that 

of whole blood. Pairwise comparisons of the seven leukocyte types varied at 9.5% to 40% of the 

485,000 cytosine methylation sites assayed. Because the epitype of peripheral white blood cells 

is the weighted average of methylation differences among cell types, whole blood data has 

relatively weak statistical significance. The results from two studies examining the link between 

gene-specific DNA cytosine methylation at CG dinucleotides and systemic lupus erythematosus 

(SLE) highlight the need for cell- type-specific analyses. While whole blood DNA produced 

median p values of 10-3 for some methylation sites associated with SLE, the methylation data 

from CD4+ T cells resulted in median p values of 10-7 for numerous sites associated with SLE 

(Javierre and others, 2010; Jeffries and others, 2011). Hence, most of these latter data are 

statistically and most likely biologically significant. Our technical goal herein was to enable the 
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cell-type-specific epigenetic analysis of adipocyte populations from within adipose tissues, and 

thereby obtain more biologically relevant data on chromatin structures. 

The diversity of cell types in adipose tissue complicates attempts at cell-type-specific 

analysis. In addition to various classes of preadipocytes as well as maturing and mature 

adipocytes, adipose tissue is rich with blood vessels, endothelial cells and numerous lymphoid 

cell types (e.g., T cells, neutrophils, and natural killer cells) (Deiuliis and others, 2011a; 

Elbatarny and others, 2007; Lumeng and others, 2011a; Lumeng and Saltiel, 2011a; Spencer and 

others, 2011; Wozniak and others, 2009b). Furthermore, obese adipose tissue cell populations are 

different from lean ones. The pathology of obesity results in more mesenchymal stem cells 

(MSCs) being directed to develop into white adipocytes and the enlargement of existing 

adipocytes (Catalan and others, 2012; Cristancho and Lazar, 2011; Rocha and Folco, 2011; 

Schipper and others, 2012; Spencer and others, 2011). Larger numbers of T lymphocytes and 

neutrophils infiltrate adipose tissue in obese individuals relative to lean individuals (Bourlier and 

others, 2008; Hagman and others, 2012; Kintscher and others, 2008). Immunocytochemistry 

reveals individual obese adipocytes surrounded by several-fold larger numbers of inflammatory 

leukocytes than surrounding lean adipocytes (Deiuliis and others, 2011a; Lumeng and others, 

2011a; Lumeng and Saltiel, 2011a). Because any analysis of chromatin modification from 

adipose tissue would represent a weighted average of the various cell types, changes in the ratios 

of adipocyte subpopulations and non-adipocyte cell types would compromise conclusions about 

epigenetic reprogramming and disease.  

White adipocytes may be enzymatically dissociated from adipose tissues, but they are 

difficult to isolate efficiently because of their large size (50 to 200 m) and tendency to lyse 

rapidly during manipulation or brief storage (Wei and others, 2013). Fluorescence activated cell 
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sorting (FACS) has been used to fractionate dissociated adipocytes, but the large cell sizes 

require special instrumentation to prevent clogging and slow flow rates (Song and others, 2015). 

Furthermore, very few immunochemical surface markers are available that distinguish subsets of 

adipocytes. Several technical approaches have been applied to increasing the cell-type-specificity 

of epigenetic studies for cell types that are difficult to isolate, but these too have their limitations. 

For example, great improvements have been made in laser-capture micro-dissection (LCM) 

technologies, yet, relatively small numbers of cells are recovered and tissue processing can be 

time consuming and expensive (Arend and others, 2013; Hackler and others, 2012; Merbs and 

others, 2012a). Model organisms may be engineered for the Isolation of Nuclei Tagged in 

Specific Cell Types (INTACT), but transgenic animals are expensive to make and maintain and 

INTACT cannot be applied diretly to isolate human cellular nuclei (Deal and Henikoff, 2010b; 

Henry and others, 2012). As an alternative, Fluorescent Nuclear Cytometry (FNC) and 

Fluorescence Activated Nuclear Sorting (FANS) have been used to compare the transcriptome, 

epigenome, and proteome among classes of brain cellular nuclei (Bilsland and others, 2006b; 

Chen and others, 2013; Dammer and others, 2013b; Okada and others, 2011a). For example, 

using FANS we recently characterized a subset of neuronal cellular nuclei that were 

decondensed and expressed exceptionally high levels of stem cell and cell cycle neurotrophic, 

synaptotropic, and chromatin modifying factors markers, relative to the majority of neuronal and 

non-neuronal nuclei (Yu and others, 2015). Overexpression of this machinery may be associated 

with the rapid turnover of chromatin modifications in cell types most likely to be potentiated to 

respond to their environment and more rapidly record cellular memories (Meagher, 2014).  

Using FNC and FANS to study cellular nuclei as surrogates for isolated cells is still in its 

infancy, but these technologies are relatively simple to employ for “problematic tissues” and 
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have the potential to reveal a great deal about epigenetically distinct cell populations within 

adipose tissues.  

There is mounting evidence that adipocytes within adipose tissues may be epigenetically 

programmed in response to obesity, obesity-related diseases, exercise, diet, and sleep, as well as 

when adipocytes exit from the cell cycle and proceed through adipogenesis (Inagaki and others, 

2015; Keller and others, 2014; Khalyfa and others, 2014; Lewis and others, 2013; Ronn and 

others, 2013; Wang and others, 2013; Zhang and others, 2011). Our long-term working 

hypothesis is that adipose tissue contains epigenetically distinct subpopulations of adipocytes, 

which are differentially potentiated to record cellular memories. However, there is currently 

limited information about subpopulations of adipocytes from within tissue or their mechanisms 

of cellular memory. A number of nucleosomal histone side chain modifications as well as 

modifications to DNA cytosine residues are correlated with the adipogenic program and 

postulated to play a role in programming preadipocytes and mature adipocytes (see Discussion). 

Of particular interest is the recent evidence that gene-region- and enhancer-region-specific 5-

hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) at CG dinucleotides may define genes poised to change their 

expression or already having increased expression in part through localized loss of 5mC (Lister 

and others, 2013a; Pastor and others, 2011). During the in silico differentiation of 3T3-L1 

preadipocytes to adipocytes there is 2-fold increase in 5hmC levels in activated vs. repressed 

gene regions and as much as a 10-fold increase in 5hmC in the fatty acid binding protein 4, 

FABP4 gene (Serandour and others, 2012b). Hence, the oxidation of 5mC to 5hmC is strongly 

associated with adipogenesis.  

The cyclic turnover of 5 -́modified cytosine is summarized in Figure 4.1. DNA 

methyltransferases (DNMTs) methylate DNA cytosine to 5mC, while Ten-eleven translocation 
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methylcytosine dioxygenases (TETs) catalyze its conversion to 5hmC and to other more oxidized 

forms (5fC, 5caC). Thymine-DNA glycosylase (TDG) acts on 5fC or 5caC to generate an abasic 

site (-OH). The base excision repair pathway (BER) and factors like the GADD45s recognize a 

G residue in the antiparallel DNA strand and restore cytosine. In general, 5hmCG dinucleotides 

mark a small subset of antiparallel CGs, which may or may not also be 5mC modified (5mCGs) 

in the antiparallel strand, such that increases in one of these two modifications at a site is not 

always correlated with the loss of the other. TET dioxygenase-catalyzed oxidation of 5mC to 

5hmC at constitutive CTS (CTCF binding sites) and PPARg enhancers (PPAREs) appears to be 

part of and perhaps may be essential to adipogenesis (Dubois-Chevalier and others, 2014; 

Dubois-Chevalier and others, 2015). The ADP-ribose polymer attached to parylated-PPARg 

binds TET enzymes to catalyze the localized conversion of 5mC to 5hmC (Fujiki and others, 

2013), which begins to outline a mechanism connecting 5hmC modification and adipogenesis. 

Enhancer cytosine hydroxymethylation appears to be tissue-specific, where it acts on adipocyte-

specific enhancers during a 3T3-L1 cell’s differentiation to an adipocyte and on neuronal-

specific enhancers during neurogenesis in a cultured neural progenitor cell type (Serandour and 

others, 2012b). Little is known about the precise role of gene-region distribution and changes in 

5hmC in adipocytes, although in neurons it has been proposed that high levels of gene-region 

5hmC “creates pre-modified sites that are poised for subsequent demethylation and activation at 

a later developmental stage” prepared for “on demand gene regulation” (Irier and others, 2014; 

Lister and others, 2013a).  

Initial pioneering studies suggested that large-scale gene silencing by DNA methylation 

might be essential to the commitment to adipogenesis. The differentiation to lipid body-rich 

mature adipocytes proceeds after preadipocytes exit the cell cycle (Guo and others, 2009). Two 
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days after the differentiation of 3T3-L1 cells begins global DNA cytosine methylation levels 

increase, as do 5mC levels at the C/EBP alpha promoter region (Guo and others, 2009). DNA 

methyltransferase DNMT1 levels increase rapidly during the first 24 hours after inducing 

differentiation (Londono Gentile and others, 2013) and decline later as mature adipocytes are 

formed. But DNMT1 is defined as a maintenance enzyme, not a de novo methyltransferase. 

Hence, DNMT1 levels may account for the increase in 5mC by more efficiently maintaining 

methylation and by supporting increases in de novo methylation. Small interfering RNA 

silencing of the de novo cytosine methyltransferase DNMT3a in 3T3-LI preadipoctyes 

significantly blocks adipogenesis (Guo and others, 2009) again emphasizing a positive role for 

DNA methylation. However, additional work stands against this simple positive role for 

increased global 5mC levels in adipogenesis. Small RNA silencing of the maintenance 

methyltransferase DNMT1 in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes accelerates adipogenesis (Londono Gentile 

and others, 2013). In addition, treating bone marrow derived MSCs, a normal precursor of 

adipocytes, with 5-azacytidine (5-azaC), a cytidine analog and inhibitor of methyltransferases, 

decreases both cell proliferation and differentiation into adipocytes and results in concomitant 

down-regulation of PPARg (Zych and others, 2013). Finally, treating atrial cardiac cells with 5-

azaC, an inhibitor of all DNMT activity, reduces 5mC to produce an interesting outcome, 

wherein these cells trans-differentiate into lipid body-containing adipocytes (Kaur and others, 

2014). Among the likely possibilities that might explain these complex results, the starting 

epitype of the progenitor cell undoubtedly affects their developmental potential, as does their 

existing chromatin modification machinery. Additionally, the C-residue sequence specificity and 

regulation of the cytosine modification cycle will affect the genes being altered and the 

developmental outcome. Hence, the role of the DNA cytosine modification cycle appears distinct 
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during stem cell differentiation into preadipoctyes, during adipogenesis, and in mature 

adipocytes. The roles of 5mC are more complex than simply removing its silencing effects on 

appropriate adipogenic gene-regions and enhancers. In any case, we focused on the formation of 

5hmC, because it appears to be the rate-limiting step in removing 5mC at CG dinucleotides and 

hence rate limiting to the turnover of modified cytosine.  

Herein, we extend FNC and FANS to the analysis of adipocyte nuclei within adipose 

tissue. We developed techniques to rapidly isolate cellular nuclei from fixed adipose tissue, such 

that both nuclear structure and chromatin modification would be preserved. We showed that 

cytometry was easily applied to characterize subpopulations of adipose tissue nuclei. Nuclear 

sorting identified subpopulations of adipocyte and non-adipocyte nuclei that differentially 

expressed a significant fraction of the epigenetic machinery we assayed. Adipocyte nuclei were 

identified that had highly elevated levels of factors involved in the regulation of histone 

methylation and DNA cytosine modification, and in particular displayed widely divergent levels 

of 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) across the gene body of different groups of genes.  

 

Materials and Methods  

Sus scrofa tissues 

Animals (Sus scrofa 6 month old, 220-280 lbs) were slaughtered at UGA’s abattoir. UGA 

abattoir was USDA licensed and collection at UGA abattoir had IACUC approval. All 

institutional and USDA guidelines for the care and use of animals were followed. Fresh kidney-

associated visceral adipose tissue (VAT) was harvested and chilled on ice for no more than 2 h 

prior to being processed to purify nuclei or flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80℃.  
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Protocol for isolating cellular nuclei from adipose tissue  

The following rapid protocol for isolating cellular nuclei from adipose tissue is an 

extension of the simplified method described recently for brain cell nuclei (Yu and others, 2015). 

Freshly dissected and minced adipose tissue was treated for 1 hour at RT to 2 months at 4℃ in 

four volumes (w/v) of 0.3SPBSTA (0.3 M Sucrose in PBSTA, 20 mM KH2PO4, 20 mM 

Na2HPO4, pH = 7.2, 137 mM NaCl, 3.0 mM KCl, 0.1% Triton X 100, 0.1% sodium azide), plus 

3.7% freshly added formalin. The protocol works on fresh tissue, but the yield of nuclei is lower 

than for fixed. The fixed tissue is heated briefly to 60℃ to solubilize the fat (5 to 10 min 

depending upon the sample size). Typically 50 g of tissue was homogenized in a prewarmed 

(60℃ water) Polytron (Fischer Sci) for 2.5 min at a setting of 6.5 in 8 volumes (w/v) of 

0.3SPBSTA. The homogenate was filtered through large pieces (10 in. sq.) of Miracloth 

(Calbiochem, #475855) stretched loosely over a funnel. This filtration step prevented nuclei from 

being trapped with large pieces of cytoplasmic debris during the subsequent centrifugation and 

increased the yield of nuclei several fold. The filtrate was placed in centrifuge bottles or tubes 

and under-layered with 0.25 volumes of 1.4 M sucrose in SPBSTA. Nuclei were centrifuged in a 

pre-chilled rotor (4℃) through the sucrose cushion at 3,000xg for 20 min. The supernatant was 

removed gently by pouring it out from one of two holes made through the hardened fat layer. 

The nuclear pellet under the fat floatation pellet was gently re-suspended in with 0.3M SPBSTA. 

3-5 ml aliquots were pressed slowly through 25 mm diameter Swinnex Nylon Net Filters with a 

41-µm pore size (EMD Millipore). The yield of nuclei from freshly fixed VAT tissue was 

approximately 1.0 x 106 nuclei/g tissue and a few-fold less from frozen tissue fixed subsequent to 

thawing. Nuclei were stored for up to one year at 4℃ in PBSTBA (PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100 + 

5% BSA + 0.02% Azide) and freshly added 4% formaldehyde. Storage did not seem to alter the 
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quality of immunofluorescence staining for several markers assayed, but storage for more than 

three months did lower the yield of RNA. All reagents were purchased from Thermo Fisher 

(Waltham, MA), unless stated otherwise. In various experiments, this protocol has been scaled 

from 50 g to 50 mg of VAT, and these differed only in that the heat treatment may be omitted 

prior to homogenizing very small samples. This isolation protocol worked similarly, but with 

slightly lower yield than when using fresh unfixed or -80℃ frozen adipose tissue that was 

immediately fixed after thawing. The protocol has worked as well with rat and mouse VAT, 

SAT, and BAT as it did with porcine VAT and SAT. 

 

IFM, FNC, and FANS analysis of nuclei  

Immunochemical labeling of nuclei followed exactly the protocol used for brain nuclei (Yu 

and others, 2015). For FNC 100,000 to 400,000 nuclei were incubated in 200l blocking solution 

with primary antibodies (Supplemental Table 4.S1) at dilutions of 1:100 to 1:500 w/v for 1 h at 

room temperature. For FANS, where as many as 100-times more total nuclei were labeled in 

small volumes, the antibody concentration was much higher and was estimated based on the 

number of nuclei being examined (0.5 to 1.0 ug antibody per 106 nuclei) and not based on the 

volume of buffer. In a typical FANS experiment, 15 g of rabbit polyclonal antibody to PPARg2 

(ab45036) was incubated with 20 x106 nuclei in 500 ul blocking solution for 1 hr. After 3 washes 

with PBSTBA samples were co-stained with DAPI or propidium iodide (PI) at 20 g/ml for 30 

min. Photographic images of nuclei and tissue sections were made on a Leica TR600 

epifluorescence microscope using a Hamamatsu ORCA-CR camera and Hamamatsu SimplePCI 

Image Analysis software to process images and measure nuclear areas and fluorescence 

intensities. 
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FNC and FANS were conducted as described previously (Yu and others, 2015). The 

nuclear population was first gated for size and shape (Supplemental Figure 4.S1A) and DNA 

content (Supplemental Figure 4.S1B) to reduce the number of contaminating particles sorted. 

The fraction of 4C nuclei appeared low to undetectable in most VAT nuclear preparations, but 

there was a large percentage of nuclei that showed higher than 2C staining with DAPI. This 

signal may result from decondensed nuclei that have a very high RNA content, because DAPI 

has a modest fluorescence enhancement with dsRNA (Tanious and others, 1992) as was 

observed for decondensed brain nuclei (Yu and others, 2015). No significant population of 

doublet nuclei was detected during sorting (Supplemental Figure 4.S1C), and therefore, a 

doublet gate was not applied so as not to discriminate against large decondensed nuclei (Yu and 

others, 2015). Furthermore, a pulse-width gate was not applied because of the concern that it 

might eliminate some very large decondensed nuclei that were of interest to this research. 

Figures of FNC and FANS data were prepared using FlowJo Software version 9.7.6 (Treestar, 

Inc. Ashland, Oregon).  

 

RNA, cDNA, and qRT-PCR 

RNA from formalin-fixed nuclei was prepared and reverse transcribed into cDNA for qRT-

PCR analysis as described previously (Yu and others, 2015). Primers are listed in Supplemental 

Table 4.S2. Multiple primer pairs were designed and assayed for each porcine target RNA and 

only those showing efficient amplification of product from total VAT RNA were selected. The 

primer pairs selected also had a product dissociation curve with only one peak (i.e., only one 

cDNA was amplified). Among several commonly used control transcripts that were examined 

(Vandesompele and others, 2002), -actin and RPL13 were found to be relatively equivalently 

expressed among the four nuclear fractions, when qRT-PCR assays were normalized for 
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equivalent cDNA input. Hence, these two were suitable as endogenous controls. Each assay was 

run in triplicate and the Relative Quantity (RQ) of transcript was calculated based on the dCT 

method, including the standard deviation from the mean (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). We were 

unable to find bona fide MBD4 or TDG sequences in the porcine genome database, and hence 

their transcripts were not assayed by qRT-PCR.  

 

TAB-seq and Quintile Expression Data 

DNA sample preparation. DNA was isolated from sorted PPARg2-High, pooled PPARg2-

Med & -Low, and PPARg2-Neg porcine kidney VAT nuclei (~2 to 4 x 106 nuclei per sample) 

using a DNeasy kit (Qiagen, Frederick, MD, USA #69504) according to the manufacturer’s 

recommendations. A heat treatment of 90℃ for 1 h was included, after the proteinase K 

digestion, to hydrolyze off the formalin. DNA was quantified using a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer 

(Invitrogen) with the Qubit dsDNA Assay Kit (Life Technologies # Q32853). TET-assisted 

bisulfite sequencing (TAB-seq) was performed as we previously described (Yu and others, 

2012a). 0.5 ng of methyltransferase M. SssI methylated lambda DNA was added per 1ug of 

DNA prior to treatment as a C/5mC control. After βGT-mediated glucosylation and Tet-

mediated oxidation, the sequencing libraries were then prepared following the MethylC-seq 

protocol (Urich and others, 2015). DNA sequencing was performed using an Illumina 

NextSeq500 Instrument at the University of Georgia’s Genomics Facility, with coverage 

estimated to range from 0.35 to 0.41 genome equivalents among the various samples 

(Supplemental Table 4.S3) (Popp and others, 2010). Due to high cost associated with deep 

coverage of the pig genome using WGBS, we chose an alternative strategy to look at 5hmC 

metagene plots for hundreds to thousands of genes (groups of genes). To demonstrate that 
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metagene analysis do not require high coverage, we downloaded a published high-coverage 

5hmC dataset (Lister et al., 2013) in all genes in mouse frontal cortex and then subsampled 

number of reads ranging from 0.2X to 13X to plot 5hmC distribution for six gene groups. As can 

be seen in Supplemental Figure 4.S5, coverage didn’t affect the patterns of metagene plots, 

even for coverage as low as 0.2X. 

TAB-seq data analysis. The raw sequence data were trimmed for adapters, preprocessed to 

remove low quality reads, aligned to the S.scrofa reference genome Sscrofa10.2 

(GCA_000003025.4, http://www.ensembl.org/Sus_scrofa/)  and analyzed as we described 

previously for TAB-seq analysis of 5hmC (Yu and others, 2012b). The control 5mC modified 

lambda DNA sequence was used to calculate the 5mC non-conversion rate upon Tet and bisulfite 

treatment. Non-CG dinucleotide sites were used to compute the non-conversion rate of 

unmodified cytosines upon bisulfite treatment (Supplemental Table 4.S3). For this analysis, 

only cytosines in the CG context were considered.  

Quintiles expression data. We obtained extensive transcript expression data for porcine 

adipose tissue based on RNA-seq, covering a large dynamic range of expression levels (Pilcher 

and others, 2015). Expression levels from the 16 adipose tissue samples presented were averaged 

to obtain a list of 25,321 expressed transcripts. Because in RNA-seq, the number of reads 

mapped to a gene is also a function of the total exonic length, the average expression level was 

divided by this exonic length of each gene to normalize expression levels. This list was broken 

into quintiles based on exon-normalized mRNA expression levels, resulting in “quintile of 

expression” gene lists with 5,064 to 5,065 genes in each list.  

For each quintile of transcripts, the level of 5hmC was determined using weighted 

methylation level calculation (Schultz and others, 2012) for each of 20 bins upstream, 20 bins 

http://www.ensembl.org/Sus_scrofa/
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within genes (between annotated TSS and TTS) and 20 bins downstream of genes. Each of the 

upstream and downstream bins spanned 5kb for a total of 100kb spanned in each direction. The 

within-gene regions, no matter what their length, were evenly divided among the 20 bins. 

Figures were prepared using ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009). 

 

Availability of supporting data 

The TAB-seq data set supporting the results of this article is available in NCBI GEO 

repository, accession number GSE73684.  

 

Statistical analysis  

Hamamatsu SimplePCI Image Analysis software was used to process images and measure 

nuclear areas and fluorescence intensities. The data of nuclear area and qRT-PCR results were 

analyzed by one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s HSD test using Statistica software 7.1 

(StatSoft; Tulsa, OK, USA). A value of p<0.01 is denoted with * while a value of p<0.001 is 

denoted with **.  

 

Results 

Isolating and sorting adipocyte nuclei from adipose tissue 

We considered possible nuclear protein markers that could be used to identify subsets of 

adipocyte nuclei. Members of the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) subfamily 

of nuclear receptor transcription factors positively control transcription, the metabolism of 

glucose and lipids, and ultimately cell division and differentiation (Mulero and others, 2013). 

One of the three PPAR subtypes, PPAR gamma (PPARg) is induced during and is essential to 

adipogenesis, and it cooperates with many other factors in the process. PPARg binds to PPAR-
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enhancers and activates genes involved in adipocyte differentiation, lipid synthesis, and lipid 

storage (Oger and others, 2014). While the best characterized subtype of PPARg protein, 

PPARg1, is strongly expressed in the nuclei of maturing and mature adipocytes (MMAs), it is 

also expressed in other cell types in adipose tissues including mesenchymal adipocyte lineage-

committed cells, dedifferentiated fat cells, endothelial cells, and leukocytes (e.g., T-cells, 

neutrophils) (Matsumoto and others, 2008; Reddy and others, 2012; Reddy and others, 2008; 

Wohlfert and others, 2007). Because of its essential roles in adipogenesis and lack of quantitative 

evidence to the contrary, we considered the possibility that PPARg1 protein might be most 

highly expressed in the most active adipocytes and therefore a good marker to quantitatively 

distinguish highly active adipocyte nuclei from the nuclei of other cell types.  

A protocol for the rapid isolation of adipocyte nuclei was developed as outlined in Figure 

4.2A and detailed in Materials and Methods. Phase contrast microscopy image of isolated 

SsVAT nuclei and DAPI staining of nuclei showed that the enriched preparation of nuclei 

contained very little cellular debris (Figure 4.2B). The method required only minor 

modifications from that for brain cellular nuclei (Yu and others, 2015). To further test the 

enrichment of nuclei, we compared proteins in crude VAT homogenate to proteins in purified 

nuclei using Western blotting (Figure 4.2C, H & N). The nuclear fraction (N) was highly 

enriched for nuclear protein histone H3 and the total VAT homogenate (H) was greatly enriched 

for the cytoplasmic protein actin. Equal loading of total protein amounts was predetermined by 

Coomassie blue staining of equivalent samples electrophoresed into the end of stacking gel for a 

brief period. Our long-term interest was in the epigenetic alterations to chromatin structure, 

therefore, we focused on nuclei isolated from formalin-fixed fresh tissue. 
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We characterized nuclei that had been sorted based on PPARg1 levels. A relatively large 

fraction of all VAT nuclei stained strongly with antibodies to PPARg1, but there was a wide 

dynamic range in the staining consistent with the differential expression of PPARg1 among cell 

types (Supplemental Figure 4.S2A). Using qRT-PCR assays for cell-type-specific transcripts, 

we found that nuclei with higher levels of PPARg1 were not significantly enriched for adipocyte 

transcripts relative to transcripts marking other cell types (Supplemental Figures 4.S3 and 

4.S4). For example, PPARg1-High nuclei had high levels of transcripts encoding IKAROS, a 

leukocyte-specific marker, higher than the levels in PPARg1-Neg nuclei. Note that the levels of 

most nuclear transcripts are strongly linearly correlated with their levels in total cellular RNA (R 

correlation coefficient = 0.94, supplementary data in Deal et al (2010b)). Hence, neither the cell-

type-specificity nor the relative levels of PPARg1 protein expression were sufficient to identify 

subsets of adipocyte nuclei within adipose tissues.  

An alternate upstream promoter and alternate RNA splicing produce a slightly longer 

isoform of PPARg, PPARg2, with a 28-amino-acid extension on the N-terminus relative to 

PPARg1 (Zhu and others, 1995). Although less well characterized than the shorter PPARg1 

isoform, PPARg2 appears to be an essential adipose tissue-specific enhancer of adipocyte 

development that is produced throughout adipogenesis (Tontonoz and others, 1994). Ectopic 

overexpression of PPARg2 alone is sufficient to induce pluripotent stem cells to differentiate 

into adipocytes (Ahfeldt and others, 2012), making PPARg2 both necessary and sufficient for 

adipogenesis. We used antibodies targeting the distinct amino terminus of PPARg2 to identify 

subsets of adipocyte nuclei from non-adipocyte nuclei prepared from adipose tissue.  

A small subset of VAT nuclei was strongly stained with PPARg2 antibodies and there were 

also populations of intermediately stained and unstained nuclei as well (Supplemental Figure 
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4.S2B). Examination of the highly stained PPARg2-High nuclei for DAPI staining morphology 

revealed that many were larger and more decondensed with diameters exceeding twice that of the 

smallest PPARg2 negative nuclei (Supplemental Figure 4.S2C). We previously defined 

decondensed to mean that the nuclei had a larger DAPI staining area with less intense staining 

per unit area as compared to the intensely staining normal-sized 2C nuclei (Yu and others, 2015). 

FNC showed that there was an approximately 100-fold dynamic range in the PPARg2 immuno-

fluorescence staining intensity among VAT nuclei (Figure 4.3) above the background staining 

observed with secondary antibody alone (Supplemental Figure 4.S1D).  

VAT nuclei were subjected to FANS based on the levels of PPARg2 immuno-staining 

(Figure 4.3). Four populations of nuclei were sorted (PPARg2-Neg, -Low, -Med and -High) 

based on PPARg2 staining, each having an approximately 5-fold increase in PPARg2 immuno-

staining intensity above background staining (Figure 4.3A). The low background staining from 

the secondary antibody alone was used to define the PPARg2-Neg class of nuclei 

(Supplemental Figure 4.S1D). In repeated FANS experiments, we gated to collect 

approximately 20%, 40%, 30%, and 10% of the nuclei in each category, -High, -Med, -Low, and 

-Neg, respectively. The sorted nuclear fractions were re-photographed without re-staining 

(Figures 4.3C-F). Besides the obvious difference in PPARg2 staining intensities, there is 

variation in nuclear morphologies. The PPRG2-Neg nuclei are mostly spherical, while the 

PPARg2-Med and -Low fractions contained many ovoid- and spindle-shaped nuclei typical of 

nuclei in the thin cytoplasmic layer surrounding the lipid body in mature adipocytes. The 

PPARg2-High nuclei are generally oval or round, and were predominantly larger and more 

decondensed relative to the other populations. However, it is worth noting that some strongly 

stained PPARg2-High nuclei are small, reflecting some heterogeneity in morphology (White 
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Arrows Figures 4.3F and H). The PPARg2-Neg nuclei in Figure 4.3C had a diameter of 

approximately 6.5 m, typical of 2C mammalian nuclei (Dammer and others, 2013b). By 

comparing PPARg2-Neg nuclei (Figure 4.3C) to PPARg2-High nuclei (Figure 4.3H), where the 

PPARg2-High nuclei are viewed for DAPI staining alone, the larger diameters of these nuclei 

were easily seen. When the average two-dimensional cross-sectional area of the original images 

of DAPI stained PPARg2-Neg nuclei were set to 1.0, the nuclear areas of the PPARg2-High, -

Med, and -Low populations were 2.8-, 2.0-, and 1.6-fold larger, respectively (Figure 4.3G). 

There were statistical significant differences between any of the two fractions of nuclear areas 

except for between PPARg2-Low and PPARg2-Neg fractions (* p<0.01; ** p<0.001). Hence, 

the nuclear volumes of adipocyte nuclei may be computed to vary over a 20-fold range. 

Transcript levels of PPARg2 were assayed among the four fractions of nuclei by qRT-PCR. 

PPARg2 was expressed at significantly higher levels in PPARg2-High and PPARg2-Med classes 

of nuclei, relative to PPARg2-Neg fraction (* p<0.01, Figure 4.3B).  

 

Transcript profile of sorted visceral adipocyte nuclei  

 Approach. Considering that neither FANS or PPARg2 staining has not been implemented 

to separate and characterize adipose tissue nuclei previously, we profiled the relative levels of a 

few sets of transcripts, which were potentially informative as to the phenotypes of these four 

classes of nuclei.   

Transcripts encoding cell-type-specific markers. The four classes of adipose tissue nuclei 

were assayed for the relative quantity (RQ) of transcripts encoding proteins that were reasonably 

specific markers of adipocytes, endothelial cells, and leukocytes and their potential for cell cycle 

activity. Among the four fractions, beta actin (ACTB) mRNA was determined to bean 
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equivalently expressed endogenous control relative to total cDNA input. Therefore, the 

expression levels of various marker transcripts were compared to actin set to 1 (Materials and 

Methods). For most of the cell type markers, significant difference in transcript expression levels 

were found distinguishing the PPARg2-Pos classes of nuclei (PPARg2-High, -Med, -Low) from 

PPARg2-Neg class of nuclei (* P<0.01, ** P<0.001, Figure 4.4). Adipocyte specific transcripts 

ADIPOQ, SREBF1, and FABP4 were approximately 4- to 20-fold more highly expressed in most 

of the PPARg2-Pos classes of nuclei, relative to PPARg2-Neg fraction, as shown in Figure 4.4. 

The leukocyte and progenitor cell markers IKZF1 and IHH were estimated to be 10- to 100-fold 

more highly expressed in the PPARg2-Neg fraction of nuclei than in the PPARg2-Pos fractions 

(Figure 4.4). IHH, a suppressor of adipocyte development, was extremely highly expressed in 

PPARg2-Neg nuclei. Thus, the PPARg2-Neg fraction appears enriched for some nuclei from 

progenitor cell types not committed to adipocyte development. Interestingly, transcripts for the 

transcription factor GATA2, which promotes the differentiation of MSCs into adipocytes 

(Kamata and others, 2014), and ERG3, a sterol C5-desaturase involved in cholesterol 

biosynthesis (Acimovic and others, 2011), were more highly expressed in the PPARg2-Low and 

-Med classes of nuclei than either the PPARg2-Neg or PPARg2-High nuclei. Perhaps, the cells 

from which PPARg2-High nuclei were derived have finished their development from MSCs and 

are no longer synthesizing as much lipids. In summary, the PPARg2-Pos nuclei appear to be 

derived from adipocytes, and the PPARg2-Neg nuclei from non-adipocytes. Summary 

information and references on the properties of the marker genes assayed is given in 

Supplemental Table 4.S4.  

Transcripts encoding factors involved in multipotency and the cell cycle. Three markers of 

cellular multipotency, proliferation, and cell cycle activity were examined (KLF4, MYC, and 
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PCNA as defined in Supplemental Table 4.S4). They were 2- to 6-fold more highly expressed 

in most of the PPARg2-Pos adipocyte fractions relative to the PPARg2-Neg non-adipocyte 

fraction of nuclei. Thus, although there was significant variation in the expression of these 

markers, they were in general more highly expressed in PPARg2-Pos nuclei.  

Transcripts encoding chromatin-remodeling proteins. To begin testing the first part of our 

hypothesis, adipose tissue contains epigenetically distinct subpopulations of adipocytes, we 

analyzed transcripts encoding factors responsible for programming a range of chromatin 

modifications (Figure 4.5). Highly decondensed nuclei are associated with an elevated 

transcription level of chromatin remodeling machinery and genes of multipotency and in the 

brain with elevated expression of markers for learning and memory (Yu and others, 2015). 

Therefore, although the cellular memory of adipocytes might be biochemically quite different 

from that of neurons, subsets of adipocyte nuclei still might have different capacities to record 

cellular memories, and hence, be distinctly potentiated to respond to their tissue environment. 

We performed qRT-PCR assays on transcripts from 19 genes encoding chromatin-remodeling 

factors, which are broken into four sets. First we assayed factors involved in DNA cytosine 

modification including two DNA cytosine methyltransferases, DNMT1 and DNMT3A, which 

catalyze the synthesis of DNA 5mC and three ten-eleven translocation methylcytosine 

dioxygenases, TET1, TET2, and TET3, which catalyze the oxidation of 5mC to 5hmC (Figure 

4.5A and Supplemental Table 4.S4). TETs are the major enzymes controlling the removal and 

turnover of 5mC (Figure 4.1) (Wu and Zhang, 2014).  Of these DNMT1, DNMT3A, TET1, and 

TET3 transcripts were 3-, 6-, 1.5-, and 4-fold more highly expressed in PPARg2-Pos (PPARg2-

High, -Low and -Med) adipocyte factions, respectively, relative to the non-adipocyte faction. 
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TET2 and AICDA were 19- and 40-fold higher more highly expressed in the PPARg2-Pos 

fraction.  

Second, we considered histone side chain acetylation (Figure 4.5B), but the differences 

among nuclear fractions appeared less dynamic. Transcripts for two histone lysine 

acetyltransferases, KAT2B and KAT3B, and three histone deacetylases SIRT1, HDAC2, and 

HDAC3, were assayed. Only the transcripts encoding HDAC2, KAT3B, and SIRT1 deacetylase 

were notably more highly expressed (e.g., ~2-fold) in PPARg2-Pos nuclei than negative nuclei, 

although there were also quantitative differences among the nuclear fractions for KAT2B and 

HDAC3.  

Third, transcript levels for four factors involved in nucleosomal histone side chain 

methylation (Supplemental Table 4.S4) were quantified (Figure 4.5C). This included lysine-

specific demethylase KDM4A, lysine specific methyltransferase KMT2C, histone H3K9 

methyltransferase SETDB1, a cofactor that promotes histone lysine methylation PAXIP1, and 

Swi/Snf related helicase ATPase ARID1A, which is known to modulate H3K4me1 nucleosomes. 

Fourth, we examined the protein arginine methyltransferases CARM1 and PRMT5 and 

demethylases, including histone arginine demethylase JMJD6. The transcripts of these last two 

classes of genes were 6- to 65-fold more highly expressed in PPARg2-Pos nuclei than PPARg2-

Neg nuclei (Figure 4.5D). Clearly, for the PPARg2-Pos nuclei there were much higher levels of 

factors involved in histone methylation than factors involved in histone acetylation. 

 

IFM analysis of chromatin modifications in isolated nuclei 

Because strong differential expression of transcripts encoding proteins involved in DNA 

and histone methylation was observed, one DNA and two histone modification products were 
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assayed. First, the TET catalyzed oxidation of 5mC to 5hmC and 5hmC levels themselves are 

often dynamically regulated in the development of stem cells, germ cells, T cells, and neurons 

(Lister and others, 2013a; Rose and others, 2014; Tsagaratou and others, 2014). Therefore, we 

performed an immunofluorescence microscopy (IFM) analysis of 5hmC among the various 

fractions of VAT nuclei. Preliminary experiments showed 5hmC was concentrated in large 

decondensed nuclei (Figure 4.6). When we examined the co-distribution of PPARg2 protein 

with 5hmC, nearly all nuclei staining most strongly for PPARg2 also stained most strongly for 

5hmC (White Arrows, Figure 4.6A). The coordinate expression of PPARg2 and 5hmC was 

examined further by FNC (Figures 4.6B and 4.6C). The cytometer resolved a wide, nearly 100-

fold, range of positive staining for both markers. Nuclei stained with the secondary antibody 

alone used to detect 5hmC helped define background fluorescence. As PPARg2 also defined 

nuclear size (Figure 4.3H), perhaps this correlation of 5hmC with PPARg2 levels should not be 

surprising, considering the evidence that 5hmC marks decondensed euchromatin (Ficz and 

others, 2011; Kubiura and others, 2012).  

 

Levels and gene-region distribution of 5hmC 

In view of the large differences in expression levels of factors controlling DNA cytosine 

methylation and turnover via 5hmC (Figures 4.1 and 4.5A) and the association of 5hmC with 

decondensed highly active chromatin, it seemed reasonable to consider that 5hmC levels might 

vary widely among the fractionated VAT nuclei and be essential to their epigenetic 

programming. We performed TAB-seq to evaluate 5hmC levels in three classes of VAT nuclei 

isolated by FANS (PPARg2-High, pooled PPARg2-Med and -Low, and PPARg2-Neg). The 

specificity of TET-enzymes and their cofactors, results in 98% of 5hmC being in the CG 
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dinucleotide context. Therefore, the data on 5hmC levels are reported as a fraction or percent of 

CG dinucleotides. The percent of 5hmCG ranged from 3.40%, to 3.03% to 2.22% of CG 

dinucleotides among these three classes of VAT nuclei (Table 4.1).  

We compared the gene-region distribution of 5hmCs among the three classes of VAT 

nuclei for 25,321 genes divided into quintiles based on RNA-seq expression data in adipose 

tissue (Pilcher and others, 2015). Gene regions were divided into three parts: 100 kb upstream of 

the transcription start site (UTSS), 100 kb downstream of the transcription stop site (DTTS), and 

the gene body (GB) extending from TSS to TTS. 5hmC data were estimated from gene 

sequences divided into 20 equal bins for each region and the fraction or percent 5hmCG per CG 

dinucleotide was calculated. For the highest quintile of expressed genes (5 of 5, Figure 4.7A), 

the pattern of 5hmCG distribution begins with a deep valley in 5hmCG levels at the TSS, rises to 

a high broad plateau across the gene body, and ends with another steep valley of 5hmCG at the 

TTS. Across all gene regions, 5hmCG levels were the highest for PPARg2-High nuclei and 

lowest for PPARg2-Neg nuclei, although the pooled PPARg2-Med and -Low nuclear 

populations contained only slightly lower levels than that of the -High population. For the 3rd and 

4th quintile expression gene groups the distribution of 5hmCG was relatively indistinct, although 

there was small peak in 5hmCG levels right after the TSS. Surprisingly, the 5hmC levels drop 

across the gene body for the lowest two quintiles (1st, 2nd) for all three classes of cellular nuclei. 

As far as we are aware a gene region drop in 5hmC has not been reported in any gene set. In 

Figure 4.7B, 5hmC levels are shown for all five quintiles for the PPARg2-High nuclei. 
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Discussion  

Manipulating cellular nuclei from adipose tissue 

Considerable progress was made in simplifying the isolation of total cellular nuclei from 

within adipose tissue as a new tool for cell-type-specific analyses. Adipocyte, endothelial cell, 

and lymphoid cell nuclei were easily isolated from VAT using only slight modifications to an 

existing rapid protocol for isolating brain cell nuclei. The method required only bench top 

centrifugation through a sucrose cushion and two filtration steps and did not require 

ultracentrifugation as in earlier established methods (Florens and others, 2008). Nuclei had 

sufficient purity from cytoplasmic debris to greatly simplify analysis by IFM, FNC, and FANS. 

The PPARg2 isoform of PPARg was adipocyte cell-type-specific and expressed strongly enough 

to identify adipocyte nuclei, while the PPARg1 isoform was not. The relative cell-type purity of 

the PPARg2-Pos adipocyte nuclear populations was validated by the quantitative assessment of 

cell-type-specific transcripts. Hence, PPARg2 appears to be a reasonable choice as a pan-

adipocyte marker, although PPARg2 labeled nuclei from other fat deposits and from other 

species will have to be examined.  

Quantitative assessment of nuclear transcripts in the different sorted subpopulations of 

VAT nuclei revealed differential expression of some important markers over more than two 

orders of magnitude, providing significant resolution for expression studies. This result agrees 

with previous RNA expression studies on isolated sub-populations of cellular nuclei from plant 

roots and mouse brain (Dammer and others, 2013b; Deal and Henikoff, 2010b; Lister and others, 

2013a; Yu and others, 2015). We showed the utility of using PPARg2 as an adipocyte marker for 

IFM and FNC. More particularly, the three subsets of adipocyte nuclei that differed in ~5-fold 

increments in the levels of PPARg2 expression, displayed significant differences in the 
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expression levels of some markers, although most epigenetic markers of adipocyte identity and 

cell cycle activity simply distinguished adipocyte PPARg2-Pos from PPARg2-Neg nuclei.  

 

Differential programming of distinct adipocyte populations 

Our data give strong initial experimental support for the first part of our working 

hypothesis by showing that adipose tissue contains subsets of adipocytes that are epigenetically 

distinct. The four populations of VAT nuclei sorted based on PPARg2 protein levels differed 

significantly in the expression of transcripts encoding factors involved in chromatin modification 

and/or adipogenesis. Nineteen of the twenty-two transcripts associated with epigenetic control, 

pluripotency, and/or the cell cycle that were assayed showed 2- to 100-fold differences in their 

levels of expression among the four populations. Transcript levels were particularly distinct 

between PPARg2-Pos adipocyte nuclei and PPARg2-Neg non-adipocyte nuclei. IHH is the only 

hedgehog morphogen known to be expressed in preadipocytes, where it inhibits adipogenesis 

and promotes chondrocyte differentiation, proliferation, and maturation. Transcripts for IHH 

were far more highly expressed in non-adipocyte PPARg2-Neg nuclei than in adipocyte nuclei. 

IHH should not be expressed in maturing or mature adipocytes, and hence, served to confirm the 

identity of sorted nuclear populations of preadipocytes. We found 2- to 50-fold differences in the 

expression of genes specifically associated with different stages of adipogenesis including 

ADIPOQ, SREBF1, GATA2, ERG3, and FABP4. Three markers of pluripotency and cell cycle 

potential, KLF4, MYC, and PCNA, were 2- to 6-fold more highly expressed in adipocyte 

populations, suggesting perhaps there is reasonable developmental potential among diverse 

classes of adipocytes.  
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This discussion will focus briefly on the observed differential expression of three factors 

controlling H3K4me1 and H4K9me1 levels among classes of VAT nuclei: ARID1A, KMT2C, 

and PAXIP1 (Gupta and others, 2012). ARID1A is the large Swi/Snf ATPase subunit defining 

many BAF remodeling complexes including complexes that methylate H3K4 to H3K4me1 

(Joshi, 2014; Singh and Archer, 2014). ARID1A complexes regulate pluripotency genes and are 

essential to the conversion of ES cells into adipocytes (Gao and others, 2008). KMT2C is a 

histone lysine methyltransferase that methylates H3K4 to H3K4me1 and me2 (Geutjes and 

others, 2012; Lee and others, 2013) and is physically associated with the lineage-specific 

enhancers and cell-type-specific factors including PPARg and FABP4 (Lee and others, 2013). 

KMT2C mutant mice have less white fat and are defective in adipogenesis (Lee and others, 

2008). PAXIP1 binds to histone 3 lysine 4 methyltransferases to influence the conversion of 

H3K4me1 to H3K4me3 in nucleosomes associated with the promoter regions of PPARg and 

C/EBPa. PAXIP1 is essential to their induced expression, and hence, essential to adipogenesis 

(Cho and others, 2009), but its activity acts in opposition to ARID1A and KTM2C because it 

reduces H3K4me1 levels, whereas the latter increase it. Considering that all three factors are 

essential to adipogenesis and that PPARg is essential to this process, it is not surprising that 

PPARg2-Pos adipocyte nuclei express these remodelers at much higher levels than non-

adipocytes. Because turnover rates for chromatin modifications are a function of their synthesis 

and decay (i.e., removal) rates (Meagher, 2014), the coordinately higher expression of these 

factors with opposite activities in adipocytes relative to non-adipocytes suggests more rapid 

turnover rates for H3K4me1.  

Next, we consider the two factors regulating the levels of nucleosomal H3K9me1, 

SETDB1 and KDM4A. SETDB1 is a H3K9 methyltransferase that represses PPARg 
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transactivation via nucleosomal histone methylation at PPARg target genes. SETDB1 methylates 

H3K9 and H3K9me1 to H3K9me3, a modification associated with transcriptional repression 

(Takada and others, 2009). Conversely, KDM4A is a lysine-specific demethylase that directly 

demethylates H3K9me3 to H3K9me1/2 (Tan and others, 2011; Zhang and others, 2014). Very 

early in the differentiation of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes levels of the repressive H3K9me3 mark 

increase 2- to 3-fold, “licensing” preadiopcytes to differentiate into mature adipocytes (Guo and 

others, 2009). KDM4A is essential to recruiting PPARg to the many target genes expressed 

during adipocyte development (Cardamone and others, 2014). It is reasonable to consider that 

KDM4A-catalyzed conversion of H3K9me3 to H3K9me1 directs adipogenesis to proceed. The 

higher levels of these two opposing activities in PPARg2-Pos adipocyte nuclei may result in an 

increased turnover rate for H3K9 related methylation.  

 

TET expression and 5hmC 

We began with a preliminary examination of the levels TET expression and 5hmC levels in 

nuclei fractionated based on PPARg2 levels. PPARg2 is the major transcription factor driving 

adipogenesis and lipid synthesis in mature adipocytes. It acts via its binding to PPARg enhancers 

(PPAREs). Using IFM we found that all three TETs proteins (TET1, 2, 3) were present at 

significantly higher levels in PPARg2-High adipocyte nuclei than in most adipocyte nuclei 

staining moderately for PPARg2 or PPARg2-Neg non-adipocytes. Based on cytometry, total 

5hmC appeared proportional to PPARg2 levels in nuclei. However, qRT-PCR data only showed 

moderate differences in TET RNA expression among fractionated nuclei and only TET2 and 

TET3 levels were significantly higher in PPARg2-High nuclei. DNMT1 transcript levels were 

relatively higher in all three classes of PPARg2-Pos nuclei compared to PPARg2-Neg, but the 
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lowest level among these was seen in the PPARg2-High samples, perhaps reflecting the decline 

in DNMT1 reported for fully mature adipocytes (Londono Gentile and others, 2013). 

Similarly, we found exceptionally high levels of 5hmC in PPARg2-High nuclei relative to 

the balance of VAT nuclei by IFM and observed their coordinate expression over more than an 

order of magnitude by FNC. Our TAB-seq data confirmed that PPARg2-Pos nuclei had the 

highest levels of 5hmC, significantly higher than PPARg2-Neg nuclei. The 2.2 to 3.4% 5hmCG 

per CG dinucleotides observed in VAT nuclei were low as compared to the estimated 13% 

5hmCG in adult brain where 5hmC levels are the highest (Wen and others, 2014), but this 

represents an intermediate level among estimates for many other tissue types (Globisch and 

others, 2010b; Li and Liu, 2011). Yet, by TAB-seq there were only slightly higher levels of 

5hmC in the PPARg2-High nuclei compared to the balance of PPARg2-Low/Med nuclei. The 

TAB-seq method undoubtedly provides the most quantitative and unbiased assessment of the 

relative levels of 5hmC.   

There are a few straightforward explanations for these differences among measurements 

made by qRT-PCR for TET RNAs, immuno-detection of 5hmC, and TAB-seq analysis of 5hmC. 

First, differential stability of TET RNAs and proteins might favor the accumulation of TET 

proteins in the PPARg2-High subset of cells, while TET RNA levels declined. Second, 5hmC is 

most concentrated in euchromatin in regions with decondensed structure (Ficz and others, 2011; 

Kubiura and others, 2012; Yamaguchi and others, 2013). We observed that PPARg2-High nuclei 

were extremely large and decondensed and nuclear size appears to be proportional to the levels 

of both PPARg2 and 5hmC detected with antibodies. Both IFM and nuclear cytometry (FNC, 

FANS) showed a wide dynamic range for the immunological detection of PPARg2 protein and 

5hmC. Perhaps a decondensed chromatin structure provides disproportionate access to immune 
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reagents amplifying the difference in immunochemical staining among the nuclear fractions 

relative to condensed chromatin is other nuclei blocking access. While this potential artifact 

would prevent precise quantitative interpretation of our immunochemical data, it may have 

contributed to the wide dynamic ranges of PPARg2 and 5hmC staining observed and aided in 

separating classes of PPARg2 stained nuclei by FANS.  

 

Gene-region distribution of 5hmC 

TAB-seq analysis of three classes of VAT nuclei showed that 5hmC was concentrated in 

the gene bodies of the highest quintile of expressed genes, above the levels in flanking regions, 

and was much higher for PPARg2-Pos nuclei than PPARg2-Neg. Perhaps this relationship 

between PPARg2 and 5hmC may not be too surprising, considering the recent evidence that 

PPARg bound to PPAREs attracts TET enzymes and this results in the chromatin-localized 

conversion of 5mC to 5hmC (Fujiki and others, 2013). 5hmC levels increase during the 

development of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes into adipocytes. Small RNA silencing of any one or all 

three TETs prevents this part of the increase, strongly supporting the view that all three 

contribute to 5hmC levels in adipose tissue (Fujiki and others, 2013). Perhaps 5hmCGs program 

cellular memory in adipose tissues, tagging sites for demethylation or remethylation at a later 

time and creating a poised or potentiated state as suggested for the development of neurons in the 

brain and for embryonic stem cells (Choi and others, 2014; Lister and others, 2013a; Pastor and 

others, 2011). Constitutive CTCF enhancers that are active throughout adipogenesis and 

PPAREs that become active during adipogenesis are often concentrated in CG rich regions. 

During adipogenesis, PPARg binding is associated with a dramatic decrease in 5mC levels and 

an increase in 5hmC levels at both constitutive enhancers and activated PPAREs. Changes in the 
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methylation state of the CTCF and PPARg enhancers activates adjacent gene expression, with 

notable increases in expression of genes involved in glucose signaling and lipid metabolism 

(Oger and others, 2014). Note that reduced 5mC at these enhancers is in contrast to increases in 

5mC levels at enhancers in the C/EBPalpha promoter reported previously (Guo and others, 

2009). Because the standard whole genome bisulfite sequencing technology to determine 5mC 

does not distinguish between 5mC and 5hmC, it is reasonable to consider that some of the 

reported increases in 5mC included increases in promoter and gene region 5hmC. By contrast, 

simply lowering 5mC levels via treatment with 5-azaC down regulates PPARg and halts 

adipogenesis of 3T3-L1 cells. One explanation for this complexity is that hydroxymethylation of 

these CG-rich enhancer regions is required for their subsequent activation, suggesting a possible 

cause-and-effect direct relationship with 5hmC acting at a high level. TET2 protein does interact 

with both transcription factors, PPARg and CTCF, to promote DNA hydroxymethylation of 

5mCGs at their associated enhancers, CCCTC-related sequences and PPAREs, respectively. 

Hence, TET activity appears to drive increases in constitutive and adipogenic gene expression 

during the development of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes into mature, lipid-rich adipocytes (Dubois-

Chevalier and others, 2014; Dubois-Chevalier and others, 2015). The likelihood of a specific 

relationship between PPARg and CTCF is further evidenced by that fact that during 

adipogenesis, CTCF binds disproportionately to enhancer sites that are near PPAREs and at most 

genes induced by PPARg (Dubois-Chevalier and others, 2014). It has been suggested that 3-

dimensional chromatin loops bring these two enhancers into proximity to promote coordinated 

activity (Dubois-Chevalier and others, 2015). The resulting specific relationship of PPARg, TET 

activity, and 5hmC levels in adipocytes may also help explain the lower than average levels of 

5hmC we observed in the gene bodies of the lowest quintile of expressed genes. This would 
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occur if PPARg-associated TET activity further oxidizes 5hmCG to 5fCG and 5caCG, which 

would not only lower 5hmC, but could lead to higher levels of 5mCGs and gene silencing. 

Future studies will explore the more complex examination of 5hmC levels surrounding these and 

other enhancers. 

 

A model for 5hmC activity 

Considering our results in the light of other recent publications on 5hmC in the brain 

suggests a model for the role for 5hmC in regulating adipocyte gene expression and 

development. 5hmC levels in neurons are said to “potentiate” changes in gene expression and to 

prepare for rapid “on demand gene regulation,” but are also proportional to steady state transcript 

levels (Irier and others, 2014; Lister and others, 2013a). Recall that the levels of 5hmC observed 

in adipocytes are several fold lower than in brain, but ranged widely with gene express level. 

Perhaps the levels of gene region 5hmC and the open chromatin environment they create help to 

“warm up” these most active gene regions for more rapid transcription, similar to warming up a 

gasoline engine prior to putting it in gear. In this context, 5hmC levels may act as a rheostat 

regulating the relative transcriptional potential and activity in different regions of chromatin. 

However, the rheostat may be set differently in different tissues, such that the idling speed is 

different. By this model the range of 5hmC-determined idling speeds would be broad in adipose 

tissue, but still lower than in the brain, reflecting a lower rate of chromatin turnover and a slower 

rate of cellular memory formation in response to environmental influences relative to neurons. 

By measuring the relative turnover rates for 5mC and 5hmC in adipocytes and brain, this model 

may be tested.  
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Conclusions 

FNC and FANS offer the technical power to analyze cell-type-specific differences in 

chromatin structures for less accessible organs and tissues, such as adipose tissue. Cytometry 

provides vast numerical superiority to the analysis of the distribution of nuclear epitypes such as 

DNA cytosine or histone modification over any other existing approach. An examination of 

subpopulations of adipocyte and non-adipocyte nuclei derived from VAT demonstrated there is a 

wide variation in nuclear morphology and size, chromatin structure, progenitor status, and 

perhaps the potential to form cellular memories, providing initial support for our hypothesis. The 

extreme variation in nuclear size among adipocyte nuclei is only partially explained by 

exceptional transcriptional and epigenetic activities, and warrants further examination, 

particularly in light of the data from other systems directly correlating large decondensed nuclear 

morphology with progenitor cell status.  

This is the first report of 5hmC levels across gene regions of adipocytes and non-

adipocytes isolated from within visceral adipose tissue. We found a wide range in 5hmC levels in 

gene regions, 5-fold differences among genes and cell types ranked based on their quintile 

expression level and 4-fold within the quintile expression gene groups. This is twice the 

difference that has been reported between neurons and non-neurons even though the total levels 

of 5hmC are much lower in VAT than they are in the brain. Some of the greater differences in 

5hmC levels we report here may be due to the greater resolution obtained by comparing DNA 

from more highly enriched cell types. Most unexpected were the extremely low levels of 5hmC 

observed for weakly expressed genes in their gene bodies, below the levels found in flanking 

sequence regions. These distinctions suggest an important role for 5hmC in adipose tissue 

development and/or maintenance, but the role may be very different from that in the brain.  
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A small number of stimulating recent studies demonstrate changes in the genome-wide and 

gene-specific distribution of 5mC in human adipose tissue in response to obesity, metabolic 

syndrome, and extended exercise (Dahlman and others, 2015; Keller and others, 2014; Ronn and 

Ling, 2013; Ronn and others, 2013; Turcot and others, 2012). Our results showing large 

differences in TET expression and 5hmC levels among classes of adipocytes suggest a complex 

role for the turnover of modified DNA cytosine in regulating gene expression in adipose tissues. 

It appears likely that distinct subpopulations of adipocyte nuclei within adipose tissue may be 

programmed with their own cytosine modification epitype. Each subset may respond differently 

to stresses in their tissue environment and contribute in different ways to metabolic health. A 

continued examination of subpopulations of adipose tissue nuclei should greatly improve the 

statistical significance of epitype data from VAT and should more accurately report epigenome-

induced risk of disease.  
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Table 4.1.Percent 5hmCG in three classes of nuclei determined by TAB-seq and averaged 

across all sequences. 

 

Nuclei Total 5hmCG Total CG % 5hmCG Scaled % 

5hmCG 

PPARg2-High 159,774 4,695,778 3.40% 6.36% 

PPARg2-

Med+Low 

117,954 3,886,756 3.03% 5.79% 

PPARg2-Neg 88,910 4,004,237 2.22% 5.24% 

PPARg2-Med+ Low: pooled PPARg-Med and PPARg-Low populations of nuclei.  
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Figure 4.1. Turnover cycle for DNA cytosine modification at CG dinucleotides and its 

potential impact on adipose tissue (Diagram modified from Dubois-Chevalier, 2015 and 

Kohl, 2013). A model is suggested in which the dynamic modification cycle of DNA cytosine 

residues (C) is linked to ubiquitous (CTCF) and adipocyte-specific (PPARg) transcription factor 

enhancement of gene expression during adipogenesis and in mature adipocytes. CTCF and 

PPARg recruit TET enzymes to promote 5mC hydroxymethylation and activate transcription of 

PPARg. The lower panel shows the cyclic turnover of modified cytosine (C) residues and 

emphasizes that TETs catalyze the rate-limiting step of removing 5mC by oxidation to 5-

hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC). TET activity further oxidizes 5hmC to 5-formalcytosine (5fC) 

and 5-carboxycytosine (5caC). The essential roles of other factors include DNMTs in the 

methylation of C to 5-methylcytosine (5mC), thymine DNA glycosidase (TDG) and methyl-CG 

binding domain protein 4 (MBD4) in the excision of 5fC or 5caC by creating a single nucleotide 

gap, and gap repair back to a C residue by base excision repair (BER) machinery such as the 

GADD45s. The gene-region-specific balance of these activities determines the levels of C, 5mC, 

and 5hmC. The diagram was modified from those in previous publications (Dubois-Chevalier 

and others, 2015; Kohli and Zhang, 2013). 
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Figure 4.2. Purifying adipocyte cellular nuclei. A. Protocol for the rapid purification of 

cellular nuclei from adipose tissue. B. Phase contrast microscopic image (upper panel) and 

fluorescent microscopic image of DAPI staining (lower panel) of total VAT nuclei. DAPI stained 

for DNA (green). Phase contrast image of nuclei showed there was very little cellular debris. C. 

Western blot comparing the levels of actin and histone H3 in total SsVAT homogenate (H) and 

purified ssVAT nuclear protein extracts (N). Because the protein band patterns in total cell 

homogenates are so distinct from the nuclear protein bands (i.e., common proteins cannot be 

aligned) total protein amounts could not be accurately estimated based on Coomassie stained 

gels run in parallel. Therefore, equal loading was predetermined by estimating Coomassie 

staining of equivalent samples electrophoresed into the end of stacking gel for only a brief 

period. 
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Figure 4.3. Fluorescence activated nuclear sorting (FANS) of three classes of visceral 

adipose tissue cellular nuclei immuno-stained for PPARg2. A. Histogram of PPARg2-Neg, -

Low, -Med. and -High stained nuclei from sorting experiment (log scale) gated for DNA content 

(DAPI subset, Supplemental Figure 4.S1B) and forward and side light scattering 

(Supplemental Figure 4.S1A). B. Transcript levels of PPARg2 were assayed among the four 

fractions of nuclei by qRT-PCR. C, D, E, F. Merged immunofluorescence microscope images of 

four isolated fractions of nuclei without re-staining. G. Comparison of the average nuclear area 

for the four fractions from one experiment (N = 100). There were statistically significant 

differences between any of the two fractions of nuclear areas except for between PPARg2-Low 

and PPARg2-Neg fractions. A p value of P<0.01 is denoted by asterisk (*) and a p value of 

P<0.001 is denoted by double asterisk (**). H. PPARg2-High nuclei from image H showing the 

DAPI staining alone to reveal decondensed nuclei, however, some strongly stained PPARg2-

High nuclei are small reflecting some heterogeneity in their morphology, as indicated by white 

arrows. For antibodies see Supplemental Table 4.S1. 
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Figure 4.4. Transcript profiles for factors associated with cell type, pluripotency, and the 

cell cycle. Relative quantities (RQ) of marker transcripts among the four classes of VAT cell 

nuclei isolated by FANS were determined by qRT-PCR. The RQ of transcript level was 

calculated based on the dCT method including the standard deviation from the mean. Beta actin 

was used as the endogenous control. Assays were run in triplicate and standard errors are shown 

(See Materials and Methods). The oligonucleotide primers used and marker genes assayed are 

described in Supplemental Tables 4.S2 and 4.S4, respectively. A p value of P<0.01 is denoted 

by asterisk (*) and a p value of P<0.001 is denoted by double asterisk (**).  
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Figure 4.5. Transcript profiles for factors controlling chromatin modification. Relative 

quantities of marker transcripts among the four classes of VAT cell nuclei isolated by FANS 

were determined by qRT-PCR. A. Factors controlling the levels of 5-methylcytosine 

modification of DNA (DNA cytosine methyltransferases DNMT1 and DNMT3A, 

methylcytosine dioxygenases (TET1, TET2, TET3), and activation-induced cytidine deaminase 

(AICDA)). B. Factors controlling acetylation of nucleosomal histones (deacetylases Sirt1, 

HDAC2, and HDAC3 and histone lysine transacetylases KAT2B and KAT3B). C. Factors 

involved in histone lysine methylation (ARID1A/BAF250, MLL3, and PAXIP1/PTIP impact 

histone H3 methylation at lysine 4, and SETDB1 and KDM4A impact histone H3 methylation at 

lysine 9). D. Factors involved in histone arginine methylation (JMJD6 is histone arginine 

demethylase and CARM1/PRMT4 and PRMT5 are arginine methyltransferases). See legend to 

Figure 4 for details of the RQ calculation. A p value of P<0.01 is denoted by asterisk (*) and a p 

value of P<0.001 is denoted by double asterisk (**).  
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Figure 4.6. Distribution of 5hmC among adipose tissue nuclei. IFM and FNC were used to 

examine 5hmC levels among visceral adipose tissue nuclei.  A. A field of VAT nuclei examined 

with various combinations of DAPI staining for DNA, and immunostaining with mouse anti-

PPARg2 + goat anti-mouse Alexafluor488 and rabbit anti-5hmC + goat anti-rabbit 

Alexafluor633. White arrows indicate those large, decondensed nuclei that are stained strongly 

for both 5hmC and PPARg2.  B. Flow Cytometry of VAT nuclei immunostained as in A. C. 

Goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody used in B shows only modest background staining of nuclei. 

Nuclei were gated for DAPI (>2C DNA content) and size and shape by light scattering as in 

Supplemental Figure 4.S1. For antibodies see Supplemental Table 4.S1. 
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Figure 4.7. 5hmC levels vary dramatically across gene regions based on transcript levels in 

adipose tissue and the class of VAT nuclei. 25,321 S. scrofa genes were ranked into five 

quintiles (5,064 to 5,065 genes in each) based on the levels of adipose tissue transcript 

expression determined by RNAseq (1st quintile represents the lowest levels of RNA expression, 

5th quintile the highest). A. The differences in gene region 5hmC levels for PPARg2-High, -

Low, and -Neg nuclei are shown for each quintile of expressed genes. PPARg2-Neg nuclei had 

the lowest 5hmC levels in each quintile, while PPARg2-High nuclei had slightly higher 5hmC 

levels than PPARg2-Low nuclei. B. 5hmC levels are shown for all 5 quintiles for the PPARg2-

High, PPARg2-Med+Low, and PPARg2-Neg nuclei. A & B. 5hmC levels were lower in the 

gene body relative to the flanking gene regions for the two lowest quintile expression groups of 

transcripts, whereas for the 3 highest transcript expression groups the pattern was reversed with 

5hmC levels being the highest in the gene body. Gene regions were divided into three parts: 100 

kb upstream of the transcription start site (UTSS), gene body (GB, TSS to transcription stop site 

(TTS)), and 100 kb downstream of the TTS (DTTS). 
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Supplemental Figure 4.S1. Additional information about ssVAT Nuclei sorted by FANS 

based on PPARg2 staining. Labeled nuclei were gated for size and shape (A) and DNA content 

(B) to reduce the number of contaminating particles sorted. There was no significant population 

of doublet nuclei was detected based on side scatter band width (C). D. Background fluorescence 

of PE-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (blue) used to label rabbit anti-PPARg2 for 

FANS (pink) as shown in detail in Figure 3. The low background staining levels from the 

secondary antibody were used to define the PPARg2-Neg class of nuclei.  
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Supplemental Figure 4.S2. SsVAT nuclei staining pattern for PPARg1 and PPARg2. A. 

Nuclei were stained with DAPI for DNA (blue) and PPARg1 (red). Nuclei were stained with 

monoclonal antibody to PPAR-gamma (Abcam Cat.# ab70405) and then goat anti-mouse IgG 

conjugated with R-PE (Invitrogen Cat.# P-852) and counter stained with DAPI (blue).B. Nuclei 

were stained with DAPI for DNA (green) and PPARg2 (red). Nuclei were stained with 

polyclonal antibody to PPAR gamma 2 (Abcam Cat. # ab45036) and then Alexa fluor 633 goat 

anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody (Life technologies, A21070) and counter stained with DAPI 

(green).  
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Supplemental Figure 4.S3. The level of PPARg1 was used as an immuno-marker to sort 

ssVAT nuclei. A. Histogram of PPARg1-Neg, -Low and -High stained nuclei from sorting 

experiment (log scale) gated for DNA content and forward and side light scattering (not shown). 

PPARg1 antibody (Abcam Cat.# ab70405). B, D, E. Histograms of three sorted nuclear fractions 

re-examined by cytometry to confirm their relative PPARg1 staining levels. E, F, G. Merged 

immunofluorescence microscope images of three isolated fractions of nuclei without re-staining 

with DAPI shown in green and PPARg1 in red.  
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Supplemental Figure 4.S4. Nuclei sorted based on levels of immunostained PPARg1 were 

not well resolved from the nuclei of other cell types based on qRT-PCR analysis of cell type 

markers. Relative quantities of marker transcripts among the four classes of VAT cell nuclei 

isolated by FANS were determined by qRT-PCR. Using either Beta actin or RPL13A as 

endogenous controls gave similar results. Cell-type-specific markers ADN, SREBF1, GATA2, 

ERG3, IKAROS, and CD31 were examined. The properties of maker genes and the 

oligonucleotide primers are described in Supplemental Tables 4.S2 and 4.S4, respectively. 
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Supplemental Figure 4.S5. 5hmC metagene plots for six groups of genes from published 

dataset (Lister et al., 2013) with different coverage. To demonstrate that relatively low 

coverage don’t affect 5hmC distribution for metagene plots, published dataset from Lister et al., 

2013 were downloaded and 5hmC metagene plots with coverage ranging from 0.2X to 13X were 

made for six groups of genes. The patterns of metagene plots didn’t change much even for 

coverage as low as 0.2X.  
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Supplemental Table 4.S1. Primary and secondary antibodies used in this paper. 

Primary antibodies  

 

Antibody name  

 

Host 

species  

immunogen Clonality Company  Catalogue 

or clone 

number 

Figure 2, 3       

PPAR gamma 

2(Chen and others, 

2011) 

 

Rabbit  Synthetic peptide 

corresponding to 

Human PPAR gamma 

2 aa 1-16. Sequence: 

MGETLGDSPIDPES

DSC  

Polyclonal  Abcam ab45036 

Actin (Kandasamy 

and others, 2012) 

 

Mouse Recombinant 

Arabidopsis actin 

protein (ACT1) 

 

Monoclon

al  

Thermo 

Scientific 

mAbGEa 

 

Histone H3 (Yu and 

others, 2015) 

 

Rabbit  Synthetic peptide 

within Human Histone 

H3 aa 100-135 (C 

terminal) 

Polyclonal  Abcam 

 

ab70550 

 

Figure 6  

 

     

5hmC 

antibody(Thomson 

and others, 2015) 

Rabbit  

 

This antibody was 

raised against 5-

hydroxymethylcytidin

e conjugated to KLH 

and recognizes 5-

hydroxymethylcytosin

e. 

 

Polyclonal Active 

motif  

39769 

PPARg2 * 

 

Mouse  A DNA sequence 

encoding the N-

terminal segment (Met 

1-Thr 239) of the 

extracellular domain 

of human B7-

H1(NP_054862.1) was 

expressed with a C-

terminal polyhistidine 

tag.  

Polyclonal Abeome  8769 

Figure S2 and S3 
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Anti-PPAR gamma 

antibody (Wolf and 

others, 2014) 

Mouse  Recombinant 

fragment: 

KLIYDRCDLN 

CRIHKKSRNK 

CQYCRFQKCL 

AVGMSHNAIR 

FGRMPQAEKE 

KLLAEISSDI 

DQLNPESADL 

RALAKHLYDS 

YIKSFPLTKA 

KARAILTGKT T, 

corresponding t 

Monoclon

al 

Abcam  
 
ab70405 

 

Figure S5  

 

     

H3K4Me1(Zhang 

and others, 2015) 

 

Rabbit  Synthetic peptide 

within Human Histone 

H3 aa 1-100 (mono 

methyl K4) conjugated 

to Keyhole Limpet 

Haemocyanin (KLH). 

The exact sequence is 

proprietary. 

Polyclonal Abcam  ab8895 

H3K9Me1(Baas and 

others, 2014) 

 

Rabbit  Synthetic peptide 

corresponding to 

Human Histone H3 aa 

1-100 (mono methyl 

K9) 

Polyclonal  Abcam 

 

ab8896 

 

Secondary fluorescent antibodies  
 

Name  Company  Cat. # 

  

Goat pAb to Rb IgG (PE) Abcam  ab97070 

Alexa fluor 633 goat anti-rabbit IgG Life technologies  A21070 

Alexa fluor 488 goat anti-mouse IgG  Life technologies A11001 

 

* We validated PPARg2 mouse polyclonal antibody (Clone #: 8769) from Abeome company by 

staining Sus scrofa visceral adipose tissue (SsVAT) nuclei (Figure 6), and we saw good staining 

signal on most of the large, decondensed SsVAT nuclei.  
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Supplemental Table 4.S2. Oligonucleotide primers for qRT-PCR analysis of Sus scrofa 

transcript levels in isolated nuclei. 

 Sense  Antisense   

 Controls    

Beta actin CTTCTAGGCGGACTGTTAGTTG Beta actin AGCCATGCCAATCTCATCTC 

RPL13A GGAGAAGGCCAAGATCCATTAC RPL13A CGTGAACCTGTCGATCTTCTT 

Figure 4     

ADN CAGCCTCTACAAGAAGGACAAG ADN CTCCAGATAGAGGAGCACAGA 

SREBF1 CGGAGGCGAAGCTGAATAAA SREBF1 CTTCTGGTTGCTCTGCTGAA 

GATA2 ACGACAACCACCACCTTATG GATA2 CATGGTCAGTGGCCTGTTTA 

ERG3 CCAGAATATCGATGGGAAGGA

G 

ERG3 GGTAGTGGAGATGTGACAGAA

G 

aP2 GTGTCACGGCTACCAGAATTTA aP2 CGGGACAATACATCCAACAGA

G 

IKAROS CGGTTGGTAAACCTCACAAATG IKAROS CAGCGCTCTTTATGTTCCTCTA 

IHH CAGCTTGCTCTCACTACAGTT IHH CAGCTTGCTCTCACTACAGTT 

Klf4 TCGCCTTGCTGATTGTCTATT Klf4 TGCCAGAGATCCTTCTTCTTTG 

Myc CGCTGGATTTCCTTCGGATAG Myc GAGTCGTAGTCGAGGTCATAGT 

PCNA AGGAGGAAGCAGTTACCATAG

A 

PCNA CTGAGTGTGACTGTAGGAGAG

A 

Figure 5A    

DNMT1 GCACCTCATTTGCCGAGTAT DNMT1 CTGCAGGAACTCAACCACTATC 

DNMT3A TCCATAAAGCAGGGCAAAGA DNMT3A CATGTTGGAGACGTCGGTATAG 

TET1 GTGTCGAGGAATCCGAAGTAAA TET1 GAGAATAGTCCTTCACCACCAC 

TET2 CAGGAGGGAAAGAATGCTAAC

T 

TET2 TCCATGGAAGAGGCAGAAAC 

TET3 CTGAAGAGCACCCATCCTTT TET3 CTTCGGGAAACTCTGTTCTAGG 

AICDA GAGGCAGTTCCTCTACCAATTC AICDA TGAGAAGGAGGTGGCACTAT 

Figure 5B    

SIRT1 GTGAGGCAAAGGTTCCCTATTA SIRT1 CCCTGAAAGTAAGACCAGTAG

C 

HDAC2 CAACCTAGTGCTGTGGTGTTA HDAC2 CACACATTTAGCGTGACCTTTG 

HDAC3 CTGGTTACTTTCAGGGCAGTTA HDAC3 TAGCCTTGAGAGGGAGAAGAA 

KAT2B CGGATGCCAAAGGAGTACAT KAT2B GGAAACAGATGCCACCAATAA

C 

KAT3B GCGAAGGACTAGACTGCAAA KAT3B GGTTGTGGCTGTCCCATATTA 

Figure 5C    

KDM4A CCTTCGACCCAGATTCGTAAA KDM4A ACAGAAGTCACAATCTCCAAG

G 

KMT2C GGAGTCACCGATACACAGAATA

C 

KMT2C CTGCTGGTGGAGGATGATTT 

SETDB1 CATGTTGACCAGCTCTTTGATG SETDB1 CTCGGTATTGTAGTCCCAGTTT

AG 

PAXIP1 CTCATGGTTTCCCATCCTCTTC PAXIP1 CCACTCATACCACACCTTCTTG 

ARID1A TGAACCGCACGGATGATATG ARID1A GAGGCTGAAGAGGACATGTAA

G 
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Figure 5D    

JMJD6 TCAAGTGCGGTGAGGATAATG JMJD6 CCGTAGCTGCTGTCAAAGAT 

CARM1 GAAGGAGATTTGCACAGGATAG

A 

CARM1 GGACAACCACACGGTCATTA 

PRMT5 CATCACACACAGAGGAGTACAG PRMT5 GAAGGTCAGCACCAATTTCAA

G 

Figure S3    

CD31-S2 AGGATCAGGAGGGACAGTATTA CD31-S2 CACTGCGATGAGTCCTTTCT 
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Supplemental Table 4.S3. The genome coverage achieved by our TAB-seq was listed in the 

last column as a fraction of our coverage to Sus scrofa Sscrofa10.2 (GCA_000003025.4) 

reference genome.  

Sample Total Mapped Reads Lambda Genome 
coverage CpG sites (5mC) Non-CpG sites 

number % methylate
d Cs 

mapped 
Cs 

% methylated 
Cs 

Mapped 
Cs 

%  

PPARg2-High 7,144,386  
 

36.18% 
 

6,818 
 

699,586 
 

0.97% 
 

14,560 
 

2,076,320 
 

0.70% 0.41 
 

Pooled PPARg2-
Med and Low 

6,143,977  

 
35.98% 

 
6,962 

 
704,566 
 

0.99% 
 

15,146 
 

2,096,005 
 

0.72% 0.35 

PPARg2-Neg 6,980,655  

 
36.45% 

 
6,854 

 
728,707 
 

0.94% 
 

14,490 
 

2,159,023 
 

0.67% 0.40 

 

Provided in the table are the metrics related to the TAB-seq analysis. The genome coverage 

achieved by our TAB-seq meta-analysis is listed in the last column as a fraction of our coverage 

to the Sus scrofa reference genome Sscrofa10.2.  
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Supplemental Table 4.S4. Summary of the marker genes properties being assayed.  
 

Symbol 

 

Full Name Description 

ACTB/Ba

ctin 

Beta actin This gene encodes one of six different actin proteins. Actins 

are highly conserved proteins. This actin is a major constitute 

of the contractile apparatus and one of the two nonmuscle 

cytoskeletal actin.  

ADIPOQ Adiponectin  This gene is expressed in adipose tissue exclusively. It is an 

important adipokine involved in the control of fat metabolism 

and insulin sensitivity. It is expressed in white, beige, and 

brown adipose tissue. 

AICDA Activation-

induced 

cytidine 

deaminase  

This gene encodes a RNA-editing deaminase that is a member 

of the cytidine deaminase family.  

FABP4  Adipocyte 

protein 2, fatty 

acid binding 

protein 4 

This gene encodes the fatty acid binding protein found in 

adipocytes. Its roles include fatty acid uptake, transport, and 

metabolism. After 10 days of 3T3-L1 differentiation, aP2 was 

induced 150-fold in differentiated adipocytes.  

 ARID1A AT rich 

interactive 

domain 1A 

This gene encodes a member of the SWI/SNF family, which 

have helicase and ATPase activities and are able to regulate 

transcription of certain genes by altering the chromatin 

structure around those genes. It is required for adipogenesis 

from ES cells. Controls Sox2, Utf1, and Oct4 expression.  

CARM1 Coactivator-

associated 

arginine 

methyltransfer

ase 1 

This gene belongs to the protein arginine methyltransferase 

(PRMT) family. It methylates histone H3 at Arg-

17(H3R17me), forming H3R17me2, leading to activate 

transcription via chromatin remodeling.  

CD31/PE

CAM-1 

Cluster of 

differentiation 

31 

This protein is found on the surface of platelets, monocytes, 

neutrophils, and some types of T-cells, and makes up a large 

portion of endothelial cell intercellular junctions.  

DNMT1 DNA 

methyltransfer

ase 1 

DNMT1 has a role in the establishment and regulation of 

tissue-specific patterns of methylated cytosine residues. DNA 

methyltransferases preserve the methylation pattern of the 

parent cell during mitosis by methylating the nonconserved 

strand during replication.  

DNMT3A DNA 

methyltransfer

ase 3A 

DNMT3A is required for genome-wide de novo methylation 

and is essential for the establishment of DNA methylation 

patterns during development.  

ERG3 Early growth 

response 

protein 3 

This gene encodes a transcriptional regulator that belongs to 

the EGR family of C2H2-type zinc-finger proteins. It plays a 

role in muscle development, lymphocyte development, 

endothelial cell growth and migration. It is a sterol C5-

desaturase involved in cholesterol biosynthesis.  
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GATA2 GATA binding 

protein 2  

It promotes the differentiation of MSCs into adipocytes.  

HDAC2 Histone lysine 

deacetylase 2 

It is responsible for the deacetylation of lysine residue at the 

N-terminal regions of core histones. It plays an important role 

in transcription regulation, cell cycle progression and 

development.  

HDAC3 Histone lysine 

deacetylase 3 

It plays a critical role in transcription regulation, cell cycle 

progression, and development. It has deacetylase activity and 

represses transcription when tethered to a promoter.  

IKZF1 Ikaros family 

zinc finger 

protein 1  

The gene encodes a transcription factor that belongs to the 

family of zinc-finger DNA-binding proteins associated with 

chromatin remodeling. The expression of this protein is 

restricted to the hemo-lymphopoietic system, and it functions 

as a regulator of lymphocyte differentiation.  

IHH Indian 

Hedgehog 

IHH is present in preadipocytes and its expression decreases 

upon differentiation. As mesenchymal cells commit into 

adipocytes they lose their ability to express Ihh.  

JMJD6 

 

Jumonji 

Domain 

Containing 6 

This gene encodes a nuclear protein with a JmjC domain. It is 

a histone arginine demethylase.  

KAT2B Lysine 

acetyltransfera

se 2B or 

P300/CBP-

associated 

factor  

It is a histone acetyltransferase to promote transcription 

activation. It has significant histone acetyltransferase activity 

with core histones (H3 and H4), and also with nucleosome 

core particles.  

KAT3B Lysine 

acetyltransfera

se P300 

It functions as histone acetyltransferase that regulate 

transcription via chromatin remodeling.  

KDM4A Lysine-specific 

demethylase 

4A  

Histone demethylase that specifically demethylates lysine 9 

and lysine 36 residues of histone H3. KDM4A generates 

H3K9Me from the di-and tri-methylated forms.  

KLF4 Kruppel-like 

factor 4 

It regulates the expression of key transcription factors during 

embryonic development. Plays an important role in 

maintaining embryonic stem cells, and in preventing their 

differentiation.  

KMT2C Lysine specific 

methyltransfer

ase 2C 

It is a histone lysine methyltransferase that methylate lysine 4 

of histone H3. H4K4 methylation represents a specific tag for 

epigenetic transcription activation.  

MBD4 Methyl-CpG 

biding domain 

protein 4  

Mismatch-specific DNA N-glycosylase involved in DNA 

repair. It has thymine glycosylase activity and is specific for 

G:T mismatches within methylated and unmethylated CpG 

sites. It can also remove uracil or 5-fluorouracil in G:U 

mismatches.  

MYC Proto-

oncogene C-

The protein encoded by this gene is a multifunctional, nuclear 

phosphoprotein that plays a role in cell cycle progression, 
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Myc apoptosis and cellular transformation. 

PAXIP1 PAX 

Interacting 

(With 

Transcription-

Activation 

Domain) 

Protein 1 

Histone Methylation Regulator PTIP Is Required for PPARγ 

and C/EBPα Expression and Adipogenesis. PTIP is a protein 

that associates with histone H3K4 methyltransferases.   

 

PCNA Proliferating 

cellular nuclear 

antigen  

PCNA acts as a homotrimer and helps increase the 

processivity of leading strand synthesis during DNA 

replication.  

PPARg Peroxisome 

proliferator-

activated 

receptor 

gamma 

This gene encodes a member of the peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor (PPAR) subfamily of nuclear receptors. 

PPAR gamma is a regulator of adipocyte differentiation.  

PPARg2 Adipocyte 

specific 2nd 

isoform of 

peroxisome 

proliferator-

activated 

receptor 

gamma 

N-terminal domain isoform of PPARg. It has highest 

expression in adipose tissue than any other tissues, like 

muscle, spleen, heart and liver. It is more adipocyte specific. It 

is a nuclear receptor that binds peroxisome proliferators such 

as fatty acids. Once activated by a ligand, the nuclear receptor 

binds to DNA specific PPAR response elements (PPRE) and 

modulates the transcription of its target genes.  

PRMT5 Protein 

arginine 

methyltransfer

ase 5 

This gene encodes a histone arginine methyltransferase 5.  

PRMT5 plays a high-level causal role in adipogenesis, as small 

RNA silencing PRMT5 expression blocks PPARg2 expression 

and efficiently blocks the differentiation of 3T3-L1 

preadipocytes into mature lipid-containing adipocytes.  

PRMT5 promotes gene expression of PPARgamma2 and its 

target genes during adipogenesis.    

SETDB1 SET domain 

bifurcated 1 

This gene encodes a histone lysine methyltransferase.   

SETDB1 renders chromatin inactive through H3K9 

methylation to shut off PPARg. SETDB1 is intriguing as this 

is the first methyl transferase for which its enzymatic function 

has been linked to a cell fate decision through epigenetic 

regulation in response to extracellular stimulation.  

SIRT1  Sirtuin 1 

deacetylase 

It is also known as NAD-dependent deacetylase sirtuin-1. 

SIRT1 is a histone deacetylase.  

SREBF1 Sterol 

regulatory 

element 

binding 

transcription 

factor 1 

Transcriptional activator required for lipid homeostasis. It is 

expressed in adipocytes, fatty liver cells. It regulates glucose 

metabolism and fatty acid and lipid production and its 

expression is regulated by insulin.  

TET1, 2, 3 Ten-eleven TETs catalyze the conversion of 5-methylcytosine (5mC) to 5-
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translocation 

methylcytosine 

dioxygenases 

1, 2, and 3 

hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) and subsequent conversion 

5hmC into 5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine 

(5caC), and plays a key role in active DNA demethylation.  

TDG  Thymine-DNA 

Glycosylase 

TDG plays a key role in active DNA demethylation. It 

recognizes 5fC and 5caC and mediates their excision through 

base-excision repair to install an unmethylated cytosine.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation I studied the cell-type-specific epigenetics from organ-derived neurons 

and adipocytes. The majority of previously published studies examined epigenetic profiles of 

samples derived from whole brain and adipose tissues with more complex mixtures of cell types. 

As epigenetic profiles have been shown to be different in different cell and tissue types, the data 

from these studies is the weighted average of the epitype of all included cell types. Thus the cell-

type-specific epitype is likely to be lost in the average. Studying individual cell types instead of a 

mixture cells might reveal critical information to understanding the cell-type-specific features. 

Therefore, the studies in this dissertation dissected the cell-type-specific epigenetics of mouse 

brain derived neurons and pig visceral adipose tissue derived adipocytes in the context of their 

other constituent cell types.  

Chapter 3 of this dissertation provides an efficient method for rapidly isolating mouse brain 

nuclei from whole mouse brain tissue. By using FANS, we identified a large number of mouse 

brain cell nuclei expressing the highest levels of the pan-neuronal marker NeuN (NeuN-High) 

had largest nuclei size and decondensed chromatin. Because the fact that decondensed chromatin 

is usually associated with multipotency, we hypothesized that these exceptionally large, 

decondensed neural cell nuclei from brain define a broad class of NPCs. Surprisingly, we found 

that these decondensed NeuN-High nuclei showed elevated expression levels of markers for 

neuronal plasticity, epigenetic machinery, cell cycle, and multipotent activities compared to 

neuronal NeuN-Low and mostly non-neuronal NeuN-Neg nuclei. NeuN-High nuclei have the 
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properties consistent with their being derived from extremely active neurons with elevated rates 

of chromatin modification and NPC-like cells with multi-lineage developmental potential. While 

our data provide strong support for this theory, and perhaps most surprising was the high 

percentage of nuclei (10-15%) in this category of having multipotent properties. However, other 

results from our investigation were also unexpected and complex, or do not fully support this 

working hypothesis. For example, it was perhaps not obvious that higher NeuN staining levels 

were associated with decondensed nuclei. Further analysis of decondensed neural cell nuclei 

should provide novel insights into neurobiology and neurodegenerative diseases. 

In chapter 4, we evaluated 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) levels evaluated among 

NeuN-High, NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg mouse brain nuclei. TAB-seq identified NeuN-High 

nuclei had the highest level of 5hmC compared to the rest of nuclei types. We further profiled 

5hmC levels and distribution across gene regions for 12,488 genes expressed in the brain as a 

function of expression level. We found genes in the highest expression quintile had the highest 

5hmC levels across the whole gene region among all three classes of nuclei. Yet, the peak level 

of 5hmC was different for each class of nuclei. NeuN-High nuclei had the highest peak of 5hmC, 

generally 25% higher than the 5hmC levels in NeuN-Low and NeuN-Neg for all quintiles of 

transcript. Our data demonstrated that the relationship between genomic distribution of 5hmC 

and gene expression is neuronal cell-type-specific.  

Chapter 5 of this dissertation provides a protocol for efficiently isolating nuclei from fixed 

adult pig visceral adipose tissue (VAT). We successfully applied modifications of this method to 

mouse visceral, brown, and subcutaneous adipose tissue (Ambati and others, 2016). We 

developed FANS of VAT nuclei using the levels of pan-adipocyte protein PPARg2, to 

distinguish classes of PPARg2-Positive developing or adult adipocyte nuclei from PPARg2-
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Negative progenitor cell, leukocyte and endothelial cell nuclei. PPARg2-Positive nuclei were 10-

fold enriched for most adipocyte marker transcripts relative to PPARg2-Negative nuclei. 

PPARg2-Positive nuclei showed higher levels of transcripts encoding most of the chromatin-

remodeling factors assayed, which regulate the methylation of histones and DNA cytosine. 

PPARg2-Positive nuclei were enlarged with decondensed chromatin. TAB-seq demonstrated 

5hmC levels were remarkably dynamic in gene bodies of various classes of VAT nuclei, 

dropping 3.8-fold from the highest quintile of expressed genes to the lowest. In short, VAT-

derived adipocytes appear to be more actively remodeling their chromatin than non-adipocytes. 

PPARg2-Positive mature adipocyte nuclei are larger than NeuN-High neuronal nuclei, 

however, they do not represent an obvious multipotent phenotype based on markers involved in 

multipotency, proliferation and cell cycle as did the NeuN-High nuclei. This comparison 

highlighted the unexplored question why these adipocyte nuclei are so large but not multipotent. 

Possible explanations are the following: (1) the large size of adipocyte nuclei may simply reflect 

more chromatin remodeling machinery and higher rates of chromatin remodeling, independent of 

multipotency, which is in agree with the higher levels of 5hmC in PPARg2-Positive nuclei 

indicating poised transcriptional active state; (2) the ages of the mouse (neuronal nuclei donor) 

are younger than the pig where the adipocyte nuclei come from. As the fact that stem cell 

niche/pool diminishes dramatically with advancing age (Rossi and others, 2007; Silva and 

Conboy, 2008), it is probably not surprising that the younger mouse neuronal nuclei display 

higher multipotency compared to the older pig adipocyte nuclei.   

Collectively the data presented in Chapter 3 to 5 provides evidence for the importance and 

necessity of performing cell-type-specific epigenetic analysis and improved methods for 

characterizing specific cell types from brain and fat. Future cell-type-specific epigenetic analyses 
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will be enhanced by exploring the full potential of FANS and FNC technologies along with the 

wide variety of well-characterized markers now available.  
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